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The author explores the bmiers fàced by gays and lesbians in accessing relwant and nonbiased counsehg services. The investigation utilizes a qualitative research design that
borrows procedures nom a grounded theory mode1 for research. The first goal of thîs
study is to review the ways in which helping prof&onals have historicaily responded to

hornowxwlity. Current obstacIes to participation in counsehg are then investigated
tbrough interviews with ten lesbians and gays. Respondents idenm barriers to semice as
including wncem about mtemntions aimeci at reonentation, the client's cornfort level
with their own s e d identity and heterodst bias within the therapeutic approach Given

the sense of dienation indMduals describe in relation to conventional helping systerns, the
author reflects on the variety of alternatives to counselling that lesbians and gays may
emplr~yin addressing problems. As most participants report having had some fonn of
contact with counselling practitionen, the researcher examines how clients determine
confort withui a therapeutic setting. Assessments about suitability of service inform
decisions related to bming out' to the helper and proceeding or termiaating with
participation in counsehg. The study concludes with a series of recommendations about
the development of a more accessible approach to cihical service. The respondents advise
that practitioners commit thernselves to a process of reeducation that entails challenging

intemalized bias and expanding their knowledge base with regard to gay and lesbian
issues. It is suggested t h accessiiility is enhanced through the counsellor's efforts to
outiine agaicy confidentiaüty policies; adopt inclusive language; easure the presence of

physical indiaitors of a lesbian and gay clientele; and, the promotion of a visible profile

within the sexd minority communities. The author argues that counseiiing professionals

have a responsïbirlity to advocate for the nghts of those citizens who betong to the gay and
lesbian minorities.
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A tradition of abhorrence toward homosexuality in Western culture has
created and upheld enonnous social bamers for gays and lesbians. The current

attitudes of the dominant heterosexual majority continue to be influenced by
hostility, myths and stereotypes. Lesbians and gays must strive for stable,
fulfilling lives in isolation from visible role models, legal protection from
discriminationand other social supports enjoyed by heterosexuals. While sexual
minorities have historically been alienated from helping professionals, political
efforts t ~ r d social
s
visibility and equality suggest that counsellon are

increasingly likely to receive demands for service fram lesbians and gays. As a
profession committed to providing equitable services to under-senred
populations, social work is faced

an important opportunity to adapt theory

and practice toward an infmed and accessible clinical response to the needs
of sexual minorities. This study aims to identify the conditions that have served
as barriers to lesbians and gays who seek counselling and to advance a set of
recommendationsfor the development of an accessible approach to clinical
intervention.

Ramlak
The origins of my research date back to 1994 M e n I initially began a

pradiaim with the objective of wmpleting a Masten of Social Work As my
undergraduate training had been targeted almost entirely toward service
provision wi!h more traditional forms of family, the goal of this project was to
develop clinical skills that wwld be specific to providing conjoint ther8py to gay
male couples. Mer advertising the practiwm in various community newsletters,

counselling agencies and gay organizations, I set up an answering service to
collect and saeen requests for service. Regrettably, after several months had

passed and I had repeated my attempts to prornote the projed, aie practicum
had received an insuffident number of contacts fiom potential participants M o

demonstrated an intention to commit to ongoing involvement in the oierapeutic
process.
In detemining how to proceed with the study, I took the opportunity to

examine these failed attempts to locate a client base. It was clear that despite

my caution to prornote the practicum in a rnanner that communicated qualities of
confidentiality, respect and sensitivity for the gay experience, Iwas unable to
stimulate participation. Interestingly, however, a review of the situation revealed
that contacts did include numerous instances where potential clients scheduled
but did not attend appointments. Some men inforrned me that due to conœms

about confidentiality, they were prepared to engage solely in counselling over
the telephone. In addition, the answefing service recorded an unusual number of

telephone hang-ups. Furthemore. the advertisement attracted three requests for
consultation

other helping professionals and I received two invitations to

deliver public education seminars at a gay discussion group. The pubficity of

such a service appeared to have generated a degree of interest that somehow
could not transeend the barrien to actual participation in cwnselling. Ibegan to
consider my initial experiences as an exploratory phase in an overall process of
leaming. Within this con-

my efforts did not appear Mile as they ultimately

senred to redirect rny attention toward an exploration of the possible conditions
that obstn~ctaccess to gays and lesbians seeking counselling.

As I came ta revise rny study objectives t ~ r anâ examination of the

relationship of the counselling professions to the lesbian and gay minority, a
number of initial questions emerged. A review of the literature as it relates to the
historical response of dinicians toward lesbian and gay clients stimulated an
inquiry into the wrrent obstacles to accessing therapeutic services. I began to
question the ways in vuhich an individual migM corne to determine the
appropriateness of a particular helper. This direction of inquiry suggested a
study plan that was vastly difFerent from my original aim to develop my
therapeutic technique. Therefore I selected a thesis format rather than
continuing to punue a practicum. It became my intention to speak directly with
mernbers of the lesbian and gay communities in order to develop an

understanding of people's expenenœs and perceptions. Through a series of
interviews with past and potential wnsumen of counselling and a review of the
clinical literature, I set out to advance a set of recommendations that rnight aid a
clinician in the task of modifying pradice so as to facilitate greater accessibility
for lesbian and gay clients.
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Throughout history the regulation of semial behaviour has been enforced
through the authoritative voice of religious, legal and mental health institutions.
Homosexuality has been relegated outside of the range of social acceptability
through the assignment of a succession of labels such as 'sin', Wme' and
'sickness'. Remnants of al1 of these perspectives have been preserved to some

degree in certain sectop of contemporary Western society. Overcoming current
barriers to accessible counselling requires sensitivity to the historical context in
whidi social institutions have responded to gays and lesbians. Sociologist Gary

Kinsman advises that "examining historical experienœs can help us understand
from where lesbian and gay oppression has corne, where it may be going and
the possibilities for change" (Kinsman, 1987. p. 23). This chapter aims to

chronicle a range of dinical appmaches that praditioners have employed in the
historic quest to manage homosexuality.
The roots of religious proscriptions against same-sex erotic conduct rnay be

traced to the ideals and values that were espoused by the ancient Hebrews and
early Christians (Conrad 8 Schneider, 1980). Dunng much of the past

thousand years, ecclesiastic traditions in Western culture have tended to
consider nonprocreative sex to be in violation of the holy order, as it has been
ordained by God (Pamnder, 1980). Wdh pleasure as the sole purpose,
homosexual behaviour wes perœived as a transgression from the citizen's
reproductive responsibility to the Ader comrnunity. Such conduct was

proclaimed to be a shameful vice that endangered the very survival of the
human race.

As the authority of religion was gradually overshadowed by the emergence

of the modem state, the condemnation of same-sex activity inaeasingly became
the province of sewlar law. Homosexuality ceme to be defined as not only a sin
but a

against nature. Gary Kinsman indicates that "in the Consolidated

Statutes of Canada, drawn up in 7859, 'buggerf

man or h a s t w s

punishable by death" (Kinsman, 1987, p.92). Similarly in England, until 1861
criminal prosecution for homosexual sex camed a penalty of death (Bayer,
1987). Hovuever, post-Renaissance society gradually transferred authority away

from both legal and religious institutions and looked to science as the
appropriate agent for the social control of âevianœ. "Sinful, and partiwlarly
sexually sinful, behaviour became not only wrong but also unhealthy" (Conrad 8
Schneider, 1980, p. 212). The concept of same-sex erotic behaviour as a
physical or psychological illness eciipsed the moral and legal discoune on
homosexuality.
Social science research typically set out to examine homosexual behaviour
as the result of either biological or social influences. These approaches were
based upon the assurnption that such condud represented a pathological

condition that had to be expiained. Despite the existence of homosexual
behaviour in animal populations, a m s s a range of cultures and throughout
human history, etiological questions have didated the direction of scientific
research. A traditional mental heaithcare perspective on homosexuality was
founded upon this histon'c search for cause. Whether a practitioner's clinical
rationale was infomed by biological theories, genetics, psychoanalysis or

behaviounsm, intervention tended to f m s on providing gay and lesbian clients

with a 'cure' from psychapathological illness. The theories and practice of
counselling prafessionals have served to govem behaviours that are perceived
to exist outside of Western social noms.

In the 18th century, scientific studies of sexuality were pnmarily based upon
theories associated with the human physical constitution. Physicians stressed
the importance of rnaintaining the equilibnum of the human nervous system.
Orgasm was perceivedas a threat to that stability given that it served as an
expenditute of energy that would be followed by fatigue. This belief "...yielded
the conclusion that too much sexual adivity, and particularly deviant sexual
activity, could be detrimental to one's health"(Conrad & Schneider, 1980, p l 79).
Acceptable sexual activity was prescn'bed in moderate quantity and for the sole
purpose of proaeation. Sexual excess and masturbation in partiwlar came to be
associated with physical and mental illness. Medical authorities of the day
commonly identified masturbation as causing erotic attraction toward one's own
sex (Taylor, 1970).
It was not until 1869 that Karoly Maria Benkert developed the ternis

'heterosexual' and 'homosexual' in order to categorize distinct senial types
(Conrad 8 Schneider, 1980). Same-sex erotic attraction had previously been
considerd solely in relation to deviant behaviouts as opposed to a classification

of a specific group of people. The conceptualkation of an 'homosexual type'
failed, however, to delineate betwwn lesbian and gay male identities. While
much of this early scientific conjecture appean to have been derived from

research conducted with gay males, applicability to both women and men was
wmmonly assumed. In a review of the history of research on homosexuality,
biologist Anne FaustoSterling states:
Most of the researchers in the world have been male and most
male researchers are not interested in Hiomen. They don? work on
w m e n and they don't even Hiwk on female rats. They don't think
female organisms are worth studying or aiey think are too diffiwlt
or complicated to study. They menstruate and do this messy stuff,
so their hormones change each month and it's just al1 too
complicated to control. So it's just easier to have an al1 male
sample (Hirsch & Monette, National Film Board of Canada, 1995).
The wnceptualiration of a distinct homosexual type influenced researchers

toward explorations of factors associated with biological make-up. 19th century
scientific explanations for sexual deviance came to rely increasingly on the
principles of heredity and evolution. Homosexuality was explained as a
hereditary predisposition. The infiuential publications of naturalist Charles

DaMn outlined the theory of nahiral selection which defined homosexuality as a
maladaptive biological failure that ultimately threatened the progress of the
human species (Karlen, 1971). In 1887, physician Paul Moreau identified samesex sexual behaviour as a congenital impairnent that might be likened to k i n g
bom blind or deaf (Conrad 8 Schneider, 1980). As revievved by Karlen (1971),
medical docton Johann Ludwig Casper and Ambroise Tardieu advanœd
theories relating to how science might locate homosexuals through physical
means and thus more efficiently enforce legal accwntability for deviant
behaviour. Casper advised that the 'sexual invert', might be best identifieci

through the examination of the rectum as it MS presurned to have been altered
through the pradice of sodomy. Tardieu describeci the homosexual male as
having ''a slender, underdeveloped penis Ath a small glans, tapering from root
to tip like a dog's. He maintained that even before soûomy took place, the

homosexuel's rectum was smooth and iacked radial folds" (Karlen, 1971, p. 186).
Paola Mantegazza went on to advance that some gay men were bom with
genital nenres situated in the rectum (Karlen, 1971).

The influential work of Cesare Lombroso ~ i a reminiscent
s
of DaNvinian
thought in its depidion of the homosexual as representative of a less evolved
stage of human development (Steakiey, 1997). '70prove his point...Lombroso
measured the skulls, bodies and features of criminals, prostitutes, idiots,
arsonists, the poor and homosexuals" (Karlen, 1971, p. 189). His 1893 research
linking prostitution, physical masculinization in wmen and masturbation to
lesbianism was a stimulus for the widespread

study of prostitutes and lesbians.

Karlen (1971), suggests that it is from this fervor of investigation into biological
differences that Karl Ulrichs conduded that hornosexuals cannot whistle;
Magnus HirscMeld describecf

a tendency toward left handedness; and Dr.

Bemhardi, suggested that due to an absence of spematozoa, gay men were not
in fact male. In examining the physical charaderistics of lesbians, Havelock Ellis
fomed a similar conclusion to Bemhardi. He suggested that the more
'masculine partnef in a female couple is a member of a third sex that is neither
female or male (Downing, 1991).
Richard von Krafft-Ebing, in his 1887 publication of 'Psychopathia Sexualis'
describeci homosexualityas a perversion that is detennined by the interplay of
both biological and social factors. Given a biological predisposition to
masculinization in females and feminization in males, Krafft-Ebing advised
against legal recriminations against homosexuality (Ellis, 1965). 'The pentert
may need to be segregated to proted the community, as is the patient wBth

cholera, but he is no more to be condernned for his disorder than the latter is, for

sexual psychopathies are illnesses" (Rees 8 Usill, 1955, p. 138).
Through the early 19Ws, biological arguments for legal and social reform

were advanœd by Geman scientist and homosemial advocate, Magnus
Hirschfeld. As a gay man himseff, HincMeld went on to establish a centre for
research refened to as The lnstitute of Sexual Science'. His studies proposed
that samesex attraction is detemined by glandular secretions and is therefore
inappropriately treated as a punishable offense (Plant, 1986). Ironically, the
psychiattists of Adolf Hitler's Nazi regime would later concur with HirscMelds
biological theories of causality and set out on a course of torturous
experimentation and systematic extermination of Germany's lesbian and gay
citizens (Heger, 1980). At the conclusion of World War II 'Yhe world was ripe for

another change of ideas. The recent Nazi honor left both scientists and society
deeply suspicious of biological explanations for human behaviour.
Psychoanalytic and behaviourist theories gained ground" (Hirsch 8 Monette,
National Film Board of Canada, 1995).

In 1885, Sigmund Freud's early clinical Morts relating to homosexuality
were as e pupil of Dr. Jean Charcot. Together they found the application of
hypnosis to be unsuccessful in 'curing' homosexuality (Brill, 1960). Freud quidcly

abandoned hypnosis as a therapeutic tool in favour of clinical methods
associated with the psychological analysis of the human unconscious. His work

came to incorporate attention to both constitutional and environmental factors in
the development of human sexuality. To pinpoint his specific position on the
issue of homosexuality is complicated by the fact that his theories were

continually evolving throughout his Me's wwk Akhough Freud would frequently
retract ftom propositions he had made in earlier periods of his career, the M o l e

of his writing on the subject of homosexuality w u l d remain influential in
psychoanalyticthinking and practice.

Freud asserted that al1 human beings are bom with a bisexual orientation
and that it is only through interaction with parents and the environment that a

distinct sexual preferenœ is detemiined (Cari, 1990). Although he described

al1

people as passing Uirough a period of same-sex attraction, Freud believed that
heteroseniality represented the normal achievement of psychosemal
development. While scientific investigation had always targeted homosexuality
as a condition that had to be explained, Freud twk the radical position that the

formation of an heterosexual orientation must also be accounted for (Lewes,
1989). He outlined an influential theory on the role of infantilism in the

development of al1 hurnan sexualities. He believed that infants begin life in a
stage of 'polymorphous pervenity', where without the restrictions of a socialiy
imposed morality, sexual pleasures are received through a limitless range of
activities in al! parts of their bodies (Freud, 1905). 'Libido' or the energy of
sexual instinct, soon becornes invested in the mouth and its activities vuhich are

the main sources of gratification h this early stage (Brill, 1960). He understood
Vie child's personality to be primitive as it is conœmed only with immediate
pleasure. Infants live in a state of almost complete dependency on their mothers
during this developmental time Mich Freud called the 'oral stage'. The primitive
personality, which he referred to as the 'id, begins hawever to develop the
capacity to take action and have some control over th8 wwld. This emerging part

of the personality, the beginnings of the 'ego', was thought to result in the child

having greater control of its own body and developing a greater capacity to take
independent action (Freud, 1905).

Freud advised that as the newly aquired ability to control processes like
defecation were experienœd as pleasurable, libidinal energy becomes invested
there. The proœss of toilet training becomes an important social interaction
since the child is expected to use this newly developed control to please
sorneone else (usually the rnother). This stage was called the 'anal stage'
(Freud, 1905). Because wmen were most commonly the rearers of children.
rnothers were thought to be the sources of pleasure and objects of desire for
boys and girls in these early stages. However, Freud theorized that at about age

three, an investment of libidinal energy is transferred to the genitals and children
thus becorne very interested in these parts of tbeir bodies as sources of
gratification. As independent beings who now have developed wills of their own,
children are curious and corne to engage in an investigation of genitalia
whenever possible. This exploration leads them to discover bat Mile boys and
men have big and extravagant organs of gratification, girls and wmen do not.
Freud (1925) thought that upon this realization, boys axperience fear about the
possibility of k i n g deprived of their penises. Recognizingthat their father stil1
possesses a penis, boys conclude that their mother has been castrated by the
male parent and thus been rendered defeive. The child's resulting 'castration
anxiev was largely related to a fear of the father. In this stage boys usually
retreated from their mothen as a source of gratification lest their father be
angered by the cornpetition for her attention. Moreover, they now begin to
comply *th and intemalize their father's rules for behaviour. The child w u l d

corne to imitate and identify wh
ti the male parent so as to defiect his anger,

protect themselves from castration and to become powerful tike him. This was
thought to be the beginning of an heterosexual orientation. It also marked the
development of the personality that Freud called the 'super-ego'- conscience,
ego-ideal and source of guilt (Freud, 1910). Girls on the other hand, resented
that their now Iess admirable mothers wuld not truly meet their needs for
gratification (Freud, 1931). Freud thought that girls usuelly tumed to their fathers
as objeds of desire and developed an heterosexual orientation because their
fathers possessed the desired penis. They, too, intemalked niles of behaviour
to keep his approval and affection, but identifid more with their rnothen since,
by being like her, they might similarly please the male parent Freud (1924)

called this the 'phallic stage', and referred to the dramatic developments of

cross-sex attachment as the Oedipus and Electra complexes respectively for
boys and girls.

Freud thought that heterosexuality was reinforced through the resolution of

the Oedipus and Eledra complexes. This task included a moratofium on
sexuality. This involved a decision to delay the gratification of sexual desire until
adulthood, when one could safely and successfully find and keep a mate of
one's own. This phase was called 'latency' and was poftrayed as a time when

the child's energy was devoted pnmarily to leaming the skills needed for
adulthood (Btill, 1SEO). Through the 'latency stage', the 'ego' and 'superego'

were thought ta develop to the degree that the diild became capable of more
mature defenses against socially unacceptable or personally hamiful impulses.

At puberty the child would reinvest libidinal energy in the genitals. The more
sophisticated social and penonal skills developed in latency wuld now be used
to channel energy into activities that were both socially useful and personally

gratifying. This involved the organization of affectional behaviour within the
constraints of society's need for promation and the orderiy rearing of children.
Freud proposed a varÏety of explanations for the construction of a gay male
sexual orientation. He believed that those individuals who continued to identify
as homosemial in adulthood were somehow 'arrested' in an earfier stage of the
developmental process. His theories were grounded in the assumption of an
inherent frustration during the Oedipal phase of psychosexual development in
combination with either an excessiveiy gratifying or rejeding mother or a weak or
absent father. These conditions were thought to lead to identification with sexual
characteristics of the mother rather than the father, continued strong attachment
to the mother (rather than delaying to the nexi generation for a 'mother-like'
mate) or complete rejection of the mother and Vierefore al1 wornen as objects of
gratification.

Freud advised that when boys who were overly attached to the female
parent discovered that she had no penis, their readion of horror and fear of
castration would result in a severing of ties with the mother in favour of an erotic
bond with a ferninine male who was likened to a woman with male genitalia

(Karlen, 1971). A second theory posited that due to the denial of sexual
gratification from a female parent during the Oedipal phase, a boy would projed

an idealized image of himself onto a male partner so as to narcisstically offer to
himself the love he desires from his mother (Tripp, 1975). Freud hypothesized
that in othef cirwmstances, a boy's experienœ of resenûnent taward the female
parent for her attention to his father, might create an 'inverted Oedipw complef.
Given Freud's assurnption of innate bisemielity, this involves the child being
erotically d

r toward
~ the male parent as he abandons the task of emulating

his father in order to secure love from him. Where the Oedipal struggle is
intense and the boy is constitutionally ferninine, he was believed to remain
locked into an homosexual identity (Freud, 1905). Freud also proposed that
where boys are fmted in anal erotic pleasures, the inverted Oedipal complex
involves the pursuit of sexual gratification in a manner that imitates the wman's
receptive sexual role (Tripp, 4 975). Another of Freuds explanations for
homosexuality was based again on a state of overattachment to the mother.
Here sarne-sex erotic attraction was believed to emerge as a defense
mechanism. This involves the repression of intolerable violent fantasies in
response to the mothefs attention toward same sex siblings and the father. The
child's unconscious decision is to remove himseff from cornpetition by
transforming rivals into objects of erotic attraction (Lewes,1989). Freud also
advised that an ineffectual or absent father wwld fail to generate a sufficient
level of fear to drive the male child away from his attachment to a nurturing
mother (Freud, 1905). As was typical of early scientific speculations, these

hypotheses about homosexuality tended to be about the gay male experience.
However, Freud advised that the formation of a lesbian identity may be
understood by simply applying these etiological theoties in the converse (Carl,
1990).

Despite Freud's assertions about the influence of environmental factors in

the development of an homosemal identity, his theories did not overlook the role
of mngenital deteminants. Given that the same set of social circurnstanœs

appeared to yield an heterosexual orientation in some individuals and produœ
homosexuality in others, Freud concluded that sexual orientation is shaped by a
combination of both environmental and hereditary forces (Bayer, 1987). In his

1905 publication of 'The Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality', Freud
soundly rejects the attribution of pathoiogy to homosexuality. He observes that
samesex erotic attraction occurs in individuals that exhibit no other
abnomalities and is common in those M o are highly intellectually and ethically
developed. He was skeptical Mth regards to the potential for therapy targeted
toward 'reorientation' stating that '$0 undertake to convert a fuliy developed
homosexual into a heterosexual is no more promising than to do the reverse"
(Freud, 1920, p. 137). In a 1935 letter to a mother who seeks the reorientation of
her gay son, Freud advises that the appropriate direction for clinical intervention

is not about 'cure' but rather to assist the individual to attain cornfort with his
sexual orientation, He writes:
By asking me if Ican help, you mean, I suppose, if I can abolish
hornosexuality and make heterosexwlity take its place. The
answer is, in a general way, we cannot promise to achieve it...in
the majority of cases it is no more possible....What analysis can do
for your son runs a different line. If he is unhappy, neurotic, tom by
confiicts, inhibited in his social Me, analysis can bring him

hamony, peaœ of mind, full efFiciency, whether he remains
homosexual or gets changed (Doming, 1991, p. 43).
In contrast to Freud's position on reparative therapy, his wrk sewed to invite
theofi~tsto equate homosexuality with pathology. While he presented repressed
same-sex erotic attraction as a universal phenomenon, such urges were
depided as having an exaggerated role in the mental life of the psychologically
disturbed (Karlen, 1971). Paranoia was understood to be a defense against the
intolerabilityof same-sex yeaming. Although Freudianswho published between
1900 and 1930 tended to adhere to the perspective that homosexuality

represented an arrested psychosexual development, much attention was

focused upon the relationship of delusional and paranoid thinking to repressed
same-sex urges (LMs,

1989). Given that a representative sample of lesbians

and gays was improbable at the tirne, scientific research was largely based on a
clinical population. These early studies tended to reinforce an association
between homosexuality and psychological disturbanœ and thw imply that an
appropriate clinical response involves the emancipation of the client from a
pathological state.

Like Freud, most early praditioners of psyaioanalysis* w r eskeptical with
regard to the potential for Weding a 'cure' for homosexuality. However,
proponents of environmental arguments for the etiology of homosexuality,
provided a sense of optimisrn for practitioners who favoured interventions based
on reorientation. Lems (1989), cites Abraham Brill, Felix Broehm and lsadore

Sadger as examples of prominent analysts who pfofes~edin the early twentieth
century to have had limited success in 'restonng' heterosexual fundioning.
Therapeutic efforts referred to as 'radical treatment' desaiba clinical
intervention that is direded toward a cornplete conversion of the homosexual
client to heterosexuality. In contrast, a 'palliative treatrnent' approach daes not
seek to change the direction of one's orientation but merely aims to wrb the

sexual impulse so as to persuade the individual away from overt homosexual
behaviour (Rees 8 Usill, 1955). These fonns of therapy have utilized
psychoanalytic methods, hypnosis, or the administration of hormones. While
praditioners identified Iimited success in afTeding cornplete reorientation, those
clients M o remained emtically drawn to their same sex were commonly
portrayeâ as lacking sufficient motivation toward nomalcy. The least likely

candidates for reorientation wre identified as those individuals M o exhibited
any degree of cornfort with their homosexual condition (Ellis, 1965).

8 y 1911, Alfred Adler had divorced himseif from popular psychoanalflic

theofies based on instinctual determinants. He equated the homosexual with a
spoiled child vrfio is unprepared to face the demsnds of adult life without a
rnothefs protection. Gay males w r e portrayed as having a perception of the self

as incapable of attaining masculine role. It was assumed that a gay identity was
therefore adopted in order to compensate for a sense of inferiority and to avoid
the possibility of defeat in the tasks of normal adulthood (Rees 8 Usill, 1955).
Sirnilarly, Adler proposed that the lesbian faits to believe in her capacity to
succeed within the role of a wman. He viewed her as attempting 'Io e q d or

-

outdo men on their own ternis power, dominance, aggression. This 'masculine
protest', as Adler called it, may produœ an angry, mannish feminist with
menstrual troubles and relative frigidity. Or it may produœ a lesbian.. .who felt
from early childhood that they could never Mn any man's real love or interest"
(Karlen, 1971, p.286).Unlike Freud, Adler's therapeutic intervention avoided
unearthing past trauma and instead promoted the curing of homosexuality
through a re-education proœss that centered on overcoming feelings of
inferiority and learning to adopt 'healthiet behaviour patterns and goals (Haver,
1959).

The psychological research of the 1930's and 1940's continued to be
influenced by Freudian postulations. Scientific attention was largely focused

upon expanding theories of arrested psychosexual development. Despite
insubstantial evidenœ to support the possibility of 'cure', psychoanalysts
laboured under the assumption that ta unblock the individual's paralysis in
psychosexual development was to free himlher to choose an heterosexual
orientation (Lewes, 1989). Scientific spewlation about homosexuality throughout

this time period appears to have been fomulated primanly on data derived
through research on gay males.
Some of the psychoanalytic conjecture specific to female homosexuality was
outlined by Cornelia Wilbur (1965). Wilbut believed that a fixation toward either
her mother or father could thwart a girl's capacity to f o m attachments with the
male sex. The 'aggressive' lesbian was considered to envy the male sex organ
which wwld result in fantasies of possessing a penis and achieving sexual

gratification through insertion. Wilbur suggasted that heterosexuality w u l d be
repressed iF a female child was parented by a 'mothering fathet M i l e maturing
through the Electra cornplex. Should a girl perceive the male parent as rejecting
of her, it was theorized that she wuld corne to renounce not only her father but
males in general. Childhood circumstances that involved a pmlonged absence of
the female parent, were believed to elicit hostile fantasies in relation to
abandonment that result in the search to sewre a surrogate mother. Wilbur
concludes her review by pronouncing that W t h adequate motivation and
cooperation, successful psychotherapy resulting in reversion to exclusive
heterosexual behaviour is possible" (Wilbur, 1965, p. 281).
Psychological research into male homosexuality wntinued to be guided by
classical psychoanalytic principles. Anna Freud emphasized the ferninine
desires of the 'sexually passive' gay man M o was believed to project his
'estranged' male identity onto a 'sexually active' partner so as to regain a sense

of maswlinity. She claimed that Vlm~ghinvoking a sexual crisis within a
thefapeutic context, problematic issues from childhood could be reawkened
and resolved in order to renew a masculine heterosexual drive (Lewes, 1989).
As reviewed by Bieber et al. (1962), the publications of Karl Abraham and Emest

Jones illustrate other psychoanalflic spin&

from Freudian theory. Abraham

proposed that male homosexuality represented a failure to assume the normal
path toward resolution of the Oedipal complex by replacing the female parent as

the object of Mecfion wiVi the father. Jones identifiedtwo deteminants of
homosexuality as induding a strong degree of sadism and an intense oral

fixation.

In 1932, Melanie Klien modified Freudian theory through her assertion that
male samasex attraction represents a disturbance in psychosexual
development that occurs prior to the Oedipal cornplex. In consideration of the
psychological demands that accompany waning in the 'oral stage', Klien
hypothesizedthat an infant's frustration results in cannibalistic fantasies towards
the mother's breasts. She advised that the child would corne to project these
violent thoughts ont0 the extemal wrld. This results in an unconscious fear of
being devoured by the love object. The vagina, which is unconsciously equated
with the mouth, cornes to represent the castrating, devouring organ" (Bieber
et. al, 1962, p. 103). Analysis was directed toward facilitating the renewl of the

client's belief in his mother's essential goodness and in his ability to gratrfy her
with his penis. (Bayer, 1987).
In 1933, Eidelberg and Bergler also explored pre-ûedipal infiuences on
male homosexuality. As in Mien's thao~y,fucation in an oral stage was assumed
to resuit in an avoidance of m e n due to the disappointment and hostility
experiencedfrom waning. Referring to this phenornena as the 'breast complex',

they suggested that the penis cornes to syrnbolize the mothefs breast. As
semen becomes a substitute for the individual's urge for milk, the vagina was

portrayed as representative of the M d ' s cannibalistic fantasies (Bergler, 1959).
Bergler states that:

In his organ language he unconsciously expresses the denial of
dependence on Mothefs breast by proving to himseif that he could
not have been disappointed by another as he himseif possessed
the organ with which the disappointment w u l d have been
executed. By unconsciously identifying breast and penis. he
makes himseff 'independent' of mother and, in consequence af the
entire female $ex He tries to duplicate his clever tri& by choosing
as partne*, only those W o possess the duplication of his own
defense mechanism - the penis.. ..Homosexuals are not manlovers; they are merely fnghtened fugitives from the fantasy of the
'cruel' mother they themselves aaated (Bergler, 1950, p. 107).
Edmund Bergler advised that there is no such thing as a healthy
hornosexual (Bergler, 1956). He boasted of a 9.9 percent success rate in cunng
homosexuals by provoking recollections of 'the mothets act of deprivation'
during the proœss of weaning. He proposed that through mis re-emergence of
pre-Oedipal trauma, analysis would resolve the client's hostility toward the
opposite sex and unleash heterosexual fundioning. He predicted the male client

uiiould experience an initial stniggle with premature ejawlation which is
representative of an attempt to avenge himself for his mothets withholding of
milk Lesbian cwpling was presented as a refiedion of a distorted motherchild

relationship whereby a m a n would develop a destrudive level of dependency
toward a fernale partner who fundioned as a parental figure (Conrad 8
Schneider, 1980). Bergler, whose publications spanned well into the 1%Os, is
credited by Lewes (1989) as k i n g partially responsible for the gay community's
mistrust and animosity toward counselling pmfessionals. He charaderired
homosexuals as being psychologically disturbed reprobates who harbour an
intense longing to experience emotional suffering. Bergler stated that the
homosexual personality is:

a mixture of superciliousness, fake aggression and whimpering
....they are subsewient vvhen wnfronted with a stronger person,
merciless M e n in power, unscnipulous about trampling on a
waker person. The only language their unconscious understands
is brute force.. ..you seldom find an intact ego (Bergler, 1956, pp.
2û-29).

In 1938. W. Silveherg renewed attention to the Oedipus cornplex He
advanced the idea that 'passive' homosexualÏty resulted from the male child's

unconscious attempts to separate the parents by drawing the fathets phallic
appetite toward a samesex relationship (Beiber, 1962). The child believes that
once freed from her husband's sexual dernands, the rnother w u l d becorne
available to meet the child's needs for enjoyment. Silverburg insisted that
homosexual relationships were unworkable as the 'passive' partner is attracted

only by men who are desired for sexual intercourse by wmen. Condoning the
mistreatment of sexual minorities, he stated that "sinœ the passive homosexual
is trying to extinguish the race...society is justified in its violent feelings toward
him and.. .in taking steps against him" (Lems, 1989, p. 115).
Karlen (1971) describes the work of Sandor Rado in the 1940's as a
departure from Freud's ainceptualization of an innate bisexual drive. Rado
instead introduced the theory of 'latent heterosexuality'which suggested that
wi'thin every lesbian or gay man lay a natural prodivity toward heterosexuality
(Bayer, 1987). Treatment was thus targeted toward unearthing the client's
'natural' heterosexual tendencies. ReMing the notion of a constitutional
component to instindual drives, Rado asserted that male-female pairing
represented the only natural fonn of sexual adaptation and that it is cultural
influences that determine an homosexual orientation. He redefined the same-sex
erotic urge as an attempt to procure sexual gratification where resentment and

fear had created obstacles to 'normal' relations (Beiber, 1962). Equating
homosexuality with schizophrenic disorganization, "Rado pointed to what he
believed was the otherwise inexplicable nature of the choiœs made by
homosexuels - their seledion of partners who despite their biological
endowments took on features, at least subjedively, of the oppsite sex" (Bayer,
1987, p. 29)

Dismissing Freud's instinctual drive theories, Wilhelm Stekel attributed

the

existence of male homosexuality to a psychological conflict that direded the
individual to make choiœs that allowed for the avoidance of difficult challenges
(Karien, 1971). The repulsion that Stekel believed gay men felt toward wmen
was viewed as a defensive reaction against lust. He further advised that gay
men, whom he characterized as intensely jealous, equate heterosexual intimacy
with a sense of vulnerability to the possibility of a wman's infidelity. Stekel
asserted that, given the individual's extrernely jealous mure, his 'natural'
heterosexual orientation bewmes sublimated in an atternpt to cope with his M
potential to murder a female partner. Through short-tenn, problemcentered
therapy, aimed at re-education, Stekel clairned to have radically, reoriented four
homosexual clients (Rees & Usill, 1955). He emphasized that although his
'successes' w r e few, these case examples provided evidence that mntrary to
Freud's position, 'cure' was possible.
Albert Ellis, the founder of 'rational emotive therapy', began writing about

reparative treatment in the 1950's. His theories explained the condition of
homosexuality through a combination of biological, cultural and familial factors in
relation !O irrational, setfdefeating thought patterns. As evidence for unrealistic
thinking he cited the choice of an homosexual orientation amidst severe social

and legal prohibitions; closedmindedness about sexual experience with the
opposite sex; the avoidance of responsibility and long range planning that
charaderizes an heterosexual lifestyle; an ifrational fear of the opposite seX and
a belief mat all homosexuals are psychotic or suffer with other emotional
disturbances (Ellis, 1965).
Ellis ascribed a greater degree of sickness to lesbians than gay men as he
did not observe the intense hostility toward the opposite sex in male
homosexuals that he perœived in lesbians (Karlen, 1971). Mudi of the early
scientific conjecture on homosexuality suggested that "the mannish woman was

-

characterized as a threat to the private realm of the family nothing short of a
wornan on strike against mariage and motherhood" (leny,1997, p. 274). In
defence of conventional female sex roles, Ellis stated that:

...wmen can be heterosexual despite frigidity, since they don7
have to achieve and maintain erection....A male trying to cure
himself of homosexuality may not be able to get a girl so
easily.. ..$O women who cop out on aie female role and becorne
lesbians are giving up on a relatively easy role to assume, and
they are offen very disturbed (Karlen, 1971, p. 224).
Ellis thought that since feelings of guilt and self criticism would further
entrench the homosexual in illogical choice, the therapist must adopt a position

of acceptance about the cliews right to make a rnistake. He advised therapists
to combat the client's tendency toward self blame, while educating about
unhelpful cognitive styles so that more rational beliefs and values could emerge.
Critical of the passive appmach taken by traditional psychotherapy, Ellis insisted

that successful reorientation requires persistenœ in challenging excuses and
correding irrational thinking so as to persuade the client toward openness to the
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opposite sex The therapist was directed to provide homewrk assignments that
involved dating and having heterosexual intercourse (Ellis, 1965).

Reparative aierapy was met with some degree of skeptiu'sm where
theoreticians attributed homosexuality to an inbom constitutional condition.
While etiological explanations throughout the 20Vi œntury foaised primarily on
psychological causes, some investigators continued to explore biological factors.

In the early 1900's, Sandor Ferenczi distinguished between types who are
erotically drawn to the same sex and those who identify themselves as being the
opposite sex (Karlen, 1971). Clinical objectives with regard to those merely
attracted to the same sex. involved efforts to hamess the patient's sense of
sexual urgency and alleviate M a t he perceived to be an hostility toward the
opposite sex. Ferencri found that for many of his patients who identify as being
the opposite sex, the choiœ of erotic partner would not be altered through
treatment (Lews, 1989). He conduded that gender confusion was rooted in the
individual's biological make up and was therefore unchangeable. Although,
Henry Havelock Ellis reported moderate progress in reorienting bisexuals, he
described constitutionally based homosexuals, whom he viewed to be a category

of hermaphrodite, as 'incurable' (Rees 8 Usill, 1955). While Ferenczi direded
clinical intewention taward the psychological adjustment to one's congenital
orientation, Ellis insisted that it was "outside the province of the physician to
recommend his inverted patients to [ive according to their homosexual impulses"
(Ellis, 1936, p. 342).
Arguments for a genetic cause were based upon studies that sought to trace
hereditary limage. In 1940, Magnus HirscMeld reported that approximately 35%

of gay men have siblings or other close family members who are homosexual

(Ellis, 1965). In 1952, F. Kallman published similar evidence for a genetic
hypothesis. His study identified that while iess than half of 45 dizygotic sets of
M n brothers shared a cornmon homosexual orientation, a full 100% of 40 sets

of identical twins were similar in relation to an homosexual orientation.
Research also examined a 'body type' hypothesis to explain same-sex
attraction,
This early scientific discourse.. .was a fascination and obsession
with the body - its stfudure, motions and behaviours es a temitory
of perversions. Through techniques of clinical surveillance and
diagnosis, homosexual bodies were objects to be measured, zones
to be mapped, and texts to be read by scientists..." (Terry, 1997, p.
274).

-

In 1936, Havelock Ellis, M e r examining I O homosexual women, noted that
lesbians exhibit small, undeveloped clitorises (Ellis, 1965). In that same year,
HirscMeld proposed that even before puberty, a lesbian is identifiable by her
boyish appearance, while the gay male is of a more ferninine build (Ellis, 1965).
In 1940, W. Sheldon measured and photographed thousands of women and

men in order to match their personality types to categories of body types he
referred to as 'endomorph', 'edomorph' and 'mesomorph'. From this study, he
desuibed homosexuals as physiologically fragile, 14th poor endowment and
physical diaracteristics of the opposite sex (Karlen, 1971). In 1941, Dickinson
declared that lesbians have early onset of menstruation, fiequent emctility of
the nipples and glans clitorises that are one third larger than in heterosexual
females (Ellis, 1965). A 1961 study by Nedoma and Freund, reported that gay
men have a lower body weight and a larger width of penis (Karlen, 1971).

Rees and Usill(1955), review the work of Wright who discovered an
abnomal ratio between male and female homones in gay men. As late as

1971, R.C. Kolodny concluded that gay men have lower levels of testosterone
and androgen in the blood, lawer sperm counts and misshapen spem cells
(Masters 8 Johnson, 1979). Such discoveries directed practitioners toward the
use of hormone therapy in order to regulate and eradicate homosexual
behaviour. Radical treatment involved administration of large doses of
testosterone. While this approach appears to have increased the sex drive, it
MS

not show to redirect the male's erotic desire toward heterosexuality (Allen,

1958). A palliative treatment approach entailed either the administration of

oestregen or castration. Throughout the 1930's and 1940's castration was
performed on gay men in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Holland,
Greenland, lceland and Gennany (Karlen, 1971). While the administration of
oestregen was found to weaken the sexual impulse, effectiveness is dependent
upan the individual's wîllingnessto comply with treatrnent Endocrinologist, Peter
Scott advised that "the psychopaths and generally unstable types, who most

need it if they are to keep out of trouble, are the ones who can least be relied on
to do so...but as those who are taking it tend to put on weight the doctor has
some check on it (Rees and Usill, 1955, p.130).
In mntrast to etiological models based on sidviess, researchers such as
Karl Ulrichs and Magnus Hirschfeld maintained that the discovery of a biological
basis for hornosexuality would substantiate the 'naturalness' of same-sex
attraction and ultimately lead to social and legal refom (Kennedy, 1997). They
argued that evidence for congenital determinism implied that hornosexuality
merely represented a constitutional variation in sexuality. However, the
suggestion that homosexuality is inbom and natural did not preclude attempts to

control and manage it through medical means such as hormone treatrnent and
castration. Despite the assertions of Ulrichs and HirscMeld, an association
behirieen homosexuality and pathology prevailed. Evidence of a biological
predisposition contnbuted to a redefinition of same-sex erotic attraction as an
inherited pathological condition that was to be pitied M e r than simply seen as
an immoral choice.

In contrast to biological theories, behavioutisrn conœptualized the etiology
of homosexuality to be based on leamed behaviour. Reorientation was sought
through aversion therapy which utilized the administration of comective
punishment for 'undesireable' behaviour. Karlen (1971), reviews the w r k of
behaviourists Louis Max, D. Smec and D.Freund and D.F. Clark In 1935, the
first use of aversion techniques wds reported by Max, vuho desdbed using
heavy elednc shocks to a gay male M i l e presenting him with erotic
photographs of men. Max insisted that the lower shock intensity that was utilized
with other kinds of patients w u l d prove ineffective with the homosemial. In
1953, Srnec and Freund claimed to have successfully reoriented 25 gay men by

supplementing conventional shock therapy techniques wïthsleep deprivation
and the administration of a nausea inducing dnig. By 1963, Clark further
developed Smec and Freund's approach by introducing the deprivation of food
for seven days and six nigMs. He attributed his success at reorientation to
induced nausea in such a manner that the client wwld be exposed to a picture

of himself each time he had to vomit,
Joseph Wolpe and Philip Feldman made further refinements to aversion
therapy. By 1969, Wolpe combined tradlional aversion techniques with

assertiveness training and insight otiented therapy that aimed to erode the
client's fear of heterosexual fundioning (Karien, 1971). In 1971, Feldman
provided the client with the controls to both the elednc shock and slides of erotic

figures with the instruction that the picture must remain in view until it is no
longer experienced as sexually exciting. Feldman and other practitioners who
employed aversion therapy techniques became a prime trrrget of gay and
lesbian protest in the 1970s (Bayer, 1987). A growing political movement of
homosexual adivists adopted a position that 'aversion techniques' constituted an
inhumane and unethical approach to treatment.

Against a backdrop of unwavering popular and scientific support for the
medical, pathological perspective on homosexuality, Alfred Kinsey undertook his
monumental studies of sexual behaviour in America. The first volume, Sarmal
our in the H
u-

by

m

was published in 1948 and was followed in 1953

m intheHuman These publications served to

challenge the traditional dichotomy b e W n M a t is popularly viewed as normal

and abnormal sexual behaviour (Lewes, 1989). Whereas previous scientific
research had depended on small, dinical sarnpies, Kinsey conducted interviews
with 5,300 men and 5,940 wrnen. On the basis of his sample, Kinsey mncluded

that 37% of the aduR male population in the United States, at some time in their
lives, had experienced an erotic homosexual contaci that included orgasm.
Assuming that behavioural difFerenœs w r e a matter of degree, he examined his
data along a continuum ranging from those who had participated in solely
heterosexual erotic contact to those who identified as exclusively gay. Kinsey
indicated that 10%of his male sample had engaged in only homosexual sex for
at least 3 years between the ages of 11 and 55. His later research identified that

a third to half as many women are exclusively homosexual; that compared to gay
men, a smaller number of lesbians live in a distinct subwlture; and, that lesbians
share a physical resemblance with other women more than they resemble men
(Karien, 1971).
Kinsey used his findings to dismiss traditional therapeutic approaches to
homosexuality. He asserted that mental health professionals had intemalized
and rnerely acted to reinforce aie ngid prohibitions of a restrictive culture
(Lewes, 1989).

For Kinsey the statistically normal wuld not be psychologically
abnonal....he believed that the capacity of an individual to
respond erotically to any sort of stimulus is basic to the
species.. ..Sexual preferences were no difîerent from those
involving food or clothes (Bayer, 1987, p. 44).
Kinsey proposed that homosexuality represented a leamed behaviaur rather
than a description of who an individual is (Pillard, 1997). In contrast to the
conventional etiological focus of science, he questioned why a significant portion
of the population overiooked their potential for diverse sexual experiences. His
confirmation of large numbers of Amencan homosexual citizens served to

introduce the possibility of cornrnunity to a minority population that had long
stniggled with issues of isolation and alienation. Bayer (1987) credits Kinsey's
research Ath the emergence of a new confidence within lesbian and gay
organizations that w u l d corne to challenge conventional psychoanalytic
orthodoxy.
Kinsey's depidion of homosexuality as a normal behaviour that has been
culturally suppressed was substantiated in a 1951 study by Cleland Ford and
Frank Beach. In examining 70 civilizations outside of the United States, they

identified49 cultures where homosexuality was defined as natural for some
community memben (Karlen, 1971). Ford and Beach extended their
investigation to the sexual behaviour af animals and conciuded that homosexual
behaviour exists, regardless of the availability of an opposite sex partrier (Bayer,
1987). In 1957, Evelyn Hooker presented a further challenge to the pathological

perspective. She questioned the notion of scientific objedivity by identifyingthe
bias caused by the use of dinical samples in the vast majority of studies on
homosexuality. By employing two clinical experts to administer the Rorschach
and written psychological tests ta a 'nonpatient' sample, Hooker found that
homosexual subjects were indistinguishable from heterosexual subjects and
were assessed as having an average or better than average psychological
adjustrnent (Karlen, 1971).

More conservative scientific researdiers continued to develop theory based

on clinical samples. In opposition to Kinsey's efforts to nomalize hornosexu21it-,
'Wey used case histories of homosexual mental patients in order tu argue that
lesbianism and male homosexuality were indeed morbid pathological conditions"
(Terry, 1997, p. 277). Irving Bieber et al. (1962), addressed etiological questions
on male homosexuality through a scientific exploration of the prognosis for

successful reorientation. Like Sandor Rado, Bieber proposed sarne-sex
orientation to be an environmentally determined psychopathologie state, and
that within every homosexual, a 'normal' heterosexual identity could be
unearthed (Pillard, 1997). Data was comprised of descriptive

information from 77

psychiatn'sts with regards to 100 heterosexual and 106 gay patients. He found
that in 69% of his sample, the homosexual male's family of origin was
characterized by an overly intimate and domineering mother and a distant,

hostile father. Similar findings were evident in only 32% of the heterosexual
control group. Bieber concluded that mothers of gay men retard sexual
developrnent through hosülity toward his natural heterosexual drives; frequent
expressions of emasculating attitudes; interference with his relationship to his
father (seeking to preserve her bond wiVi the son whom she commonly prefers
over her husband); and, the discouragement of independence and 'normal' male
peer relationships. Due to the father's emotional distance, the gay man was
believed to be in a desperate struggle to recover wtihhed
l

male affection. Bieber

considered al1 gay relationships to be destructive and unstable because of the
pathological nature of this search for intirnacy. He remained committed to a
belief in the effediveness of reparative therapy despite k i n g able to identify
only 19%of his sample as wnverting to exdusively heterosexual behaviour.
Although Bieber's writing did not identrfy specific clinical techniques, he
suggested that the most promising prognosis for reoflentation occurs when the
client reports an improved relationship

the father; exhibits strong motivation

for change; is under 35 years old; has had past heterosexual expefience; and,
identifies some degree of erotic heterosexual dream content.
Cornelia Wilbur (1965). utilized Bieber's conceptualiration of an
overbearing mother and a passive, detached father to account for female
homosexuality. The exwssively controlling rnother was believed to transmit
messages that depict heterosexual relationships as dangerous. Wilbur
characterized the motherchild bond as being contaminated by a cornpetitive
sûuggle that sewed to disnipt the daughtefs 'normal' identific&on with the
same sex parent. Furthemore, given the father's emotional absence, the
daughter was seen to la& a masculine ideal
ht w
i

which to relate.

Wilbur perceived lesbian pairing as a mere imitation of heterosexual
functioning. She advised that each woman assumes either a male or female role.

She described the 'masculine' partner as using sex as an outlet for hostility Mile
the Teminine' anterpart seeks erotic gratification thmugh insertion. Wilbur
asserted that lesbian "relationships are charaderized by great ambivalence, by
great longing for love, by intense elements of hostility, end by the presenœ of
chronic anxiety. These relationships are unstable and often transient. They do
not contribute to the individual's need for stability and love" (Wilbur, 1965, p.
281). Wilbur expressed optimism about reorientation as the lesbian's presumed

desire to have a baby was evidence of her 'latent heterosexuality'. Treatment
\nms

believed to require two to four appointments per week for a pefiod of ?hree

to four years so that symptoms of 'psychosis' might diminish and allow for an
adaptation to heterosexualfunctioning.
In analyzing Bieber et al.% 1962 data from a clinical population, psychiatrist
Charfes Socarides asserted that al1 homosexuals show evidence of
psychopathology - 50% of lesbians and gays suffer with paranoia, schizophrenia
or manic depression, while the remainder are merely obsessional or phobic
(Bayer, 1987). From Biebefs conceptualization of the pathological, pre-Oedipal
attachment to a domineenng rnother, Socarides proposed that if the gay male
attempted to form an heterosexual bond, am-ety about separation from the
mother, fear of engulfment and a loss of seff identity would result. He proposed
that male coupling, the projection of one's self onto a partner, represented a
desperate "hop to achieve a 'shot' of maswiinity in the homosexual a& Like
the addid, the homosexual must have his fix" (Bayer, 1987, p. 36). Socarides
understood the lesbian partnership to be founded upon an intense dependence

and mutual protection, with little adual sexual involvement (Karlen, 1971). With

this underlying pathological motivation for union, the same-sex couple was
described as a continuous source of disappointment and pain.
Socarides (1975) claimed to have achieved successful reorientation of over
50% of patients who possesseâ strong motivation for conversion and M o

attended sessions four to five times per week His intervention aimed to allay
fears of the opposite sex and to resolve pre-ûedipal disturbance in order that
suppressed heterosexual interest might flourish. Socarides wrote critically of
those clinicians who would assist the individual to adapt to an homosemai
orientation. Throughout the 1960's and 1970'9, he vehernently dismissed the
arguments for lesbian and gay resistance to reparative therapy as being based
upon propaganda. Although Socarides perceived al1 sexuality as culturally
detemined, he offered dire wamings that to stray from the natural evolutionary
course, is to threaten the human species.

Given that many clinicians were less confident in the effectiveness of
reparative techniques than Bieber, Wilbur and Socarides, a preventative
approach to homosexuality came to be promoted by mental health professionals.
Parents were cautioned to avoid conditions that might result in the child
becoming fixated in the early phases of hislher psychosexual development.
Rees and Usill(1955) advised that the process of weaning a child from breast
feeding should ocair in an affectionate environment. VVhen the time comes to

m a n the baby it should be done by satiating it, by feeding it from a spoon.. .and
not by painting the nipple with aloes or anything of the sort.. ..lt is unkind to force
milk puddings on a child who is trying to overcome its longing for milk" (Allen,
1958, p. 65). It was fumer advised that toilet training should be unemotional so

as to prevent an association with bladder or bowel fùnctioning and fear or
obtaining affection (Reesand Usill, 1955). Parents were counselled to avoid
administering enemas to children as such an action might stimulate the rectum.
Infants over six months old w r e to be kept away frorn the parental bedroom as
the experienœ of witnessing sexual intercourse may be interpreted as an

assault towards the mother and this create an aversion to coitus.
Clifford Allen (1958) stressed the obligation of parents to ueate a happy
home environment and to avoid divorce at al1 costs. He advised that
heterosexualfeelings are most likely to develop where the mother teaches
feminine attitudes to her daughter and offers a tempered degree of affection to
her son. Allen cautions that parents must not tease a child as s/he exhibits their
first interest in the opposite sex Rees and Usill(1955) were strong proponents

of cosducational schools so as to protect against the temptation t m r d
homosexual play. They advised that vutiere children show early signs of
homosexual tendencies, immediate treatrnent may be successful in achieving
reorientation but that the child should be removed from school so as to prevent
the seduction of other children. Where a diild was found to be engaged in

homosexual play, they insisted that the accompanying lectures must ernphasize
the unhappiness inherent to an homosexual lifestyle and that corporal

punishment rnust not be administered on the buttocks so as to avoid stimulation
of the rectum.

With the responsibilityfor homosexuality being attributed to early childhood
socialization, parents were charged wiar the duty of safely navigating their sons
and daughters thrwgh the resolution of psychosexualdevelopmental tasks. The
avoidance of a samesex orientation meant goveming diildren's behaviour

within the rigid parameters set by traditional sex roles. Psychiatric assumptions
about homosexuality had infiltrated the daily routine of the family system. As
scientific suppositions came to extend beyond the offices of mental health
institutions, a discourse emerged betwen gays and lesbians. The very subjects
of scientific research began to question expertcontrolfed definitions of their own
life experienœ.

The emergenœ of the 'lesbianigay liberaiion' movement is rwted in the
formation of the 1950s social activist groups, 'The Mattacbine Society' and 'The
Daughters of Bilitis'. Both organizations undertook a mandate targeted toward
the resistance of stigmatizing interpretations of homosexuality. Through the
1960s and 1970s, these demands for social change w r e heightened through
the creation of other similarly oriented organizations. With concerted challenges
to religious and legal definitions of hornosexuality underway, adivists began to
target efforts toward the mental health profession (Conrad & Schneider, 1980).
Gays and lesbians challenged the notion of an inherent pathology. They

attributed their psychological stniggles to repressive social attitudes that had
been systematically reinforced through the adivity of counselling theorists and
practitioners. Lesbian activist, Barbara Gittings stated that:
The homosexual community...inueasingly sees psydiiahy as the
major enemy in the battle against deeply rooted societal
prejudice....The homosexual community looks upon Morts to
change homosexuals into heterosexuality...as an assault upon ouf
people oornparable in its way to genocide ( Pillard, 1997, p.228).
While prominent conservative dinicians such as Edmund Bergler, ltving
Bieber and Charles Socarides had articulatecl positions that vehemently
opposed attempts to nomialize same-sex erotic behaviour, the Arnerican

Psychiatric Association (A P.A) provided a more authoritative dinical source for
maintaining a pathological perspective on homosexuality. In the 1952 edition of
the AP.A1s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, homosexuality was officially
classified as a 'sociopathic perscinality disturbance' (Pillard, 1997). By 1968, its
registration in the list of mental illnesses had been rnodified to an indusion in the
category of 'sociopathic persomlity disorder'. Within aie diagnostic manual,
homosexuality was located alongside an array of 'sexual deviations' that
included pedophilia, exhibitionism, sadism, masochism and other conditions
deemed to be pathological. This diagnostic label was preserved within the
psychiatric profession's official nomenclature until 1973.
Bayer (1987) reviews the process through which homosexuality officially

came to be eliminated by the AP.A from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Psychiatric Disorders. He credits this shfî in the official position of the mental
health professions as arising from the demands of political gays and lesbians
who had begun to speak out against the repression they had experienced under

the guise of reparative therapy. Through protests staged at the conventions of
the psychiatric industry, activists voiœd dernands for consultation with clinicians
rather than to merely be the subject of professional discourse. Bayer suggests
that this outcry was an unexpected development given that dinicians popularly

viewed their profession as a humanitarian agent who had sewed to protect
homosexuals from moral and legal prohibitions through applying a label of
ilIness.
In 1973 the A.P.A. conceded that the inclusion of homosexuality as a mental
disorder was both unwarranted and unscientific. Due to the opposition of
traditionalists like Bieber and Socarides, a referendum was held and a new

category of illness was created. 'Ego-dystonic homosexuality' came to describe
the condition whereby an individual experiences dissatisfaction with their own
homosexual orientation (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorden,
1980). It was not until 1986, that 'egodystonic homosexuality' was deleted from

the AP.A diagnostic manual. Bayer's central analysis of these developments
suggests that just as the pathologizingof homosexuality was a cultural and
political process, so was the 'depathologizing' and eventual redefinition of
homosexual individuals as memben of a senial minority.
The removal of homosexualityfrom the kP.A's list of mental disorders
marked a significant beginning for lesbians and gays in the stniggle for non-

biased representation wh
tini

the field of mental health. A study by Morin (1977)

suggests that between 1967 and 1974, research about hornosexuality was
focused almost entirely on issues of diagnosis, etiology and reorientation. In
1986, Waters identified that M i l e the number of studies conducted on

homosexuality had almost doubled between 1979 and 1983, research had
tended to examine relationship and identity issues with only 1 percent of studies
being focused on reorientation. Where traditional approaches to dinical
interventionw u l d have attnbuted al1 of a client's presenting problems to an
homosexual orientation, gay and lesbian infomed practitioners w u l d be more
likely to identify caunselling objectives in relation to facilitating self awptance
within

an hostile social environment (Harrison, 1987). A growing body of clinical

literature that is specific to the psychological and social

needs of gays and

lesbians has begun to ernerge since the 1970's. While far fmm an exhaustive

account of the literature, some of the specific areas that have been addressed
include same-sex relationship issues (Berron, 1988; Hawkins, 1992; Terry,
1992); gay and lesbian families (Dahleheimer & Feigal, 1991; Ariel8 Steams,

1992; Gunter, 1992); homosemal identity construction (Cass, 1979; Grace,
1992); same-sex domestic abuse (Island & Letellier, 1991; Farley, 1992); and,
antigayflesbian violence (Cornstock, 1991; Bridgewater, 1992). In concert with
the development of a specialized knowledge base, within large, urban centers,

clinical services have emerged that have been aeated and delivered by gay and
lesbian wunselling professionals (Klien, 1991).

Despite the movement toward a non-biased therapeutic frarnewnrk that has

ocuirred since the 1970'~~
sexual minorities continue to face obstacles to
participation in established counselling institutions. Many traditional wunsellors
have remained committed to a perspective that vie-

homosexuality as a

pathological condition that must be enplained and cured. Other dinicians
continue to operate from the heteroaexist assumption that al1 consumers of
service are heterosexual (House & Holloway, 1992). Supposedly more
progressive practitioners assume a commonality of experience between lesbian,
gay and heterosexual clients that disregards the effects of social stigmatization.

The distinct therapeutic needs of sexual minorities may be overiooked where the
wrker applies an hetemsexual model for clinical intervention to al1 clients
(Markowitz, 1991). As a non-biased counselling approach is in opposition to the

prevailing homophobic values of Western culture, insufftcient efforts have been

made to extend services beyond a majority client population (House 8
Holloway, 1992). The practitionefs intemalkation of homophobic bias rnay in
itself serve as a barrier to the provision of an Minnative service (Hamson,
1987). Given the social invisibility and stigma associated with homosexuality,
there continues to be a la& of attention given to lesbian and gay issues within
training curriculums of the various counselling disciplines (Dworkin, 1992). The

inclusion of lesbian and gay content is typically not a required area of learning in
most professional training programs (Newman, 1994). While the introduction of
an educative objective based on providing accurate dinical information may be
relatively uncomplicated, the &en subtle and ingrained nature of homophobic
assumption is likely to make the process of diallenging prejudicial values
convoluted. Bayer (1987), advises that "only M e n their conventional
orientations have b e n challenged by extraordinary occurrences have therapists
been forced to assume a more self-refiective posture" ( Bayer, 1987, p. 179).

RevieMng the history of scientific exploration into homosexuality illustrates
how the mental health professions have functioned as a marginalizing influence
on the Iives of sexual minorities. Despite the assumption of scientific objectivity,
"it is historically and sociologically naive to imagine that science is a pure.
descriptive pursuit of nature's tnith, independent of the political interests, social
concems, or the cultural and religious values surrounding the practice of
science (Rosario, 1997. p. 2). Whether etiological theories were founded upon
assumptions of environmental or biological determinants, the concerted aim of
wunselling practitioners was the control and eradication of 'sexual deviance'.
Despite the official elimination of homosexuality as a category of mental disorder
over twenty yean ago, practitioners have been slow to reconceptualize
appropnate models for counselling. m i l e the implications for depathologizing
homosexuality suggest focusing intervention toward a positive adjustrnent to
sexual orientation, 'Werapists w r e given no guidance as to how to think abwt
or wrk with their gay and lesbian clients" (Markowitt, 1991, p. 28). Despite the
reality that the lesbian and gay cornmunities experience the same variety of

mental health problems as the heterosexual population, many clinicians
continue to define a same-$ex sexual orientation as the central cause as
opposed to the social context for the client's presenting problem.

Given a long history of misguided attempts to provide psychological and
medical intervention, lesbians and gays may be righthrlly suspidous of the
heterosexist indoctnnation of wnently practicing clinicians. The advances that
arose from the gay liberation movement may still be regarded Ath caution. It is
difficult to assess their influence on popular and scientific thinking about
homosexuality. The A R A . decision of 1973, cannot be assumed to have
obliterated the long-standing social bias against a same-sex sexual orientation.
Lesbians and gays are currently faced Ath a growi*ngnegative reaction to the
progress achieved though the stniggle for social justice. Amencan researcher,
Jennifer Teny reminds us that :
public displays of homophobia bring rewards these days: from Pat
Buchanan's self-satisfied homophobia at the 1992 Republican
Convention, to the ofîicially sanctioned brutality toward gays and
lesbians in the military, to the staggering rise of homophobic
bashings in city streets, to the suspension of child wstody for
lesbian mothers around the country, to the local campaigns
against lesbian and gay rights. It is clear that lesbians and gays
are surrounded by growing numbers of enemies (Terry, 1997, p.
287).

As a social vvwker who is committed to promoting social equality and justice

for a11 people, I sought an approach to research that would challenge biased
clinical assumptions and be compatible with service provision to clients from
minority cultures. The values underlying this study are infonned by a profeminist
approach to research. While a feminist research model advances the

understanding of phenornena thmugh the investigator's experience as a wman,
wtihn
i

a proferninist approach the researcher is male (Ganley, 1991). As the

investigator "does not have the phenomenological experience of being female,
he uses his experiences as a male whose understanding of himself, of al1 men,

and of w m e n has been transfoned by feminist analysis" (Ganley, 1991, p.6).
As such a model seeks to validate penonal and cultural divenity in a rnanner

that avoids pathologizing and strives to diminish poiier differences,
heterosexuality and homosexuality are promoted as equally valid, healthy and
natural orientations. Feminism, having thoroughly exploreci the relationship
between larger political systems and individual women, grounds investigation in

the informant's experience of social and institutional heterosexism and
homophobia. As a fundamental tenet of feminism holds that research must
remain accountable to the study participant, 'Yhe voiœ of the 'subject is adively
heard; the subject interads with and influences the nature of the research
projea. The knowledge produced is accessible to those studied, informs an
understanding of oppression, and suggests liberatory strategiest'(Hyde, 1994,
p. 173).

Studies relating to gay and lesbian populations have commonly been
compromisecl by an inappropriate selection of research method. The validity of
findings may be questionable given the common use of evaluative instruments
that have been designed under an assumption that al1 respondents are
acairately represented by the experience of the sexual majority. Acairacy
becornes disputable where an investigation utilires conventional measurernent
tools that have been based on noms obtained from an heterosexual population
(Pope, 1992). Futthemore, attempts to locate a representative sample are
complicated by the degree of social invisibility that is common to the experienœ

of sexual rninonties (Tully, 1992). Given the level of social stigmatization
associated with homosexuality, the impersonal nature of quantitative measures
is unlikely to ease the participant's suspicion and facilitate open and trusting
disclosure. Research instruments that have been developed specifically to study
lesbians and gays commonly refiect a bias in ternis of the selection and
formulation of problems wncerned with etiology; the choice of a nonrepresentative, clinical sample population; and, an interpretation of results
based on heterosexual noms and values (Brooks, 1992). Feminist researcher,
W. K Brooks, asserts that "just as sexist bias resulted in the creation of a

'psydiology of man1,heterosexist bias has resulted in the creation of a
'psychology of heterosexuality' that is so deeply embedded in the world of
mental health research that it is.. .wholly nonwnscious and relative1y
unchallenged" (Brooks, 1992, p. 203).
Research on homosexuality has historicallyfocused on the issue of etiology
in the interests of upholding a clinical perspective that equates a sarne-sex
orientation with pathology and directs intervention toward cure. In seeking to

reject stereotypes and labels af devianœ, a more liberal approach to research
has emerged. This perspective promotes a commonality of human experience
that serves to disregard the experÏences of lesbians and gays as being in any
way unique from that of heterosexuals. Furthemore, evaluative instnirnents

have frequently been administered to both gay men and lesbians without
sensitivity to the differing experienœs of m e n and men. In response to these
methodological wnœms, and in an effort to ensure accountability to the
population under study, I have employed a qualitative approach to conduding
this research.
My research method was selected

an intention to capture data that are

relevant to clinical practice. Qualitative investigator C. K Reissman suggests
that, al1 tao often, "social work research presents depersonalized accwnts that
do not help 'in the trenches'....Workers do not use ernpirical findings to select
interventions or evaluate them" (Reissman, 1994, p. ix.). Since quantitative
studies are figidly bound to a method that aims to replicate the same conditions
for each respondent, measures may not be sensitive to more subtle individual
differences. Rigid adherence to a standardized set of questions that must be
asked in a particular order rnay stifle the potential to gather a detailed narrative

(Weiss, 1994). Convetsely, an open-ended qualitative interviewformat provides

an opportunity to talk in a free and personal manner with the subject. It seems
appropriate that the choice of informationgathering method be consistent with
the projeas central concem for establishing trust and rapport between the
professional and client. I sought procedures that would allow for the direction of
interview content to be influenœd by the themes of greatest ptiority identifid by
the participants. This approach is perhaps better able to provide data that is rich
in depth, divenity and detail, so that greater insight into the respondents'

experiences and perceptions of helping professionals is possible. By grounding
the final report in direct quotations from intensive in-person interviews, it is rny
intention that the reader will be d

m more closely t ~ r the
d ackial life

experienœ of the participant. The presentation of data in a manner that more
genuinely reflects the viewpoints of lesbians and gays is intended to contribute
to the development d information that is readily adaptable to pradice.

The remitment of participants from wiaiin a marginalized and socially
divergent population presents challenges. Social science research has
comrnonly portrayed gays and lesbians within

a monolithic category that

disregards the experienœ of such influences as sex, race, culture or class. I
have sought instead to recognize the diverse nature of the sexual minorîty
communities and to avoid promoting a narrow recipe for intervention that

oveffooks individual needs. Given that the study is not bound by goals of
generalizability, random sampling has been avoided in favour of a recniitment
technique refemed to as 'snowballing'.
More conventional foms of recniitment, such as advertising for inforrnants,
tends to attrad '"joiners', professional interviewees, the highly educated,
persons with an overtly political analysis, and individualswho see themselves as
central to the population in question" (KWeston, 1991, p. 10). In contrast, the
use of 'snowballing' meant beginning the interview process Ath twD contacts
with whom I vms already familiar. These individuals were told that I was seeking
lesbians, gays or bisemals M o had either participateci in counselling or had at

some tirne msidered attending therapy but ultimately decideû not tu pursue 1.
They agreed to canvass for refenal to other potential participants that rnatched

this profile. Participation from individuals with a range of experiences was
gradually generated by seeking further contacts from these initial referrals (see

Appendix A). Given this reliance on referrals, a particular weakness in the use of
the 'smwballing' m e w d is the failure to attract involvement from people M o are
more socially isolated. Idid however, manage to interview three individuals who
describecl thernselves as isolated frorn Vie lesbian and gay comrnunities.
Furthemore, the fact that 'snowballing' means that al1 participants have some
level of social connedion with another respondent included in the study,
suggests that data rnay tend to be refiective of a more uniforrn w r i d view.
The participants consist of five females and five males who self-identified as
either gay or lesbian- The decision to indude both -men

and men in the study

does not presurne a cornmon frame of reference but refiects an intent to explore
contrasting as wll as shared experience. No individuals who identrfy as bisexual
or transgendered w r e referred for inclusion in the study. The age of subjects
ranges from 28 to 53 with a mean of 36.6. To have increased this range may
have provided more information on the effects of changing social attitudes
toward homosexuality. Greater variance in response may have been evident
given the experienœ of otder lesbians and gays in relation to living in times of
greater intolerance compared to younger individuals who enjoy a degree of
greater social acceptance. The data is somewhat w a k because it does not
reflect the wide diversity of cultural and racial identities that are present within
the lesbian and gay communities. Three individuals identified as Aboriginal M i l e
seven w r e White. One participant identified as culturally Jewish. While the
income fevels of intervimws range from $15,000 to over $40,000 per year (see
Appendix A), I failed to atttact variance in educational backgrounds as al1 but
one respondent had received some level of university training. Of the ten

interviewees, seven w r e in long term relationships M i l e three were single and

one had only recently begun to date sorneone. One individual discussed his
experience within the context of k i n g HIV positive. While participation was
intended to incorporate the perceptions of those who had attended as well as
those who had not attended counselling, nine of the interviewees had received
some fom of clinical service. Individuals had received counselling from a range
of therapeutic approaches including psychiatry, psychdogy, social wrkers,
generalized counsellors, school guidance counsellors and Christian counsellors.
Some of these practitioners were described as using a feminist model of
intervention. While some had participated in counselling for over five years,
others had an initial contact and chose not to retum. Only one individualwas
mceiving counselling services at the time of the interview. Further demographic
det@Iis provided below.
1. Charlie
Sex - female
Sexual identity - lesbian
Age - 28
Raciaflcultural identity - White
Current relationship status dating 3 mos.
Employment status waiter (unemployed)
Highest education levei - some university courses
Annual income - $10 -15,000
Counselling experience: family therapist

-

-

2.Jeff

-

Sex female
Semial identity - lesbian
Age - 28
Raciaflculural identity Aboriginal
Current relationship status single
Emptoyment status factory wrker
Highest education level some university courses
Annual income $10 - 15,000

-

-

-

-

-

Counselling experience: social worker; substance abuse worker; feminist
general counsellor; psychofogist; Christian wunseilor

3. Mark
Sex - male

-

Sexual identity gay
Age - 53
Racialicultural identity - White
Current relationship status living with partner - 19 yrs
Employrnent status health care wrker
Highest education level: graduate school
Annual incorne - $40,000 +
Counselling experience: psychiatrist; psychologist

-

-

4. Melvin
Sex male
Sexual identity gay
Age - 37
Racial/cuitural identity Metis
Current reiationship status - living with partner - 5 years
Employment status unemployed
Highest education level - undergraduate degree
Annual incorne $10- 15,000
Counselling experience: none

-

-

-

-

-

5. Oscar

Sex - male
Sexual identity - gay
Age - 34
Raciakultural identity - White
Current relationship status - living with partner - 9 years
Employment status - artist
Highest education level - undergraduate degree
Annual income - $15 - 20,000
Counselling experience: Christian counsellors; school guidance counsellor

6. Paul

Sex - male
Sexual identity - gay
Age 44
Raciallcultural identity - White
Current relationship status - single
Employment status - teacher
Highest education level - graduate degree
Annual income - $40,000 +
Counselling experience: psychiatrist; psychologist; social worker

-

7. Rose
Sex fernale
Sexual identity - lesbian
Age - 31
Raciallcultural identity - White - Jewïsh
Current relationship Status - living with partner - 4 yrs
Employment status - community development worker
Highest education level undergraduate degree
Annual income - $20 - 25,000
Counselling expetience: psychologist; lesbian feminist social workers

-

-

8. Sammy
Sex - fernale
Sexual identity gay woman
Age - 48
Raciallcultural identity Metis
Current relationship status living with partner 12 yrs
Employrnent status teacher
Highest education level graduate degree
Annual incorne $40,000 +
Counselling experience: Christian counsellon; social worker; feminist general
counsellor

-

-

-

-

-

-

9. Sara
Sex femaie
Sexual identity lesbian
Age 32
Racialfcultural identity White
Current relationship status single

-

-

-

-

-

-

Employment status community development worker
Highest education level undergraduate degree
Annual income - $15 - 20,000
Counselling experience: feminist social worker; feminist general counsellor

-

10. Sky
Sex male
Sexual identity gay
Age - 31
RaciaVcuitural identity - White
Current relationship status living with partner 5 years
Employment status youth employment worker
Highest education level - high school
Annual income - $25 30,000
Counselling experience: Christian counsellor; social worker; psychiatrist

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ten interviews w r e conducted between March and December of 1996.
Each individual was scheduled to meet with me for approximately one hour. I

-

explained my purpose as Wfold to leam about their experiences in
counselling and to examine the conditions that they perceive as facilitating
access a service. WhiIe it is dificult to pinpoint the motivation of those M o
agreed to participate in the study, some respondents appeared ta have had
specific concems about their counselling experiences that they wnted to have
noted in the research. Given the diverse make-up of the lesbian and gay
communities in terms of political views, race, dass and religion, there is no one
research participant whose narrative can be interpreted as representing a
unifom perspective of the Ader minority population. H w v e r , al1 respondents
drew a link between their sexual orientation and their experience and needs
within a counselling setting.

I initially believed that the interview content wuld be foaised around

process issues that did not neœssitate the disclosure of the intimate details that
precipitated the individual's decision to seek help. However, it quiddy became
evident that participants had a wïllingness and perhaps for some, even a need to
share personal background. This discovery stimulated a considerationfor how I
might avoid replication of the power differential that individuals had typically
experienced betiriieen themselves and counselling professionafs. Through briefiy
providing information about my own position in relation to the thesis topic I
aimed to develop rapport and facilitate a sense of safety in relation within our
discussions.
Anthropologist, Kath Weston, emphasizes "the importance of recognizing
the researcher as a positioned subject" (Weston, 1991, p. 13). I considered that
the gathering and interpretetion of data could not escape the influence of my

own values, beliefs and social position. I theorized that the nature of discussion
and the w.1lingness of participants to engage in open dialogue would likely have
been very different, if as an interviewer, I was heterosexual andlor female. In

seeking to avoid the pretense that my o m experienœ could somehow be free
from bias, I bnefly took the opportunity to infami participants about my owii
background. I disclosed my own gay identity, my professional background as a
social worker and that I had myself been a consumer of counselling services.
Wnhin our discussions, I was d€enconscious of my thought proœss and

outward response altemating arnong these three positions.
The researcheh choices in regards to use of Întewiewing language, topics
to pursue and the determination of M a t content will be analyzed, emphasized
or discarded are al1 decisions laden with bias. It is difFicult to accurately

detemine the degree to Wich I influencecithe subjects' participation and the
content of the interview. However, it is my perception that my own sexual identity
contributed to the development of rapport Given the presumption of a comrnon

frame of reference, participants were free to speak without having to explain the
context of aieir expenenœ as a lesbian or gay person. Given the nature of my
employment, 1 was careful to develop a sense of safety by openly dedaring my
belief that homosexuality is not a pathological condition and that lesbians and
gays have the same right as heterosexuals to access counselling senrices.
Before conduding the interviews a proposal outlining rny research methods
was submitted and approved by the University of Manitoba Ethics Cornmittee.

Given the social hostility toward homosexuality, partiwlar caution was taken to

protect the confidentiality of participants. The issue of privacy was especially
relevant in relation to the choiœ of field site. WRinipeg is a mid-sized city where
openness about sexual identity is not always perceived as safe. lndividuals
selected a pseudonym that was used throughout the entire process of
investigation so as to ensure anonymity. Although three people stated that they
did not see the use of pseudonyrns as necessary, 1 insisted on this proœdure so

as to ensure against any unintended consequenœs that might arise due to
respondents being identifiable. At the outset, participants were informed that
they wuld terminate involvement with the project at any point dunng the
research process. Three women (Charlie, Jeff and Sammy) selected names that
are traditionally considered male. While at times this may be confusing for the
reader, in the interests of respecting the participant's right to setf definition, I did
not request that they choose another name. All ten respondents maintained
involvement throughout the duration of the project Everyone agreed that their
interview could be audiotaped and transcribed for the purpose of data analysis.

On one occasion, an individual who had partiwlar canœms about
confidentiality, requested that I tum off the audiotape so that he could discuss an
event that he did not wish to be induded in the study. Respondents w r e
guaranteed that al1 recorded interviews wwld be stored in a Iocked cabinet and
would be erased at the conclusion of the study. Each participant was provided
with two copies of a 'participant agreement fom' (see Appendix B) prior to
proceeding w
hti

the interview. A signed copy remained with me M i l e a second

copy was given to the respondent for the purposes of referenceA list of questions was originally fonnulated in preparation for the potential

themes to be explored in Vie researdi. This functioned as a guide for the
interview but was intended solely for establishing a starting point for data
collection. It did not confine inquiry to the specific set of questions but instead
posed a general direction for initial exploration. This flexibility allowed me to
stray from preconceived lines of questioning so as to capture reports of
experience I had not previously recognized and to adapt the intenriew to the
specifk and unique wncems of each respondent The first interview wds
conducted and analyzed with th8 intent of beginning to identify further categories
to be explored in succeeding interviews. This process of generating and shaping

questions through the examination of data continued throughout the entire
period of infomation-gathering. The initial themes are as follows:

A Perception of Acceasibility
Can the respondent recall a time vvhen she contemplated seeking counselling?
What types of thoughts and feelings did s/he experienœ as a part of considering
help? What kind of service seemed the most inviting to the respondent given

hiskier sexual orientation? Was slhe prepared to disclose herlhis sexual
identity?

B. Experience in Counselling
Is the respondent airrently receiving counselling senrices? If so, how did slhe go
about selecting a service provider? Has the respondent received counselling in
the past? How did dhe go about seleding that wunsellor? Does the individual
perceive any diffiailties in relation to the disdosure of hislher sexual orientation
and the services slhe received? If the answer is yes to the above question, the
intenriewr

ask the respondent to eiaborate. If the answer is no, what does

slhe attnbute her/his positive experience to?

Has the respondent wanted to receive counselling services but chosen not to?
What prevented himlher from seeking help? What would have allowed herhirn
to proceed with seeking services? What w u l d the individual have needed to

know about a partiailar professional or agency in order to proceed? What
resources or coping mechanisms did the respondent employ as an alternative to

counselling? Were these alternatives effective in helping to meet hislher goals?
DmThe Identifmcation of Helpful and Accessible Senrice

How does the respondent describe a helpfuf approach to counselling? What
qualities must be present for an agency or counsellor to be considered
accessible and infomed regarding a gay or lesbian sexuality? Does the
individual perceive a difFerence in cornfort if the counsellor is male; female;
lesbian; gay; or, ambiguous with regards to sexual orientation? How does the
respondent perceive addressing a situation where a counsellor exhibits an
heterosexist or homophobic bias?

Borrowing from a grounded theory model of data analysis (Hyde 1994;
Reissrnan 1994; Strauss 8 Corbin 1990; Weiss t994), i have aimed to ensure
that the direction of my inquiry is informed as much as possible by the research
participants themselves. This method is not utilized in its pure form as I
questioned rny capacity to adopt a position of neutrality in conducting the
research. The possibilityfor diswvering concepts from the data itself could not

be divorced from rny familiarity with the literature and my personal as well as
professional experience h
w
ti

the topic. All of these factors surely influenced how

I categorized data, forrnulated questions and detemined the relevanœ of quotes

in cornpiling this final written report. To address this issue, I attempted to
maintain a consciousness of my own relationship to the topic through the
creation of a file documenting rny reflections throughout the duration of the
project. In mntrast

grounded theory, it is from these notes as well as the

transcribed interviews that the themes included in the final report have been
detemined.

Using grounded theory research methods as a guiding framework, I
purposely gathered and analyzed data simultaneously. This preliminary phase of
analysis facilitated greater familiarity with the data, enhanced theoretical
sensitivity and set the direction for Mure inquiry. Fmm having irnmediately
transcribed the very first observation, I employed 'line by line' coding so as to
begin to provide labels to examples of specific behaviours, events and
perceptions that were desdbed in the interview sessions. This phase of the
analysis entailed a "process of breaking d m , exarnining, comparing,
conœptualizing and categorizing data" (Strauss & Corbin, 1990. p. 61). In

examining the ernerging data I was able to reconsider my preconceptions about
the topic and acquire new insights and sensitivities into the participants'
experiences with helping professionals. As a result Iwas able to add and modify
questions mat had been fomulated in the interview guide so as to explore for

the presence of the emerging themes in subsequent intenriews. This task of
generating and shaping questions through the examination of data occurred
throughout the entire period af infomationgatheringin an ongoing process of
verification and cornparison of themes.

A second stage of analysis involved organizing and testing the emerging

themes against the data as well as beginning an evaluation of the relationship

between thematic content. Over the course of the study, transcribed interview
were repeatedly reviewed in order to detemine whether the previously assigned
codings stifl appeared valid. Codings w r e organized into content files. At the
completion of the final interview 31 files of themes w r e created. I developed a
summary to describe the significance of each file as it related to the overall
researcb topic. Similarities and difFerences between participant responses w r e
considered in relationship to the Ader therne. Variations in responses were
evaluated for a lack of support or as represeritative of possible conditions of
diversity amongst interviewees. Files were discarded where they appeared to
hold little relevance to the objectives of the study or where aiey proved
redundant and could be merged into one theme. For example, M i l e the issue of
fear was identifîed repeatedly within the data, excerpts from this file were
eventually distributed smongst various items related to assessing safety within
the counselling setting.

The final phase of analysis involved developing a conceptual framemrk for
understanding the data. The task of developing a summary for each theme had
stimulated an investigation into possible relationships be-n

themes. This

process involved verifying these associations within the data. Analysis was
aided by the development of a chart outlining the proposed thematic
relationships (see Appendix C). Three care conceptual categories of themes
were identified in order to describe the primary phenomena to have emerged
through the research. These include 'baniers to accessing service', 'assessrnent
of safety within the counselling setting', and 'recommendations for enhancing
accessibility'. This framework provided an outline for organizing each area into a
logical order in preparation for this final report.

Literature served as an important resource in the data analysis. In addition
to my preliminary review of the literature, I made ongoing efforts to becorne
familiar

material which related to the themes that were being described in

the data. As concepts emerged, the literature was referenced so as to validate

findings with established theory. Of partiwlar significanœ was the continual
referenœs participants made to more overtly biased counselling approaches of
the past. In this final report, Ihave included an historical overview of the
relationship between lesbians and gays and the counselling professions so as to
trace the development of aiment dinical approaches to sexual minorities. In
seeking to represent the variety of counseliing responses that have been
constnided to address homosexuality, I have deliberately induded referenœs
to literature that extends beyond the most recent publications. Past professional
literature continues to be infiuential as 1 has served to shape the understanding
and clinical approach of dinicians who continue to practice today. I have

avoided presenting rebuttals to the range of counselling theories that are
included in the te& Ihave instead direded my attention to using the literature to

-

describe the evolution of counselling perspectives and employing the
participant's narratives to illustrate the impact these approaches may have on
accessibility.

A discussion of teminology is necessary as the final report seeks to
straddle t\nio contexts which have not always been in partnenhip. Readers may
have a knowledge base that is more heavily grounded in either counselling
theory or lesbian and gay cultures. Some of the pfimary concepts that are
utilized throughout the study are explained below:
Accessibility:

The terni accessibility is used to describe the degree to Micha particular
service is perceived as being approachable by potential consumen of
counselling services. Conditions that contribute to a client's perception of
accessibility may include relevance to hisher individual Ife situation, the
professional's knowledge base with regards to the social and cultural wntext in
which the presenting problem occurs and the level to which seMce is perceived

as ftee from value judgment
C~unsellingDisciplines:

Counselling consumen rnay receive dinical services through a range of different
professionals including psychiatnsts, psychologists, educational psychologists,

social workers, human ecologists or more generalized wunsellors. Despite my
own background in social wrk,the ternis 'counselling disciplines', 'counselling

professions' and 'service providen' will be used generically throughout the study

so as to capture the breadth of evrience identified by the research
participants.
ReotientaHon or mparative t h e p y :
These ternis are used to desuibe dinical interventions that aim to rnodify a

client's lesbian or gay orientation toward an heterosexual orientation.
Therapeutic strategies based on reorientation are founded upon an assumption
that homosexuality represents a pathological state that is most appropriately

addressed through medical and psychologica! attempts to I d e a 'cure'.
'Coming ouf:

Given that mainstream society is organized around an assumption that all
people are of an heterosexual orientation, gays and lesbians grow up stniggling
with a sense of dissonance between the experience of inner self and the role

one is expected to fulfill within the larger social wrld. The terni 'coming out'
fefers to the process whereby an individual achieves a sense ofcongruency
between private and public aspects of the self through the task of unveiling an

homosexual orientation. The initiai stage of this process involves acknowiedging
a gay or lesbian identity to oneseif (Lee, 192). Later phases are fowsed upon
a more public disclosure that includes revealing one's sexual orientation to
fnends, famjly and others. 'Coming oui' tends to represent a sense of personal

liberation through increased opportunities for the expression of the authentic
self. However, the decision to risk openness is typically chatacterized by a
sense of vulnerability and fear that one's disclosure wilf be met with rnoralistk
judgment, rejection and the severing of significant social relationships (Weston,
1991).

Communities and cultures:

The concept of community has corne to have great significance in the lives of

sexual minotities given the common stniggle with issues of isolation and
alienation. However, its a d w l meaning is somewhat obscure. Kath Weston
(1991) describes comrnundy as potentially having referenœ to 'We historical
appearanœ of gay institutions, aie totality of seif4efined lesbians and gay men,
or unity and harmony predicated upon a common sexual identity" (Weston,
1991, p.122). For many lesbians and gays a sense of commonality prevails
despite a high degree of diversity in relation to ethnic, political, religious, cultural
and social backgrounds. Similarly, the majonty of research participants made
reference to the notion of shared experience wiethinlesbian and gay subcultures.
Mien (1991) suggests that because of the bartien to participation in mainstream
heterosexual culture, a subculture has emerged that is marked by a sense of
shared identity, noms, history, recreational styles and political activism. She
suggests that "upon entering the gay subculture one's status changes fmm one
of social stigmatization to one of relative wortWn(Klein, 1991, p. 62). In
recognition of the variation in individual experience within a group context, the
writer will use the ternis community and culture in their plural fom.

Heterosexism:
This concept refers to the social exclusion of gays and lesbiens due to an
assumption that al1 people are of an heterosexual orientation (Phan; 1988).
Given this la& of ackndedgment for the reality of those individuals who exist
wtside uf the sexual majofity experience, lesbians and gays are typically
excluded from open participation in mainstream social institutions.
Homosexuality, gay and lesbian:

Labels that describe a same-sex orientation have strong political connotations.
Historically, the pawer to define an individual's identity rested with a majority

culture wtiich typically promoted an image based on misinformation and
stereotypes. The t e n homosexual is commonly a s ~ ~ a t with
e d a more dinical
description of same-sex sexual behaviour. The civil rights struggle of the 1960's
promoted the adoption of Vie label 'gay'

the intent of eroding an image

based solely on sex so as to incorporate al1 aspects of the individual's identity
(Conrad 8 Schneider, 1980). To self-identify as 'gay' represented a deliberate
strategy "...to deemphasize the onedimensional image imposed by traditional
and partiwlarly medical definitions. In many regards, 'homosexual' wuld be
seen as itself an oppressive term that grew out of a need to defend rather than
assert one's human rights" (Conrad & Schneider, 1980, p.202). While the tem is
most commonly used to describe males, women are also frequently referred to

as gay. However, use of the word 'lesbian' is specific to women. The experience
of lesbian w m e n and gay men cannot be uncritically classified under one label.
While gay men still benefit from many of the social privileges of being bom male,
lesbians experience diminished opportunities from two sources of oppression the experienœ of k i n g -men

as wll as being lesbian. The social reality of

wmen has long been rendered invisible by the assumption that teminology that
is specific ta the male expefience provides an acarrate account of women's
experience. "Given differenœs in the social organization of gender as it affects
our s e m l lives, any use of a unitary homosexual category for both male and
female experiences necessarily distorts lesbian experience to fit the male
category" (Kinsman, 1987, p. 17). In deciding

to include both men and women in

the research, I have attempted to be attentive to gendered difierences as well as
shared experience. I have sought to avoid stifIing the voiœs of lesbian
respondents by purposely including references to women's perspectives as they
have emerged in the narratives. The miter will exercise caution to avoid the

generic application of the terni gay in recognition of the differences between
men's and womsn's expetience. It should be noted that one female participant,
Sammy, expressed a preference for the label 'gay wman'. While she indicated

a concem that her perspective as a w m a n rnay be lost under the umbrella terni
'gay', she asserted that for her, the word 'lesbian' has pawerful connotations of
oppression and is therefore not reclaimable. In exploring this issue with her, she
desdbed the term as "dehumaniu'ng4',"depersonalizing" and "pefverted." In
seeking to include her perspective, Ihave tried where appropriate to use the
word 'gay' in isolation from the more commonly used phrase 'gay man1.
Homophobia:

The concept of homophobia was originally coined in 1980 by D. Kessler, to
describe a phobic response to lesbians and gays (McWhirter & Mattison, 1984).
The terni is now commonly used to depict any reaction af repulsion and hatred
"based in a belief systern and set of priorities that assert heterosexuality as
normal and superior and asserts that homosexuality is deviant, abnormal, a
crime or a sin" (Lesbian Advocacy Cornmittee of the Minnesota Coalition for
Battered Women, 1990, p.28). The phrase 'internalized homophobia' recognizes
that within varying degrees, lesbians and gays are likely to have absorbed
beliefs and attitudes from the anti-homosexual environment in vrtiich they were
socialized.
Sexual minority:
The term sexual minority describes a range of stigmatized and disempowered

sexual and gender categories which am a numerical minotity in relation tu the
dominent heterosexual population (Mien, 1991). Beyond gays and lesbians this
may include individuals who identify as bisexual or transgendered. In
conceptualizing a minority status based on sexuality, a parallel is asserted with

other groups who have been marginalized because of a majority intolerance for
diversity in relation to factors such as ethnicity and race. Mhough this study
failed to draw respondents from outside of the lesbian and gay populations, the
terni 'sexual minority' is deliberately utilizeâ to emphasize the differential in
social power between lesbians and gays and the dominant heterosexual
majonty.

Following

the introduction to the research, chapter two provides an historical

outline of the shifting perspectives of clinical theory and practice as they relate
to counselling lesbians and gays. Inclusion of this overview was intended to
create a context in which to view the narratives of research participants. Chapter
four introduces the perspectives of respondents in an exploration of the curent
bamiers that are faced by sexual minority consumen who attempt to access
clinical services. Given that many gays and lesbians are likely to make contact
with helping professionals despite significant obstacles to participation in
counselling, chapter five examines the ways in which accessibility is detemined.
I conclude by advancing a set of directives for w r k e n Hiho aim to modify

practice so as to create an approach to service that is infomed by lesbian and
gay experiences. It is my sincere hope that this study has been successful in
representing the voices of those who agreed to lend their participation to the
research and that their wisdorn will serve as a resource for helpers from a range
of counselling disciplines.

Despite gay and lesbian informed theories and therapies that have begun
to emerge since the civil rights struggle of the 1970s, significant barrien remain
b e b n the helping professions and sexual minorities. Counselling services
are typically provided through generic agencies to a client population that is
assumed to be represented by the interests of the majority culture. The adoption

of a lesbian or gay identity has long been associated *th the renunciation of
participation in su& mainstream institutions. The welfare of those citizens who
have historically been dassified as sexually deviant is commonly disregarded

within the mandate of conventional helping systems.

This chapter explores obstacles that anse for lesbians and gays who seek
to obtain therapeutic service. The reader wilf be introduced at mis time to the
voices of the ten researdi participants. The inclusion of partiwlar themes is
intended to represent the discussion WB shared about bamiers to access. This

includes issues such as therapeutic interventions aimed at reorientalion; the
construction of a lesbian or gay identity within an homophobic environment;
and, counselling approaches that refiect heterosexist bias. Given the deterrents
to accessing service, the chapter concludes with an outline of some of the
alternative strategies for coping that were identifid by the participants.

Conœptualizations of homosexuality from a range of counselling disciplines
have tended to mirror and reinforce societal bias. In exploring questions reiated

to human behaviour, 'Weoreticians and practitionen are concemed with the
central question of how individuals psychologically develop from diildhood to
adulthood" (Greenspan, 1983, p.9). Psychological health is a social construction
that has traditionally been evaluated against a hypothetical n o m for human
development based on the heterosexual experience. Deviation from the n o n
has been assumed to suggest illness and to require scientific explanation. Dr.
Edmund Bergler insisted that "homosexuelity is a disease and is curable. There
is no more glamour in homosexuality than there is in...a case of typhoid fevet'
(Bergler, 1959, p. ix). The etiological focus mat has characterized the social
scientific response to homosexuality is embedded in principles originating within
a medical model. The approach to intervention has therefore has been to locate
the cause of this 'illness' in order to effect a 'cure'.
Curent perceptions of mental health professionals may be justifiably tainted

in the gay and lesbian communities given a history in which "through
confrontation, subtle persuasion, exploration of childhood trauma, or even
electroshock, the goal was to reclaim the homosexual from the ranks of social
misfits"(Markowitz, 1991, p. 27). While service-providers are wrrentiy less likely

to employ methods that are overtly aimed at conformity, the field of counselling
may still be perceived as representing the interests of an heterosexist ideology.
Practitioners have long functioned as agents of social control in their powerful
role as experts in constnicting definitions of health and pathology.

It is ftom within this historical context that gays and lesbians approach
counselling professionals with requests for service. As a 44 year old gay man
who has had a long history with counselling that included curative interventions,
Paul expresses his enduring suspicion toward therapy.
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If they are going to deal with gay and lesbian people they should
realize that that's a huge issue for gay people as to whether or not
they can actually see you as a human being and not something
pathological 'cause, you know there are still very strong schools
of thought that regard any semal deviation as pathological.
Theyb not gone, those schools of thought.

-

A potential consumer's perception of accessibility m y be shaped by

awareness of the historical alliance of the mental health field with a homophabic
value system. As a proponent of reorientation efforts. the counselling profession
has upheld societal intolerance for variation from the majority culture.
Psychological theory and practice offered 'scientifict credibility to justify
discrimination against gays and lesbians. The emergence of new theories and
approaches since the depathologizing of homosexuality in 1973 has not served
to eradicate the sense of alienation and suspicion that lesbians and gays
associate Mth the mental health profession. Despite her uncertainty regarding
the nature of current therapy methods, Rose maintains an ongoing position of
distrust and resistance toward counselling.
1 donY want to be diagnosed with a mental illness. Like I know that
they don't do that now and they probably don't administer shock
therapy but I don't tnist them. Ithink that it's more about the
medical model and the patriarchal aspect to that model and what
that has done historically to gays and lesbians. I don't need to be a
part of that. I don't want to be mediceted and fixed.

Charlie advises that wlturally sensitive intervention occurs within a context of
awareness and sensitivity to the experience of lesbians who underwent
treatment aimed at reorientation. While it might be assurned that curative efforts
represent counselling approaches from a distant past, she reminds us that many
gays and lesbians may still be affected by their past exposure to these tactics.

More than Iikely if they are dealing with someone within the lesbian
community who has had counselling experience pnor to coming to
them, they will be dealing with sorneone who has had some kind of
negative experience. Possibly they will have seen someone who
has tried to 'cure' them in the past. They should be aware of the
negative counselling and psychology and psychoanalysis.-.
Many research participants provided an account of direct experienœ
therapeutic efforts at reorientation. The underlying assumption of the
counselling they describe is that their homosexuality is not a fixed state and is
therefore a matter of choice mat could be modified through therapeutic
persuasion. At the a r e of many of these approaches is an understanding of
homosexuality as a symptom of faulty childhood socialization that evokes an
incapacitating fear of the opposite sex. Interventions wmmonly assume that
through increased exposure and wmfort with the opposite sex, the individual's
"natural" inclination toward heterosexualitywill be unearthed. Psychiatrist
ClifFord Allen suggested that for the gay man "dancing is...most valuable and
gives him a chance to meet and growfamiliar 4 t h the opposite sex In such a
way his fears can ofien be removed and he

sometimes make such a

spontaneous gesture as kissing a girl afler a danceU(Allen,1958, p. 74).

In the 1960's Mark entered therapy with the expressed goal of adopting a
heterosexual identity. He outlines the presuibed homework tasks that were
designed to facilitate this change.
I had about three sessions wh
ti this psychiatn'st which were rnainly
appropriate in view of my stated aim of becoming heterosexual or
perhaps realizing my heterosexual potential. His main f m s w s
to explore M a t my reletimship with potential gidfriends had ben.
His questions were related to whether I had held hands had I
ever touched a girtfriend how rnany girlfriends had I had had I
kissed any of them had cire embraced and so on. The line of his
therapy was to encourage me to progress along a path of physical

-

-

-

contact and intima* ...it was sort of along the lines of ' ~ the
l l
next step for you obviously would be to M e n aossing in traffic to
reach out and hold her am or something like th*" I was to feel
free to have lots of different girffriends. So in a sense there was
homework I w u l d corne back to the sessions and proudly
announœ that I had done this or that.
Rational emotive therapist Albert Ellis indicated that "the assignments given to
homosexual patients are...specific assignments about dating girls, making
overtures to them, and having intercoune wïth them." (Ellis, 1965, p. 121)
Oscar describes an intervention based on similar assumptions about
conversion through exposure to the fernale sex. In this instance, a Christian
counsellor abandoned ethical bouridarïes in order to provide an opportunity for

Oscar's 'normalt heterosexual self to emerge.
I wanted to rid myself of this desire because I felt the desire was
sinful. I'd been told ütat. I'd tearnt that....She started to do like inhome sessions. She said she w u l d help me with my problern and
so I was going to her apartment And she was supposedly helping
me w
hti counselling but it got pretty twisted....she kind of thougM
that she could give her body over to me for me to learn to be
comfortable to with a wrnan.
A counsellor's assumption of reorientation as the appropriate objective of

intenrention may not be communicated in a direct manner. Sky refïects back on
his sense of conflit3 with regards to the covert goals of his therapist.
Every time I talked about something good or positive about myself,
he had a hard time Ath that...A wgnted to feel good about rnyself
as a human king and he was trying to make me feel good about
'rot being gay'. It really made me think that he had some agenda
to make me 'not gay'.

-

Assuming that the gay client is likely to exhibit a range of neurotic symptoms,
Clifford Allen assetled bat "sometimes R is not necessary to conœntrate on the
homosexuality, but to make the patient feel one is curing his neurosis" (Allen,

1958, p.75). Sammy suspects her therapist to have possessed an unspoken

agenda involving the adoption of heterosexual orientation. Unlike Mark and
Oscar, she indicates that she did not enter therapy with the expressed purpose
of changing her sexual identity. This experienœ pmpelled her into an

unsuccessful struggle to repress her sexual attraction to women.
When I first went to the counsellor, I guess he was trying to do
reorientation to me but I was so innocent that I didn't even know.
In a way they partially succeeded in that for a long tirne I was
afraid. I tried to go straight I started going out
guys even
though I really, really had a reaction to guys. But the strength of
my sexuality was such that even the threat of hell wuldnlt hold me
back.
Proponents of reorientation strategies have commonly explained a lack of
success in treatment as resulting from the client possessing an insufficient
motivation toward the attainment of 'nomialcy'. Albert Ellis advises that gays and
lesbians "are usually evaders and goofers, and tend to work very iittle on
therapy, just as they work very Iittle at many other aspects of their lives" (Ellis,
1965, p. 112). Mark's reaction to a psychoanalyst questioning his motivation to

confonn to a heterosexual orientation illustrates a sense of despair over the
inability of the counselling profession to reswe him from the diminished life
opportunities he associated with hornosexuality.

The second time I went. Iwas ten minutes late for a f R w n minute
appointment. Iwas really very lucky she said "1 just don't think that
you are interested in being wred." But I was of course desperate
to be wred at that time. I was absolutely desperate. Iw s
devastated by vuhat she said and thought it was very cruel..A felt
rejected. I suppose that at some level I felt this was an
acknowledgment on the part of the medical professionthat they
could not cure me although they wre laying the blame on my
shoulders that I didn't want to be cured. I felt very bereft of help
and support. I had a serious attempt at suicide around that tirne.

While reorientation interventions may largely be associated with
counselling pradiœs from the past, there has recently been a resurgence of
such approaches. The cuvent social and political climate is inueasingly
influenced by the consenrative views of Christian fundamentalists. Within the
media, the 'religious right' are seen to target homosexuality as the enerny
through associating gayllesbian rights with the demise of the family and
'healthy, traditionai' values. More extreme factions have associated gay male
sexuality with pedophilia or stressed that homosexuality is a mere 'choice'
relating to deficient role models for masculinity and fernininity or reactions
against past abusive partnerships. Faith based counselling organizations such
as 'Exodus International' and 'New Directions for Life' have atisen to provide
resources for lesbians and gays who want to live as heterosexuals. Through
counselling, support groups and the acceptance of Christian fundamentalist
doctrine, the individual is promised an opportunity for mernbership in the
majority culture. Jeff s contact with a local chapter of Exodus International

suggests to her that the organization's haste to equate lesbianism with
dysfunction provides an inaccurate portrayal of fernale relationships.
They ended up sending a big package of tesümonials and I read
the testimonials. They just sent me lesbian ones and al1 the
lesbians were in abusive relationships and they were totally
disillusioned by their homosexuai lifestyle because they said they
hti these
wanted the lovingness of wmen and they ended up w
'psycho-dykes' who abused thern. But then they tumed to this
ministry to give them the love they needed. That really Mended
me because fuck, man they didn't need to totally tum off their
sexuality. I believe once you are gay you are aiways gay. What
they needed was to get out of the abusive relationship and get
some skills to not be in that again.

-

-

While some Christian organizations have made strong public statements of
condemnation toward this portrayal of homosexuality, many gays and lesbians

perceive an encroaching backlash against any advances made in terrns of
social justice. Respondents express a deep sense of skepticism toward such
faith based efforts at reorientation. Sammy insists "1 am solidly M o I am and
nothing in the wwld is ever gonna change that." Oscar questions the possibility
of 'cure'. He States "1 have a fantasy of going in there and seducing a male
counselior up to the point that I know that they would have sex Ath me and
Vien say 'sorry buddy. So much for your cure, eh?" Charlie suggests that such

interventions are misguided in their location of the problem within the individual
rather than the larger social context. "lhey were more interested in the causes

-

of homosexuality the reasons why rather than the issue of dealing with life."

Sammy associates reorientation strategies with an act of cnielty for which
praditionefs should be held responsible.
I think it is so sad that people go through Christian brainwashing
and these reprogramming cuit things....They were raised like that
or because they cant cope with the oppression in society and so
they'll do anything to undo who they are.. ..lfeel very strongly that I
was born a gay person. Nothing made me this way. Nothing. It
wasnt trauma, no bad family experience - nothing.... I swear to
you I was bom gay. I know Iwas. So who has any right to Say to
me that I can't be who I am? People who try to reorïent others, I
don't know - they should be charged because they are taking
away the human rights of another human being.

The historïcal relationship beieen gays and lesbians and counselling
practitionen continues to pose challenges to the creation of accessible sewiœ.
Whether through direct or indirect experiences with reorientation stratepies,
clients remain wary of encounters with mental health professionals. While most
contemporary clinicians are likely to have adopted a nonpathological perception

of homosexuality, models for more lesbian and gay sensitive practice must be
informed by the social expeflence of marginalized clients.

It is from within a social context of intense aversion toward homosexuality
that lesbians and gays develop a sense of self. The distorted perceptions and
invisibility of homosexualitywithin standards for ideal mental health m i r o n the
position of lesbians and gays within society as a whole. To enter into therapy is
to encounter the very system that has been endowed with the authority to
evaluate the individual against a presumed heterosexual r o m for human
development Any discourse on the development of accessible counselling
service demands a recognition of the enormous power inherent in the dominant
heterosexist ideology.
Ail men and wmen are socialized to assume an heterosexual identity. The
social structure of Western culture has provided no acceptable alternatives to
this presumed sexual nom. Non-biased representation of the homosemal
experienœ has historically been absent from public discourse. Parents,

teachers, religious leaders and therapists have al1 served to enforce compulsory
rnembenhip in the heterosexual rnajority. Heterosexuality has been promoted as
the sole model for achievement of a healthy and fulfilled life and homosexuality

has commonly been asseciated with pathology, immorality and an existence
charaderized by solitude and loneliness. Recognition of one's differenœ from

the rnajority ocwrs within a cultural environment in Michthere are intense
pressures towards confomity.
A social interactionist perspective holds that the development of setf

concept acarrs through encounters between the individual and his or her
environment. Judith AB. Lee desaibes identity formation as a "lifelong process
which takes place in transaction with the environment from birth to death"(Lee,

1992, P. 1). For gays and lesbians an ovefwhelming sense of alienation and
confusion are iikely to emerge upon the initial realization of one's propensity
toward a stigrnatized orientation. Confusion over sexual orientation becomes
equated with danger as the implications for samesex attraction include
rejection, humiliation and physical danger. The individual stniggles with self
concept in isolation from social support, as adaptation typically involves efforts
to conœal homoerotic feelings. Sammy's adaptation to a gay female identity is
characterized by despration in the absence of social visibility and support.
Ijust thought it was hopeless because there was no support in my
era. Nobody talked about it. You never heard about it in the media.
Nobody even mentioned the w r d 'gay' much less the word lesbian
and if anybody did it was alvmys in a horrendous, stereotyped
fashion. So basically WB were just drowning in the closet - just
dying, dying in the closet.
Homosexual identity construction ocairs in isolation from the guidance of
role models and accurate information about gay or lesbian issues. Gays and
lesbians operate from a knowledge base that is founded upon the same system
of homophobic beliefs that characterizes the attitudes of the general population.
Having been socialized within

a heterosexist environment, these societal

messages become intemalized and seîfgenerating. The initial recognition of

one's homosexual orientation is comrnonly accompanied by feelings of failure,
guilt and uncertainty about one's ability to meet presdbed social expedations.

Sky rewunts his initial impressions about his gay orientation.
f thought of gay people as child molesten and murderers and
alcdiolics and dmg abusen. Even though I didn't se8 that M e n I
'came out', you still have these thoughts in the badc of your head
you have al1 this baggage of M a t you think a gay person is so it is
hard to be a positive person.

-

individuals may be ill-equipped to cope with the moral and social
implications of their homoerotic feelings. The antihomosexual stance of the
Christian church has served as a powerful ideological force in upholding a
marginalized identity for gays and lesbians. Sammy describes her stniggle to
reconcile a lesbian definition of self given her religious upbringing. She states "1
was a religious person and I always met other religious girls and we were always
mishing around in guil and being afraid that God would punish us." Biblical
sources have long been used to justify the condemnation of a homosexual
orientation. lndividuals who have been socialized within these strictures must
reconcile their own sense of morality with their same-sex attraction. Intense
inner conflict rnay arise M e n the religiousfoundations vvhich have brought
meaning and value to individuals' lives serve to denounce their burgeoning
homoerotic feelings. Oscar provides an account of his attempt to understand his
homosexualitywithin the context of Christian doctrine.
I was temfied that it was hopeless. Because one of the things that

had been suggested and then I automatically thought it was tnie
was that Paul, one of the major writers in the new testament, had a
thom in his flesh. It was like this burden that he had to carry his
Mole life and he never talked about M a t it was. There was
speculation that he w s gay. He never got mamed. There was
speculation that thatls what it was. He was gay. He had to live w
h
ti
1 He couldn't have sex wh
ti men and he couldn't get married. mat
was his thom. So I thought that this was going to be the thorn in
my flesh for the rest of my life.
The development of personal identity rnay be further complicated for
individuals vutio hold membership in more than one marginalized community.
Lesbians and gays are diverse in their ethnicity, race and class. Therefore,
adaptation of identity may incorporate awareness of potential discrimination frorn
a range of difFerent sources of bigotry. Beyond encounters with homophobic

bias, wornen and memben of racial minoMies already experience a diminished
social status and fewer options for attaining a positive seff concept Jeff s
understanding of the seff is located within her experience as an abotiginal
lesbian and her sense of punishment in a God's detemination of her social
position.
When Iwas a teenager I used to think God made me a woman, he
made me lndian - I think He made me gay too. M a t an asshole! It
was this big trauma thing that Ihad to keep secret. I think about it
now and get scared Ithink 'maybe it's tnie.'

-

Selfdefinition within a homophobic environment represents a cornplex task.
Vivienne Cass (1979) outlined a six stage developmental mode1 intended to
illustrate the formation of homosexual identity. She suggests that initial
confusion over sexual identity stimulates a task of cornparhg the self to the
heterosexual majority. Given that the mere existence of homosexuality
represents a threat to conventional sex roles and models of family, adaptation

-

typically entails a sharp division betwaen private and public aspects to the self.
Despite one's intemal reality, a heterosexual public image is maintained. Cass
advised thâi movement through the various stages of identity formation is fueled
by the urge to resolve a sense of inmgniencey between covert reality and
overt behaviour. Sammy describes this endeavor to achieve a sense of
authenticity.
It's about feeling powerless and having no outlets for expression.
It's about really never being tnily yourself. That has to eat away at
the human psyche because we al1 desperately try to becorne tnily
ourselves. And that is the path to an integrated balanced life. I am
a great believer in being one's self. I have had to stniggle to
survive.

Cass's continuum of stages involves: confwion about identity; tolerance
regarding homosexual feelings; acceptance of the self; the development of pride

in one's s e l and community; and, aie formation of a stable lesbian or gay
identity that integrates a congruent sense of the ptivate and public self. While
the integration of a gay or lesbian se%concept ideally serves to increase one's

sense of autonomy and self esteem, negative consequences of this process may
include isolation, alienation and setfdenigration. Cass emphasized that
progression toward a congruent identity may be abandoned at any stage of the

process.
Attempts to suppress or camouflage homosexual attraction may be the most
palatable wping strategy for individuals who corne to define their primary
concem as survival rather than growth. Despite some recent gains societal
acceptance and legal protection, Paul remains cautious about assuming refuge
from social reperwssions. He questions the degree to which the sense of
vulnerability and isolation he experienced has tmly been eased for the next
generation of gay youth who rnust approach adult developmental tasks.
For me...the Mole idea of knowing that îhere was a gay mrld out
there came M e n Iwas reading in high school, this silly little news
magazine that lasted for about two months in Winnipeg. It talked
about the gay community in Winnipeg. Before that I didn't have a
due that Ulere was such a thing. That's how much I was living in
the dark ages as a teenager. I w l d h o p it's different nowadays. I
suspect that for those that are able to adapt better and don? go
through years and years of trying ta fight it and hide from it and be
unhappy about it, they would rnake more progress. But I actually
do think that there must be a fair number that must be in the same
boat You know, that they're just having a homble time because
you have to face your family, your fears, your wwk. Imean anyone
growing up gay now can at least say ' h l l , Bs in the human rights
protection," but it wasnY there until'86. So alot of us had to do our
mole grown
i g up and find a careef and make our way in the world,
know'ng that we were vulnerable. Il's a big injustice.

The development of a gay or lesbian self image ariginates with an
experience of intense tumoil relating to personal identity. The realization of
one's difference from an intolerant majorïty fosters a sense of alienation and
distnist toward heterosexualculture. Feeling threatened by heterosexual society,
the individual loses the ffeedom of spontaneous and open expression in the
larger worid. Management of identity commonly involves distancing from the

mainstream while encwnters with a more segregated lesbian or gay community
provide a social space where the individual can more cornfortably experience an
authentic aspect of the self. fhrough exposure to a shared set of noms and
behaviour patterns, an opportunity arises to reconstrua self Hiwth and acquire a
greater sense of control over one's own existence. The division betiiiieen majority
and minority cultures is intensified. To enter an heterosexual environment is to
retum to a climate where the self is potentially marginalized, invalidatedand
misunderstood. Given mat mainstream social institutions, such as counselling
organizations, can be presumed to be founded upon the interests of a
heterosexual population, gays and lesbians are likely to perceive significant
barriers to participation outside of the minority subwlture. Writer Dennis Altman

suggests that:

As we becorne more secure in our identities and les$ prepared to
accept either outright hostility or grudging tolerance, gay wmen
and gay men have tended to spend more time apart from the
heterosexualm r l d...and depend more on the special intimacy and
understanding that cornes frorn k i n g with other gays." (Altman,
1982, p. 215).
lnquiry into baniers to accessing awnselling service requires attention to
the social context in Midi gay and lesbian identities are constructed. Adaptation
to social rnarginalization involved thedeveldpmt of a considerable chasm

between the minority experience and systerns that are perceived to represent
the interests of the heterosexual majority. Mark's comments reflect a sense of
alienation from the dominant culture. He asserts that 'What got in the -y

af

counselling was my distrust of heterosexual society and my social peffomian~e
in it....that becarne the avhmrd dynamic from my perspective."

Although current clinical training has increasingly shifted attention away
from reorientation interventions, practitioners are not immune to homophobic
and heterosexist attitudes. lndividuals who provide counselling services are
products of a culture and socialization process that refiects and promotes the
perspective of the heterosexual majority. "As we becorne assimilated and
educated by the dominant culture and its institutions, we are likely to absorb its
values uncritically. As experts, HR bemne prescn'bers or guardians of an
estabfished social order" (Korin, 1994, p. 82). Given the historical alienation
between sexual minorities and mental health professionals and that the
practitioner's own unconscious bias may create barriers to the development of
thefapeutic rapport, Harrison (1987) urges courtseilors to enter into a process of

evaluating their Mindoctnnationto heterosexual perceptions of
homosexuality.

Markowb (1991) advises that homophobia within counselling can be

understood on a continuum. On one end, whatever the presenting issue,
homosexuality is assumed to be the prÏmary problem. At the other end of the
continuum, the gay or lesbian experience is believed to be in no way different
from that of heterosexuals. Either approach appears to misconstnie the actual

needs of the individual client Oscar summarizes the approaches to counseiling
that wuld potentially create a sense of alienation between himsel and the
clinician. He states that the "issues could be numerous - whether they're
outnght homophobic, whether they just donY seem to have any knowiedge of the
gay and lesbian community or whether they right away want to talk about my
homosexuality all the tirne."

If the therapist targets homosexuality as the primary problem, regardless of
whether the client presents issues related to sexuality, the individual's tnie

therapeutic goals may be overshadowed (Carl, 1990). Sara insists that "not

every gay penon who goes into see a counsellor has issues about their
sexuality." In analyzing a presenting problem solely in relation to homosexuality,

the therapist overlooks the range of concems that are Iikely to be a part of the
client's reality. Many of the issues that are faced by tesbians and gays are
similar to those that are faced by heterosexual clients. Oscar states that "l'd be

w m e d about the kind of person who nght away wants to talk about my
homosexuality al1 the time. That would not be what I want to be in there for." Sky

asserts that:
Being gay is not the issue. As long as the wunsellor says "1 know
being gay is not the issue. There is a lot of different issues
surrounding you possibly because you are gay, possibly
because of how you are feelingj about younrelf or how society
feels about you or how you perceive society feels about you or
whatever um, but that's not the problem."

-

-

Similarly, Charlie identifies a fear that an insufficient social analysis could lead

the clinician to pathologize her sexuality.
Iwas concemed about sornebody suggesting that the problems
that I had w r e specifically relatedto my being lesbian rather than
the greater aspects of my own experience. Whife f think that being

lesbian perhaps mates problems in adjusting within society, I
don't think that it is the 'be all and the end ail' with the kinds of
problems that I may or may not have had.
Gay and lesbian clients may feel rnisunderstood by counselling approaches that
disregard their individuai expience. Oscar indicates that "l'd be scared that
they w r e trying to peg me into their theory ramer than lwking at me." The
reality of the individual may be eclipsed by the counselloh Morts to recognize
client experience as k i n g influencecl by both the dominant culture and issues
that are specific to gays and lesbians. Charlie states that the practitioner:
should not assume that my experienœ would be the same as
every other lesbian's or solely defined by every other lesbian's
experience. It would be important that having a social analysis did
not cloud an individual anaiysis. So there w u l d be an
understanding that M i l e there is a community experience, within
that community expefienœ there are also a whole host of
individual experienœs that to a greater or a lesser degree reflect
the community experience.

Unless practitionen are themselves lesbian or gay, it is unlikely that their
own identity formation has been dependent upon releaming information relating
to homosexuality. The counselling expefienœ may thus be mntarninated with

bias if helpen have failed to resolve their Mhomophobia. Jeff describes a
wunsellor who she perceives to display empathy solely for individuals who
refled qualities identified with heterosexuality. "She seems to have the idea that
certain homosexuals desewe to be the victims of homophobia because they
look a certain way. Whereas if you are trying to assimilate, to look straight it is
like 'oh, you poor victim."' Having intemalized distorted information about
homosexuality, the awnsellor may fail to acairately detemine the etiology of
the client's issues. Without sensitivity to the influence of social factors on the
presenting problem, a therapist is likely to be inciined toward locating pathology

wth
in
i

the individual. This is of particular concem given that clients are likely to

be in varying places in relation to resolving their own discornfort with same-sex

attraction. The client may be in a position of vulnerability to the wunsellofs
prejudice. Jeff stresses that 'We biggest problem is intemalized homophobia for
the counsellor and the person Ming counseiled".

Markowitz (1991) describes the other extreme fom of counsellor bias as
involving a belief that lesbian and gay experiences are in no way diffarent from
the experience of heterosexuals. Clinical knowledge related to pradice within

an heterosexual uintext is presumed to be readily transferabie to working d t h
the gay or lesbian client. Such assumptions may be exacerbated by the lack of
social visibility and underrepresentationof information about gays and lesbians

in professional training. Without specialized knowledge, wrkers commonly
enter into the counselling environment with a presumption that al1 potential
clients share a rnajorîty sexual orientation. This type of prejudice communicates

a lack of sensitivity to the actual needs of clients whose existence is not
represented within the heterosexual culture. Osrzar describes a practitioner's
heterosexism as a major obstacle to receiving service.
When I walk in the door, the counsellor should not make an
assumption that I am heterosexual. They should not assume I
need exactly the same things as a straight person. To do that right
away wuld be to put up a barrier behAFeen us. It tells me that the
counsellor thinks in a very, very heterosexual way end lives in a
very heterosexual world or a M d that they think is defined by
heterosexuality.

Participants described an appropriate therapeutic approach as k i n g
affirmative, as honouring and valuing the unique experienœ of lesbian or gay
clients M i l e remaining able to respond to a range of issues that refiect

commonality with the majority culture. In J M s words, "hey muid be able to talk
to you and not make an issue that it is a 'gay thing' - it would be a 'gay thing' but
it wouldn't be an issue that is a 'gay thing."' A thorough exploration of the client%

goals for therapy may indude an atternpt to distinguish between those issues
that relate specifically to sexual orientation and those issues that extend to

wider conœms. Oscar suggests that his level of cornfort is enhanœd through

such inquiry:
"...are you coming because you have an issue aroünd your
homosexuality or is the issue wmpletely separate from your
homosexuality7" If they ask me that rather than me saying, "listen,
my issue is not rny homosexuality my issue is something else." If
they asked me that first I would go, "oh, this penon is kind of on
the ball". My homosexuality could be my issue. I could have lots of
intemalized homophobia or setf hatred. So they've checked both
angles and they've made it clear to me that they see the issues as
separate.

The practitionefs conceptualization of a client's presenting problem is likely

to reflect the cultural experience with Michshe or he is most familiar.
Understanding of the sexual minority experience is commonly interpreted
through a majority frame of reference as opposed to comprehension based
upon sensitivity to the client's partiwlar reality. For example, samesex
partnerships have commonly been assumed to be organized within a
conventional model for marriage where one partner is perceivecl to adopt the

role of a wman M i l e the other futfills the function of a husband. Within a
therapeutic context such assumptions disregard the unique cwpling
arrangements d samesex partnen. The wunsellof s efforts are rendered to a
position of irelevance as the client cornes to perceive their experience to be
misunderstood. Oscar suggests that the provision of responsible service to
sexual minorities must incorporate an educational component that informs the

practitioner as to the distinct perspective of the client. He voices concem mat
because of the social invisibility of lesbians and gays in cornparison with other
minority populations, helpers may negfect to educate themselves.
Ithink 1 is irresponsible of people in the counselling profession to
assume that there is no differenœ between a straight penon and
a gay penon. If they make that assumption, I think they are wrong
and Ithink that they are going to impede the counselling proœss.
If they adviowledge that there is something difrent and they are
going to M e r seMces to gays and lesbians, I think there has to be
wrù done on their part in order to educate thernselves about the
issues and about creating an environment and using language
that w u l d feel cornfortable to a gay or lesbian person coming in to
their space. I don't know maybe I am suspicious but I don't think
that people are doing that and I think that's irresponsible. I rnean
that people dont assume, when they are dealing wh
ti aboriginal
people, they donntassume that it is the same as a white person.
Hopefully munsellors dealing with aboriginal people have gotten
some sort of education and done some sort of research or reading
or Matever, in order to leam more about aboriginal people before
they would assume to be able to help an aboriginal person. But I
think because we're not visible neœssarily, that people don't do
that wrù.

-

In contrast Sammy discusses a positive experience in couple counselling
where she and her partner w r e recognized in relation to their comrnonality with
the rnajority culture. She suggests that %orne people need to have a sense of

k i n g normalized more than others. Ididn't need it as much as my partner

-

needed it, I think So that was one thing k i n g treated like a normal couple
going through a normal power stnrggle." An appropriate approach to counselling
thus requires careful judgment about the needs of partiwlar clients M e n
balancing issues that are unique to the individual, specific to the community and
shared w
hti

the majority culture.

It is diffiwlt for serviceproviders to completely divorce themselves from the
influences of societal heterosexism and homophobia. Despite a gradua1 shift
avmy ftom the medical model, counsellor bias remains a significant barrier to
accessible service. Caution about the challenges to addressing counselling
needs within the traditional mental health system, has led many lesbians and
gays to seek resolution to life problems through alternative resourœs.

Therapeutic service represents only one strategy for addressing emotional
and psychological discornfort. Gays and lesbians have frequently chosen to
avoid encounters with aie counselling professionals. Many efect to conœal their
sexual identity to practitioners for fear of morelistic judgment and inferior
healthcare (Harowski, 1988). Considering the deterrents to accessible
counselling, individuals rnay be inclined to explore alternative methods of
problem solving. Suspicion as to the competenœ of professionals led Melvin to
select his own solutions to the task of adapting to living with AIDS. He
expresses concem that had he received professional help, his condition rnay
have wrsened.

-

..A wuld have b e n more panicky about things. Ya know
depending on who the wunsellor was. Was he somebody Hiho
was afraid of AIDS or HIV himself and only had a certain amount
of information on it? Because I know that before eveIybody
thought that you could live for seven yean, right? Seven, eigM
years was the life span and then you were gonna die. And $0,
even like myseff I mas getting panicky knowing it was around my
eighth year. lt HRIS like "oh, no now is M e n everybody dies." IfI
had had a counsellor who thought mat, as wll, it w l d have
made me even more panicky w made me go taii~irdsdoing dmgs
or Matever - thinking, '-Il, maybe you should get on AZT or
Matever stuff is out there." I chose not to because I was able to
go thniugh aiat process rnyself and make that decision myself. So

-
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who knows what somebody would have advised me on,depending
on their knawledge of the disease, eh?...Without the cainsellor I
ended up taking a route that Ichose myset
'Theorists typically see homosexual identity adaptation as a process that
may include regressions to earlier phases, stalling or incornplete movement
through stages, and a tendency to repeat Morts at tasks not complete in a
particular stage" (O'Connor, 1992, p. 5). Coping strategies may thus at times
entail tadics that are associateci

unhealthy behaviours. Some individuals

seek to suppress unpleasant affective experienœ rather than look to
professional intervention as a method of coping. When confronted with
emotional challenges, Jeff states that "1 just let it slide and the feeling *nt
away." A deliberate strategy to evade pain may be aided by use of alcohol and
drugs. Therapist Douglas Carl suggests that "it is no surprise that a population

that has historically been very bar oriented and that emriences more than the
normal struggle with self-image would turn to mood-altering substances as a
partial solution to Me's problems" (Carl, 1990, p.137). Paul describes his efforts
at coping as the use of "Alcohol. Cigarettes. Tranquilizen. Antidepressants.

Work They're not really good." He understands his coping behaviour as an
adaptation to his own sense of failure to derive the benefits of therapy.
I begin to think that maybe it's ali my fault these counselling things
didn't work very well but they surely didn't for me. I've tried the
M o l e gamut This was in the past more. That's M y I think these
years I've just made myseif so busy that Ihaven't had time for
anything or made time for it. I've just been withdrawn.

-

Similarly, Charlie describes a coping process that employs reliance on cognitive
fwictioning so as to numb emotional discornfort Such an approach is at the
expense of addressing issues on an emotional level.

...I have repressed things. I have a long history of dealing with the
problems that I have intellectually and therefore not having to deal

with them emotionally..A go around things instead of going
through them. My ooping mechanisrn has been for a long time to
not deal with things and to put them away and to remove myself
from my emotional side. lnstead 1 deaf with things wÏth my logical
mind....l think that I have chosen for the most part to not go as
deep into the problems as I oould.

In contrast to thinking styles that are intended to suppress affect, the
individual niay adopt an intemal dialogue that generates a more cornfortable
emotional response to one's cirarmstances. Gays and lesbians are likely to have
many areas of cornpetence within their life situations. As opposed to
conœntrating attention on dysfunction, the individual may emphasize al1 of the
levels in which he or she has achieved mastery. Melvin maintains a positive
sense of self through participation in his own life. He states that "...Idon't
actively sit d o m and ûy and w r k 1 out. Things come over time. Just by living
you deal with it and you have a way of dealing with it." Sarnmy describes a
similar approach to coping.
I've had my share of traumas. Of course they made me unhappy.
But mucking around in rny psyche wuldn't have helped. I knew
damn well where the trauma w s and I could only do a certain
amount wîth it. Then you have to let it go. The best way to deaf
with trauma that 1 know of is to go on having a good life. The
longer you have a good Me,the less poiiiier the trauma has over
you...A think that the secret is that you fearn to five as
constructively and as wll as possible in your aiment life and little
by little the trauma eases up a bit.
Melvin adjusted to his HIV status through modifying the way in which he
perceives the problem. Through a process of comparing his own cimmstances
with diffiwlties faced by others, he is able to construct a more palatable
perspective.
Iguess, I sort of just worked it out by myseif. I don't know if I
worked it out but I sort of came to understand that that, I guess I
prefer to
at other people's lives what they do the different

Iw

-

-

things and how other people deal with things, that have to go on
and I'm no different from anyone else. So, I think Iget my
inspiration Rom other people and other people's stories. Ithink
that's what helps me work things through, because I realize I'm not
the only one going through mis. There's alot of other people who
have to go through it and Iive their lives they are children,
sometimes. Then I think of myseff as k i n g fortunate - lucky so,I
just deal Ath it that way.

-

-

Addressing psychological and emotional needs in isolation from intimate
human relationships may complicate the task of problem tesolution. Coping
strategies are Iikely to employ efforts to activate a support network of likeminded people. Mark is inclined to meet needs for support through his partner.
He declares that "1 have been very, very fortunate in my partnet. He really has

enabled me to get through lots of difkult times. I don't think that I have always
taken very good Gare of myseif." Charlie's system of support is comprised of
both fnends and family. She characterizes the benefit of social connection in
relation to qualities of both empathy and confrontation.
I have availed myseif of my friendships and my family
relationships when I have been in times of crisis.... when I have
been in a position of extreme uisis, I have gone initially, probably
mostly to my mother and then after my rnother, to my father.
Depending on what the problem was, I might talk to some friends
that I trust very deeply to help me through those times....l have
been fortunate in that, I have been su~oundedby people who will

help me and educate me and listen to me and tell me when I am
being an idiot.
Distorted perceptions about homosexuality within rnainstream society has
led some gays and lesbians to rely on resources that specifically reflect the
sexual minority experienœ. Change may be facilitated through reading about
the Iives of gays and lesbians. Jeffs comments reflect her aeative response to
an absence of relevant and visible social support. "1 originally mnted to go into
wunsellirtg to deal with my intemalized homophobia. I couldn't figure out a

place to go and do that So I just dealt with it on my own. Iwent to the library
and started reading al1 these books." Similarly, Melvin says that reading about
nutrition helped him manage depression and fear and ultimately infomed his
decisionmaking about behaviour change.

-

I was going to go on AZT. I did get kind of depressed Iwas
getting kind of Hiwned and scared. But somehow or other I just
managed to pull myseif out of it. I read more and that is vutien I
started to look at how to eat and different herbs and going through
the natural process. So, I did connect to some things.

Given the obstacles to participation in established wunselling agencies,
lesbians and gays are left to develop creative responses to problems that anse
in their lives. Research participants disarssed strategies for resolving life
challenges that wre aimed at suppressing discornfort, M i l e other efforts were
more direded toward growth. Oscar states:
When you think about it, there is really very Iittle reason for a gay
or lesbian person to believe that counselling is something that
could help them. So for the most part I think that gays and
lesbians have done it on their own and w
hti each other or if they
have a supportive family, with their family. That is rather than
going outside because going outside is either going to mean you
are going to have to deal
educating them or you are going to
have to deal with outright homophobia or you are going ?O have to
deal with stupidity or ignorance on the issue. If you are going into
counselling, you don't want to have to deal wiüi another thing on
top of that. That's why I think alot of people dioose to deal Hnth
things on their own through reading, airough friends, through
family or sometimes even finding ways to avoid it all.

-

Members of sexual minotities face the cornplex task of negotiating life problems
without the aid of traditional systems of support. Despite the emergenœ of
significant changes in social attitudes toward homosexuality, wunselling

services may still be perceived to represent the interests of an heterosexist

ideology. Practice rnay be influencecl by the service provideh unresolved
homophobic bias. Counsellon are frequently experienceâ by lesbian and gay
clients as ill-infomed with regards to specific dinical approaches that are
sensitive to the needs of lesbian and gay clients. Social adaptation has thus
commonly demanded creative methods for problem resolution.

For the socially marginalized, protecüng emotional and physical well being
requires skepticisrn about assumptions of safety within

unfamiliar circumstanœs.

It is within this context of suspicion that gay and lesbian clients must determine
the degree of risk associated with self disclosure to cwnselling practitioners.
The individual is engaged in a continual state of manitoring the language,

manner and behaviour of the clinician in order to determine the suitability of a

particular service. The stress related to this proœss of assessing safety creates
significant challenges to participating in therapeutic services. This chapter aims
to examine how individuals determine a helpefs level of sensitivity to gay and
lesbien concerns, the proœss of seleding a counsellor, 'coming out' to service
providers and decisions related to teminating or proceeding with the therapeutic
relationship.

Adaptation to societal hostility requires that lesbians and gays develop a
consciousness of the potential for prejudice and danger from the extemal w~rld.
Lesbians and gays commonly "recall the sense of threat that emerged early in
their lives, often before a clear sense of sexual identity had crystallized - fears

of physical injury, verbal humiliation, abandonment by loved ones, or rejection

by specific individuals or society at large" (Gracq 1992, p. 37). Significant
amounts of energy become allocated toward issues of survival and defense.
Strategies for coping

homophobia commonly incorporate efforts to

deliberately mask one's sexual orientation through careful adherence to
heterosexual noms and traditional gender role behaviours. Behaviours are

stmctured to conceal feelings that would be classified as unacceptable within a
mainstrearn context- Vivienne Cass (1979) outlined efforts toward selfprotection that included the avoidance of potentially threatening circumstances;
suppression of personal information; presentation of a public image of the self

as heterosexual or asexual; and, the display of a detached attitude regarding
gay or lesbian conœms. Social interaction cornes to include a process of
carefully evaluating the extemal environment to determine the degree of
personal risk with regard to the disdosure of one's authentic self.Sammy
identifies this proœss as a childhood tesson in seif preservation. She has
stnved to incorporate this knowiedge into her adult life at the expense of being
able to participate spontaneously in social exchanges.

Boy, when I was young Iwas gullible. I couldn't imagine that
people w u l d be so homophobic that they would treat what I had to
Say badly, because my gayness was so normal. I couldn't imagine
that I w u l d be treated any difïerently than anybody else. So that
was the source of my gullibility. Plus I had a belief that that's who I
was and that was okay. I didn't know there was a world out there
and in many ways f still donY krtow there's a w r l d out there that
doesn't think ifs okay. I just have to keep reminding myself. That's
stressful and 1 shouldn't have to.

As the individual's personal reality is likely to be shaped by a fear of the

potential for homophobic rejection and stigmatization, the experience of living
safely and openly as lesbian or gay demands the acquisition of skills
specifically related to self preservation. Adaptation thus becornes dependent
upon developing an awareness of oneseif in relation to the other so as to
assess the capacity of the other ta intetact from a position of acceptance and
affirmation. Oscar portrays this process of detennining safety as a skill that is
honed through the experience of being marginalized. He appears convinced
about his acairacy in assessing attitudes tovmrd hornosexuality.

Well, as a gay person and probably for lesbians as wdl, ~ i are
e al1
very, very experienced at assessing people - assessing safety
assessing whether a person is either 'gay or lesbian positive' or
whether they are gay or lesbian themselves. Because we have
elvwys been so undercover and of course we are 'coming out'
more and more we have developed this kind of antennae that
check out people nght away and years of that experience means
that in a situation like that, where 1 am just sitting in a room with
one other person, I'd feel pretty confident that I could make an
assessrnent pretty fast.

-

-

-

Over time one is likely to becorne more adept at identifying bias and
negotiating sewrity within social interactions. As individuals develop self
awareness in relation to a gay or lesbian identity, they begin to anticipate the
possibilities for open interaction with members of the heterosexual majority. Sky
describes how the acquisition of this knowledge contributed to his perception of
counselling professionals. He suggests that his initial idealization of senrice
providen was based on assumptions that were formed prior to developing
instincts for assessing safety. He frames his adaptation to the reality of
praditioner bias as an essential lesson in the formation of his gay identity.
I always assumed that social service agencies are 'gay positive'. I
always have. I know that's not everyone's experience and I had to
leam that they weren't. That was something that I went through
and Iwas quite shocked when 1 was younger - about ten years
ago when I was involved with the youth group. I had to be taught
tbat "no, not everyone is 'gay positive"'....l was quite shocked
because I thought being counsellors and in social work is about
always trying to make positive changes in children's lives and
people's lives and that these agencies wuld be 'gay positive'.

Melvin specifically credits his life experience since 'coming out' with having
infomed his sensitivity to practitioner bias. He theorizes that wiaiout the benefit
of his own evolution, a homophobic ciinician may have possessed greater

power to impart damaging suggestions that would complicate his struggle for

self acceptance.
If I was just first experiencing my own sexuality, I probably
wuldn't be able to pi& that up nght away from a counsellor. But
now 1 would be able to. ltls just experience, I guess. I have lived
as a gay person now for tinielve or thirteen years, so I know alot
more than Idid than like ten years ago. Maybe if I had had a
counsellor, I wouldn't have been able to pick those things up. For
sornebody who was new to it, w
hti a counsellor who was ignorant
like that, it wodd put you back into the closet for, how long? You
know, screwed me up that much more.

Living as an openly gay or lesbian penon facilitates an understanding that
interaction with the heterosexual majority occurs within a larger social mntext.
When individuals are public about their sarne-sex orientation, their mere
existence may be perceived as a challenge to tradlional assumptions about
human sexuality, family and gendor. It is from this awareness that the
gayllesbian consumer makes an evaluation regarding the helper's attitudinal
disposition. Charlie identifies her social analysis as a protedive factor that

serves to shield her from the potentiaf hamiful effects of an homophobic
counsellor. Like Melvin, she reflects on her vulnerability to the effects of
practitioner bias prior to the development of her social perspective.
I wasn't 'oututen years ago to myself or to anyone else...l didn't
have the kinds of political sensibilities then that I have now. So I
think that if I had been seeking counselling ten years ago, I wuld
potentially have ended up really messed up because I didn't have
the analysis Vien that I have now. And I didnuthave the self
confidence then that Ihave now so I w u l d have been far more
pliable in terms of a relationship Ath a counsellor. I'd have been
far more suggestible.

Charlie's narrative depicts the development of adaptive skills associated
with self determination. For gays and lesbians, managing a stigmatized identity

means navigating precarious soa*alencounters in a manner that protects one's
own interests. lndividuals comrnonly experience diffiwlty in perceiving
themselves as possessing this type of authority in relation to mental health
'experts'. The capacity to negotiate conditions of safety becornes a pfimary
component in transfoming the mie af a passive recipient of therapeutic service
to that of a consumer. The concept of consurnerism as it relates to the field of
counselling advanœs the right of an individual to make infonned decisions about
healthcare. This indudes both the seledion of a particular dinician and the
direction of therapeutic intervention. This task has histoncally been complicated
by the fact that the client who appeared to question the authority of a dinical

'expert' has been considered as suffering from a neurotic problem and risked

being labeled resistant.

Given the prevalence of homophobic prejudice and the social invisibility of
lesbians and gays, individuals in search of counselling cannot presume that an
unfamiliar clinician will have sensitivity, knowledge and training to rneet their
needs. Unless otherwise specified, one rnay expect that services are targeted

solely toward the needs of a majority clientele. The client may anticipate that the
helper's belief system is a reflection of the values and attitudes held by the
general population. The task of approaching dinicians and detmining their

suitability is charaderized by confusion, vulnerability and fear. Samrny's
apprehension about locating service is based upon her past experience with
nonafTining counsellon. She asks "...hotu does one choose a counsellor these

.

days? When I mas young I made all these mistakes. I blundered into people that

proved to be most untnistwwthy." Melvin wrnments that "1 guess the part that

scares me the most is making that first move of going to see someone and
having to feel that out I get nervous." Paul states that:

-

I am at the point where I want to work on a few things. so I want
to find the rigM place to be. I don? know what that is yet So I am
actually a person who in their forties feels there are some issues
aiey havenY dealt with and I know it and want to find someone to
w r k with. SOI'rn actually in that very vulnerable place of looking
for somebdy right now.

Respondents suggest that locating an appropriate and relevant service may
be accomplished through recommendations by individuals from within the gay or

lesbian communities. Social netvvorks comprised of other gays and lesbians
have served to compensate for a sense of alienation from the larger culture. The
presumption of a shared set of community values and noms, suggests that such

a referral represents an immediate endorsement of the praditioner's approach.
Charlie's relianœ on her community as a resource for referrals is grounded on

the assumption that information about a professional will be relayed amongst
other lesbians. She states "1 mean within the gay and lesbian community, m r d
of mouth is mostly how people are going to find out about you." Oscar also uses
the gay community as a gate-keeper. He indicates Viat "I would go to the

cornrnunity f i n t It's just that people talk, you knoW I would figure that there
might be some sort of registry or something like that."
While individuals may seek out the advice of lesbian or gay professionals,

many respondents identified friends as a primary source of guidanœ for the
seledion of a therapist. Paul remarks that "...I wouldn't have kncwn where to go.
I think that one of the reasons that gay people find it very hard is aiat we aren't

sure what is safe and where to go. So I asked a friend of mine." The direct
experience of othen sewes as a gauge for measuring safety. Jeff makes her

assessrnent of an helper through inquiring as to a fnend's obsenrations. "A fnend
of mine was going to see this counsellor and she was telling me how good it

vms. I asked her a bunch of questions about the counsellor because my biggest
problem was about homophobia." A considerable degree of trust rnay be
assigned to the endorsement of a clinician by an individual's peen. Rose
fefleds on how her absolute confidence in a fnend's recommendationof a
particular helper provided sufficient information for her to proceed into the
therapeutic relationship. She recalls thinking:
wow, okay. I'm gonna see this person and everything's gonna be
okay. I know nothing about this human being....Nothing. Nat
anything about her at all. All 1 know is that she has been
rewmmended and there's been some positive things said about
het by this one fnend of mine.

Where m c r e t e demonstrations of an helpefs perspective on
homosexuality are limited, perceptions of accessibility may be based on
perceptions of partiwlar attributes of the praditioner. Clients may evaluate the
potential for therapeutic wmpatibility through the meaning they attribute to the
sex of the wrker.

Emotional cornfort tends to be detennined through the recognition of a
clinician's capacity to idenüfy Ath the individual's Me experience (Corey, 1991).
Female wunselling professionals are commonly perceived to have a greater
ability than their male colleagues to understand the consequences of sex-role
conditioning. For female clients, the formation of a therapeutic relationship with a
man may be impeded by the larger social context in which many w m e n
experience male victimizing behaviour. Sammy describes her past struggle to
establish a sense of safety with male therapists in that it was not within her life

experienœ 'Io see men perfonning human duties....l had experienced some men
in very inhumane ways." Given a shared social history. mmen who are
consumers of therapeutic service may be more inclined to seek out female
praditioners. Ail five lesbians M o participated in the study identified such a
tendency. Charlie declares that "as a woman my preferenœ would be to go to a
woman ramer than a man." Jeff also states that she 'Wuld feel better with a
female."
Women's choices in relation to selecting a counsellor have tended to be
lirnited by the reality that a majority of mental health professionals have
historically been male. In young adulthood, Sammy remembers having seen only
male service providen. "1 really didn't have a propensity for male counsellors....l
truly didn't see any female counsellors anyvvhere. How many institutions did I go
to and I did not see any female counsellors? They were never recommended to
me." Given that women have corne to have better representation in the
counselling field, it is presently more likely that a wwkeh sex will provide an
important initial critetion for determining the suitability of service. Sara recalls
that she It...phoned an AlDS organization and asked thern for a list of 'gay
positive' doctors. Iwent through the list until I found a woman who was taking

new clients." Her assertive approach to locaüng seMœ is related to the
discornfort she feels with the possibility that a generic agency may not present
her with choice. "l'd have conœm about Wether it would be a male or female
and how much wntrol you w u l d have over that, you knM' ûther w m e n may
just presume that counselling wïll be provided by a female. Rcoe has not even

considered that she could potentially be assigned to a male counsellor.
'Whenever 1 thought of seeing somebody, I never thought of seeing a man. The
thought never entered my brain."

Interestingly, male interviewees also identifïed a preferenœ toward women
praditioners. Paul assumes that the male drive to attain positions of social

power would serve to compromise the capacity for empathy within a helping role.
"1 have a big issue myself with dodon who are just dodors because it's the male

thing to do and they think Wre in charge and m u r eso srnart' but they are not
that empathetic. Women might be more empathetic..."Male research
hti
participants anticipate a greater potential to develop emotional rapport w
female counsellors. Melvin states that "Ifind w m e n easier to talk to." In
refiecting on his experience with a woman helper, Paul proposes that 'Wmen
are more sensitive to certain issues....l knew that I related better to wornen...A
could open up more to her. She

las

a wam person."

The adual measure of therapeutic cornpatibility may however, be less
related to the sex of the counsellor than hisBer ability to develop a relationship
that reflects sensitivity to the client's feelings and concerns. The narratives
reflect a willingness to see a male provided that he is able to inspire trust. Sky
recalls seeing a woman praditioner. He concludes "1 felt very comfortable with
her but it al1 depends on the individual. Gender doesn't usually play into it for
me." Other participants shared a similar perspective but maintained a preference

for female service providers. Sammy advises that 'Yoday for the most part I
would probably most always, go to a woman counsellor. But.. .mypartner has
gone to al1 female counaellors and they w r e disastrous. So I'm open. I wwld go
according to whether it was someone I w l d know I could trust." Oscar also
identifies trust as a prirnary requirement for disceming safety.
I'd probably be more comfortable with a woman just because in
general I am more cornfortable with m e n . Although I am alwys
on a search for men out there who I could trust. So if I found

someone, I would go to a man. I wouldn't not go to a man just an
he's a man but most likely it w u l d end up being a woman.
Although gay and lesbian consumers Men have a preferenœ to receive
service through a female or male, the ultimate aitefion for evaluating cornfort
may be more related to the practitioner's analytical framewrk and capacity to
establish therapeutic rapport In assessing the potential for conditions of trust
and safety wth
in
i

the counselling relationship, clients are also likely to consider

the wrker's sexual orientation.

Given the numerical majority of heterosexual counselling professionals,
individuals are more Iikely to receive service from heterosexual helpen than

from lesbian or gay counselling professionals. ldentifying cornfort within the
counselling setting may in part be detemined by the meaning attributed by the
client to the praditioner's sexual orientation. Given a social backdrop of
hcmophobia and heterosexisrn, a consumer cannot necessafily assume
'gay/lesbian positivity'. In order to be perceived as accessible, clinidans need
not be lesbian or gay themselves. However, the heterosexual clinician must
devote special attention to addressing issues of emotional safety in order to
facilitate the creation of a therapeutic alliance. The consumer commonly
enwunters the need to negotiate safety in relation to professionalswith a
dissimilar life experience, because of the la&

of visible gay and lesbian service

providers in many communities. Oscar states "1 have heard of a few lesbian
counsellors. I don't know if I have heard of any gay male counsellors who are
doing private practice or doing counselling. I know some social wrkers and
counsellors wtto are gay but they're not wuorking hw
ti

the gay cornmunity."

Research participants presented diverse positions in regard to their degree
of cornfort about receiving service Rom an heterosexualwwker. Charlie outlines
an order of preference that corresponds to her selection of counsellor. "1 would

probably prefer to see a lesbian counsellor. I suppose I w u l d say further that I
w u l d be more cornfortable seeing a gay man than a straight man..A think 1
would see a gay man before I would see a straight wrnan." Although Sara has
clearly expressed an inclination towards female counsellors, she too daims "1
might even prefer a gay man to same of the straight wornen that I can imagine."
Rose's comments reflect a degree of surprise about the effectiveness of the
service she received. "1 ended up going to a straight woman who did rernarkable
wwk with me. So, go figure!" Jeff seems to advocate for a more integrated

approach to practice as she equates gay and lesbian specific service with
segregation. She concludes that given her positive experienœ with more generic
helping agencies, effective counselling is possible regardless of one's
differences with the service provider.

...M e n Iwas tlying to get off drugs is M e n Ifound out about
'?ride Institute' in Minneapolis. It is a gay and lesbian 'detox'. It is
al1 gay and lesbian counsellors for gays and lesbians getüng off
alwhol or dnigs. Their whole approach is that 'lou wanna get in
here because you are different and here it is different." It is a
whole 'closet thing' I guess. I have Men thought about that
because going through the 'detof service I w n t through really
wrked for me. Being in 'narcotics anonymous' although it is
mostly white straight, middle dass males has wwked for me too. I
Wonder about the validity or the need for a 'Pride Institute'.
Paul advises of the need to avoid gay or lesbian praditionen. He suggests that
they may themselves be stniggling with the psychological consequenœs of
homophobia and thus be unable to have the emotional distance necessary to

affectan appropriate intervention.

Ithink a gay or lesbian therapist is going to have to be a pretty
together person. My theory is that being gay or lesbian is going ta
give you alot of problerns in adjusting. I think it just cornes with the
territory, so if they havent really corne to ternis with alot of things
themselves, they muldn1tbe much use to a client.... You might be
better off seeking someone whose issues are so far away from that
so that ifthey wuld be they'd be helpful.

In contrast to Paul's position, other lesbians and gays perceive the personal
history of sexual minorïty counsellors to allow for a greater capacity to
empathize. Mark States "I do have some slight residual distnist of
heterosexuals." He implies that an heterosexual therapist may lack the
experiential frame of reference that allows for identificationwith a gay or lesbian
reality.
"1 did find myself feeling that some of the things he said w r e
either heterosexist or really were reflective of the fact that he had
not shared the experience of gays or lesbians. He couldn't quite
see things the way they were. There were Iittle jamng notes in
what otherwise was very successful therapy."

Despite Sammy's satisfaction with her therapist, she similarly wonders Ï f a gay
practitioner would be better able to relate to her experience.
I wish that we could find someone who would have al1 the qualities
of this therapist w had been seeing but who would be gay. To me
that wuld be almost a perfect combination. I have every love and
respect for this counsellor we had seen but I do think it might make
some difference if she were gay. Maybe she would understand a
little more about what it does to people to have to be in the closet.

Melvin also values a gay counsellor's ability to relate with his experience.
I w u l d prefer to talk to a gay person, even if I was talking about
family issues. That way that petson knows about my stance in my
family as a gay person he had to deal with that same thing as
where I am corning from, right? So, in a sense he w u l d be able to
identify things a lot quicker. Just vuho I was as a kid, I look back at
how I was and so on and so forth. I could say this to a gay

-

counsellor and they w u l d be able to understand that a lot more.
Ya know, Iike why Iwas withdrawn a bit in my teenage years. Ya
know, things like that because a lot of us have to go through that
because things aren't open to us like for our other brothers and
sisters - ya know, like how you are supposed to progress in life
and select a partner and do this and that. For us it a h y s feels a
little awkward. So having a gay counsellor w u l d mean that he
would be able to identii with that a lot more. Yah, so definitely it
w u l d be a bonus.
In receiving services from a sexual minority counsellor, individuais may
experience anxiety with regard to issues of pfivacy and the maintenance of
appropriate professional boundaries. Oscar voices a concem "...about
confidentiality within the gay or lesbian community, particularly because
Winnipeg seems so small." Jeff concludes that "..A is better that the counsellor
is straight because the lesbian community is so small." In consideration of the
insular nature of same-sex communities, the client faces the possibility of
encountering their practitioner at lesbian or gay social events and meeting
places. Rose describes this as a potential for professionaf boundaries to
become blurred by more personal encounters. She portrays the community as
"so dam incestuous. For al1 I know a counsellor I would be seeing could have
slept with somebody that I have slept with. There's that kind ofw i r d stufF that
can feel really uncornfortable." The potential to engage in open dialogue may

thus be hampered by fears about boundary violations. Jeff remembers a time
wtien her counsellor asked her "...Mat is your girlfriend's name?' I was thinking
'why would you want to know her name?'... Of course I envisioned the women's

bar and thought '1 don't want to get into that."' The helper's visibility within a
mutual social network may create an extreme sense of vuherability given her or
his knowledge of highly private details of the client's life. Mark advises that the
gay or lesbian counsellor has the responsibility to consider the implications of
their visibilitynh
w
iti

the community. "There is such an awkwardness in any

small community that I think maybe they have to be a little bit restricted in their
social lives and have a circle of tnisted friends...."Rose reflects back on how
her experience in counselling vas negatively effected by a lesbian wrker's
unclear delineation between professional and personal boundaries.
Ithought "oh man! Okay, so I'm going to a lesbian counsellor, so
wow there won't be any homphobia." That was my hope, right? I
thought 'Mis is great. This is terriftc but I'm seeing somebody who
is like a year older that Iam and who has friends who I am really
good friends with. "Our social contacts were overiapping. It was
starting to feel really uncomfortable and boundaries weren't really
clear....m a t she asked vms "wll, if you see me in public do you
think you'd want to talk to me or anything? How comfortable do you
feel?" Well, I had never seen a counsellor before. All I could Say
was 'hll, whatever." Anyways, Iended up seeing her quite a bit.
In fact, I think I saw her out in public more than Idid in our
sessions. Like, it was very m i r d I mean I saw her at lots of
different parties and functions, whatever. She would talk to me. So
what ended up happening was that progressively the sessions
became very strange. I mean it w s almost like - I don't know how
to really describe it but Ifelt as though she was being a little
friendlier than she probably needed to be.

-

While many gays and lesbians are prepared to accept service from
practitioners of any sexual orientation, the client may find circumstances
intolerable where a clinician fails to directly communicate about sexual identity.
While Sky has indicated a willingness to see an heterosexuai helper, he is not
prepared to participate in counselling where the worker fails to reveal histher
partiwlar orientation. "1 w u l d have left....lf they never said anything like that, I
don't think Iw u l d be able to stay..." Charlie reports a similar perspective. She
suggests that the ability to develop trust is compromised where the w r k e r does
not provide information as to their Midentity. Given the client's Msense of
vulnerability with disclosure, the w r k e t s silence serves to maintain an
imbalance of power.

I would wonder why they felt the need to hide that from me. That
would make me suspicious. 1 think that I would probably choose
not to keep seeing them. The reason I would choose not to is
because if I am in a position of being 'out', then 1 have established
a certain level of trustand in order for the counselling relationship
to work it seems to me that that trust would have to be reciprocal.
So while the orientation w u l d be a non-issue, someone who is
being ambiguous to me - partiailarly if I had asked directly - would
make me suspicious. It wuld make me uncornfortable within the
counselling relationship.

Oscar imagines that he:
would directly ask thern and there would be no oppominity for
them to be ambiguous. If they said they were 'bi' well then they are
'bi' but I'd be asking that so that I would know what I am dealing
*th so 1 could know the questions that I w u l d need to ask them to
find out if I felt comfortabfe with themClinical training often tends to direct the helper away from sharing personal
information w
hti

the client (Corey, 1991). More traditional rnodels of therapy

enwurage a professional posture that is based on emotional distance and the
rigid avoidance of self disclosure. That some gays and lesbians base
accessibflity on developing a sense of the counsellor outside of the therapeutic
role creates demands that confiict with a conventional image of professional
wnduct. A feminist approach to counselling advises that an appropriate level of
sharing is the level needed to build a therapeutic relationship. At no point is it
ethical for such disclosure to be motivated by the social or psychological needs
of the practitioner (Dwrkin, 1992). Flexibility with regards to personal disclosure

provides an opportunity to mode1 the open expression of feelings and to spare
the client from uncertainty about the counsellots experience and perceptions.
Melvin wonders "1 don't know if wunsellors talk about their own experiences probably not, eh?....They should let me know....That would make me feel good.

That would make me feel that I could trust." Sky stresses that the openness of
his therapist has helped him develop feelings of trust.
I can't open up to someone who is very dosed....We do talk about
his children and his maniage you know, things like that. If he
wasn't to share things like that...f don't know if I could trust him.
How am I supposed to open up to someone Hiho canlt open up ta
me for whatever professional reasons? I know they have to keep
their boundaries, right but they have to make a 'connedon' as
wll.

-

-

In contrast to al1 other participants in the study, Rose objects to the wrker's
decision to 'corne out' to her as she does not equate such disclosure with the
development of trust. Rose perceives it as a distraction frorn her own issues.
I thought like "okay, so now that she's told me she's a lesbian, this
is supposed to validate her abilities to be able to work with me." I
didn't need that. I just wanted to ùnow that somebody wasn't going
to be judgmental. That's al1 IA t e d . I didnY want any kind of
judgrnent wming through. If anything, the less that I had to know
about her, the better I think in a situation like mat. Iwas there for
me, I wasn't there to find out about her life.

Although some individuals base the selection of a counsellor on sexual

orientation, the demonstration of skill, cornpetence and understanding are likely
to be the prirnary factors influencing the formation of therapeutic rapport.
Although these criteria apply to al1 helping professionals, the heterosexual
worker begins the task of relationship building under a great degree of
suspicion. Accessibility is enhanced if the heterosexual practitioner is
knowiedgeable about lesbian and gay issues. Oscar insists that "1 wuldn't want
to be wasting my time educating them." Charlie proposes that "...excellent
counselling cm be had regardless of the person1sgender or sexual orientation if

-

someone has done a lot of their own wrk wh
ti regards to male female
relationships and heterosexual homosexual relationships." Sky describes how

his having gathered information prior to an initial meeting with his counsellor
sewed to alleviate suspicion. The workef s practical experience with gay clients
transcended perceiveci bamers related to heterosexual bias. "1 was told that he
is not gay but very 'gay positive' and that he has worked with other gay clients in
regards to issues about being gay and being HIV positive and those kind of
things."
Beyond specific clinical training and experience related to counselling
sexual minorities, the workets demonstration of compassion and empathy are
paramount to establishing safety. Despite her stated preference to see a lesbian
helper, Sara places ultimate value on the clinician's capacity to fom an
emotional bond. "My immediate answr w u l d be 'yah, I'd be more cornfortable
with a lesbian', but that is not necessarily Vue. I'd be more cornfortable with
somebody who Iconnect with, which is a personal thing." Similarly, Melvin aims
to detennine "...that they are sincere and that somehow they care about what
they are doing. m e n the being gay or lesbian w u l d be a bonus for me." A
fundamental task in developing a therapeutic refationship involves
communicating dedication to improving the Ife experience of lesbians and gays.
Mark states "...Iw u l d either prefer someone M o was gay or lesbian or really
was M a t Im u l d cal1 an 'honorary gay or lesbian'. That w u l d be someone who

is very deeply immersed in and very committeâ to our cornmunity."

There is no uniform counselling model with which to approach ali gay and
lesbian clients. Detemining suitability is cornplicated by the fad that service may
be provided by a range of different counselfing disciplines induding

psychiatrists, psychologists, social wrkers, general counsellors and peer

helpers. The seledion of a helper commonly o m n without adequate
information about the nature of specifïc disciplines. Paul indicates service
location was based on the fact that ' l o u knew psychiatnsts existed, so you'd go
to them." Consumers are !d?in a position of uncertainty M e n trying to evaluate
which approach has the greatest relevance to their particular needs. Mark asks
"how do you find out about who is good at this or that? There are so many
specialized areas in which lesbians and gays potentially need counselling and
psychological support" Sara advises the practitioner to maintain some degree of
empathy for the position of potential consumars. She states that ' M e n you are
going through the process of leaming to becorne a counsellor.. ..you lose sight

about how hard it is to be completely naive to the Hihole world of
counselling....lt's easy to forget what it is like to be standing outside."

Assessing the safety of a particular helping professional is based partially
upon the meaning a client attributes to the individual's professional training.
Respondents appear to place particular value on the cwnsellots level of
professionalism. Oscar indicates that:
the very first thing that Iwuld do is make sure that they have a
background - that they have some sort of credentials. I'd ask about
their background. i'd ask about whether they are supervised. I'd be
suspicious because of my experience of being with these Christian
flakes and people who aren't trained and people who are coming
from a place where they have their own agenda.
Sammy expresses her conœm about helpers that she perceives as having
inadequate training. "l've been very disturbed by the hundreds of individuals who
pass themselves off as wunsellors but really they're not counsellors. They're not
properly trained. Maybe they took a seminar here and there but really what they
do is mind fucking." Despite suspicions about more conventional forms of

therapy, Sky frames his decision to see a psychiatn'st as k i n g based primarily
on professional background. "Ichose someone who Idon't think that Iw u l d
nomally have chosen. I think their aedentials were M a t sold me."
Although credible in relation to educational background, psychiatry and the
medical rnodel have historically promoted a pathological conœptualization of
homosexuality. Research participants report a significant degree of suspicion
toward the field of psychiatry. Paul perceives that "...in psydiiatry you'll fÏnd
stronger belief systems that it is probably basically pathological to be gay."

Oscar describes a similar association. "l'd definitely prefer not to see a
psychiatrist....l wouldn't want to go to sorneone that is coming from more of a
medical model." Rose asserts that "...depending on how long they've practiced
and when they studied, they still have some 'old school thought' going on. I
don't agree with that model. It just doesnY fit for me."
While consumers tend to place value on a clinician's training credentials,
they may interpret psychiatrie professionalisrn as mechanical and impersonal.
Paul States that "...wiSththe nomal path of medical school, a diploma of
psychiatry, you're treating patients not people." The therapeutic style is
characterized by emotional distance. '70 be a therapy patient is to
accommodate yourseîf to the lack of such contact, to the absence of any sense

of relationship to the person to whom you are baring your soul" ( Greenspan,
1983, p. 29). Sky expresses frustration with his therapist's detached style.

I just donY see psychiatrists as counsellom....The guy I see, men I
ask him "how do I handle this?" or "how do I deal wh
ti that?" his
answer for everything is "hmm" or "okay." mat is psychotherapy!
What the heil does that mean. Ichallenge him vutien he's not
listening l'II throw in " I hate my mother." Just those sort of things
or say "areyou listening?" or something, tight? I've been going for
two years.

Oscar also prefers a more interadional mode1 of intervention.
I wwldn't want someone who just goes, 'mmm hmm" al1 the time
and lets me do al1 the talking. I'd like someone who interads with
me. I can go to a fnend for "mmm hmm." If Iwas going for
counselling I'd -nt someone who could help me get to where I
-nt to get to as fast as possible.

Paul suggests that for clients vutio have been marginalized due to a stigmatized
sexual identity, the psychiatn'sils emotional wïthholding is easily interpreted as
heterosemral bias.
In psychiatry, the approach most psychiatrists seem to feel is
important is they keep a wall. They have to be totally neutral. I
think that you are going to find automatically that with these kinds
of people, you will interpret as homophobic whether they are or
not. You immediately sense "oh, this is something they're not
cornfortable with." And you feel guilty and ashamed that you came
to them with a problem dealing
sexuality of a homosexual
nature. So you are never sure if they are homophobic. I assumed
they were. That was easy for me to assume.
Of partiwlar concern to many study participants was the long duration of
psychiatrie intervention. Sky States "1 see what he is doing as a very long

process. I don't think it needs to be that long for me in my situation." Paul is

discouraged by the length of time he devoted to psychiatry without having
achieved any noticeable changes. "l'm actually really upset about al1 the time I

spent with that psychiatrist. I didn't realize that they left me with a terrible
feeling....I was on a long track." The narratives are consistent with a trend
toward more practical kinds of thefapies based on modirying behaviour as
opposed to lengthy procedures associated with insight oriented counselling

(Cade & Hudson O'Hanlon, 1993). While traditional psychodynamic approaches
assume that change ocairs through the consumer's evolving understanding of
their presenting issues, models based on problem-solving argue that the

ciinician's primary roie is in generating expedient and aeative solutions in order
to facilitate change (Haley, 1991). Chariie states that her.
...perception of psychiatry is that it is not necessarily moving
towards being more fundional in society but that it in f a d moves
into dragging out your guts and examining them microscopically
and I don't necessarily see it as something poslive...A doesn't
neœssarily mean that counselling shouldn't involve some self
examination but that shouldn't be the entire focus of it. I see
counselling and therapy as something that ideally will make me or
whoever's going to it, more fundional within society. I see it as
useless if it's not doing that. If it tums me into a blithering rnass,
then Mat's the point?

Sammy says:

...I w u l d avoid psychiatry because psychiatnsts like tu muck
around in places - first if you search into yourself it could be
fathomless. There's no end to how fucked up we cari be as human
beings. If we really want to be fucked up there's no end to i t So
you can mu& around and dig around and do your archeology I
really don't think it solves anything.

-

While respondents assess the suitability of a practitioner through
educational qualifications, models based on a generalized approach may be
selected over more conventional approaches. Charlie considers both psychiatry

and psychology to be inappropriate to her needs. "1 would tend to say neither of
those hivo disciplines would fit for me. I would look for someone who has had lots
of experience but I still think that they should have some solid training." Skfs
disenchantment with psychiatry stems from his desire for a more interactional
approach. "1 think looking back, I would probably see maybe just a counsellor or
someone vvho is versed in counselling. I don't think psychiatrists are. I think they
are more versed in drug therapy or psychotherapy."

As opposed to theofles that isolate a presenting problem within the client,
social wrk methods aim to attend to both the individual and the social
environment A foundation for intervention is based upon the client's efforts
toward change and the workef s analysis of the problem within the context of an
hostile social environment (Gunter, 1992). Sammy expresses concem that
"munselling most M e n focuses on the individual or the couple and the onus is
on the individual and on the couple. There is an inherent stress there because

real life is sociological. We live in our society. We live in our social worlds."
Rose describes a preference for a therapeutic f'ramework that views individual

experienœ within a larger social context.
M i l e psychology might be a route, I would go to someone w
hti a
social work background....The reason I Say social wwk is just
because of certain training pieces that take into account the bigger
picture that would probably be very important in how they apply it
to their practiœ.

-

Lesbian and gay consumers may locate service based on factors such as
the practitioneh partiwlar counselling mudel, level of professional expertise

and educational background. However, clients also evaluate the potential for

therapeutic compatibility through obsenrations of the helper's interpersonal style.

Consumers are likely to be searching for any degree of homophobic bias
that migM underlie an introductory exchange with a counsellor. The nature of
this first contact is pivotal in facilitating or hindenng the aeation of an ongoing
therapeutic relationship. Trust may be cuftivated through the degree of rapport
the therapist is able to sstablish within the encounter. Clinical styles that
incorporate such qualities as openness, empathy, acceptance and a general
caring towards othen facilitate the formation of a therapeutic alliance.

Respondents describe recognizing these elements through both empifical
indicators of affirmation and intuitive means.
Interactions Gai people who are perceived to be in authority, typically
involve a sense of risk Dunng the early stages of the counselling relationship,
the lesbian or gay client is likefy to be monitoring aie helpefs presentation in
order to measure the potential consequenœs of self disdosure. Through
carefully observing the manner in which a practitioner responds to information
that relates specifically to homosexuality, the client derives information as to how
they are k i n g received. Rose asserts that "a 'gaynesbian positive' counsellor

wouldn't flinch M e n I say certain wrds. If I talk about any sexual behaviour or
intimate behaviour, they wouldn't look uncornfortable." Charlie employs similar
monitoring techniques to Rose. She contemplates the possibility of proceeding
to expose herself in counselling or tenninate the arrangement altogether.
i would watch the counselloh body language and Iwould probably

Mer having done al1 of those things, then proceed to ask some
leading questions to sort of get a sense of 'the lay of the land' and
any preconceptions that this counsellor might have with regards to
homosexuality. Then I would make a decision as to whether or not
to 'corne out' and continue with the counselling with that particular
person.
A precondition in the formation of a helping relationship, is the wrker's

ability to transcend a client's ambivalence (Shulman, 1984). Although the
individual has voiced a request for service, mis phase in counselling is marked
by conœms that the clinician will present as impersonal and artificial and be
unable to empathize with the lesbian or gay expefience. Sammy's sense of

safety is established through an initial telephone encounter with her therapist.
Her cornfort is based upon the practitionefs capacity to comrnunicate
receptiveness through qualities of gentleness and humour.

...she has such a great sense of humour. The first time i phoned
her, she made me laugh on the phone and she has this most
wnderful voice soft, welcoming and Icould tell she had a great
sense of humour. I felt safe almost right MY. I felt safe even
before I met her. Overalt she made us feel safe....l w u l d
recornmend her to any gay person.

-

Concrete examples of practitioner bias involve statements that convey value

judgments,stereotypes and generalizations as creating greater personal
distance with lesbian or gay clients (Read, 1988). Within her research on the
attitudes of counselling professionals towards homosexuality, Teresa
DeCresecenzo (1985) cites other overt indicators of counter-therapeutic
behaviours. These include:

...making cornparisons in conversation between homosexuals and
cripples as reflected in psychotherapy aimed at helping
homosexuals 'adjust to their condition'; k i n g condescending
toward homosexual clients, frequently characterized by pointing
out al1of the lost life opportunities being homosexual carries (such
as children and marriage);...discouraging homosexwl clients from
disclosing their sexual orientation to family, friends and CO-wrkers
(an attitude which imposes tremendous psydiic stress on a client
leading a 'double life'); and in any other way disconfirming or
devaluing homosexual identity (DeCresenzo, 1985, p. 121).
The use of verbal communication is one of a helper's prirnary clinical tools.
The manner in which language is used serves as an expression of one's

knowledge base and value system. As marginalized populations are comrnonly
rendered invisible thrwgh language that represents the majority experience, the
use of inclusive tenninology promotes a sense of accessibility. Sara detemines
the relevance of service through the helper's selection of words that extend
beyond the heterosexual experience.
I mean, you w l k in to see someone and they esk you if you have a
boyfriend. You know right away there is that barrier that you have

to cross. It's really uncornfortable....l mean you should be able to
w r d a sentence so that you aren't Mending anyone. If Iam on the
edge of 'coming ou!' and really nervous about it and really
sensitive about it, there are probably a number of ways that you
can ask me a question that isnY going to offend me.

Oscar states:
If I heard the terms 'partnership counselling' or 'relationship
counselling', I'd go, "oh, maybe they're open minded there." If Isee
something that says 'mamage counselling', I know right away that
that place is just dealing
heterosexuals. They dontt even see
me as part of their worid. And that's such a simple thing to change,
too.
As a lesbian, Rose experiences a sense of social exclusion in cornparison to the

greater attention given to issues associated with heterosexuals and gays. She
advises that it woufd be important that a counselloh manner of speech be
reflective of her reality. ' 1 muld like to hear the word lesbian. It just is so often

that it is never there. The invisibility makes me il1....So yah, mentiming the word
muld be really nice."

Determining practitioner bias also may be based partly on perceptions
fomed through intuition. Jeff shares how the identification of bias is influenced
by her interpretationsof the counsellofs presentation. She states that "itwould

just be a general feeling or vibe, if you know M a t I mean?..A could be their
body language or even their smell or just the way they look It just triggen this
feeling of 'Oh, my God! I had that before and I hate it'." Her description implies
an instinctive method of assessing safety that is informed by past experiences
with homophobia. The client's evaluations may be founded upon a combination

of both empirical indicators of prejudice and more intuitive interpretations of the
client. White Sara makes reference to the wunsellor's changing facial
expression her pfimary measure of intolerance is based upon intuition.

I don't know if I can put it into words. It's a look. I mean every gay
person that has 'corne out' to someone and has had disfavourable
readions knows 'the look' I don't know if it is the roll of the eyes or
a dismissal in the face but there is some kind of change of
behaviour that makes you realize that this person is not
accepting...y ou can tell. You can feei it more than anything.

Sara describes her sensitivity to bias as an understanding that is shared by al1
people who have undergone the experience of 'aiming out'. While this means of

assessing safety rnay be cornmon to lesbians and gays, clients frequently
evaluate service airough the employrnent of more direct foms of inquiry.

. .
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Gays and lesbians face enonnous challenges in adopting the roie of

consumer within a therapeutic setüng. Consumerism requires the assertiveness
to assume a position of expertise about one's own best interests. For sexual

minorities, this may be complicated by the experience of g W n g up amidst a
public debate amongst heterosexuals that has assumed the right to define an
homosexual existence. Furthemore, the mnselling relationship has long been
characterized by a power imbalance that discourages open dialogue between
the professional and the client. Paul asks:
Now muld a gay person have the 'chutzpatto go to a therapist
and Say "look I wanna know where you stand on a gay issue? Can
you deal with gay people and their sexuality and their problems? I
mean, is this something you can wwk with?" donY know. I mean
that takes a fair bit of courage.

The dynamic he describes is upheld by a mystique that typically surrounds
psychological theory and the myth that a trained professional somehow holds
the capacity to function as the authority on another's life.

Informed decision-making about participation in therapy is dependent on
creating an opportunity to interview the helper. Charfie outlines a process of
informationgathering in order to evaluate counsellor suitability. She states "I
w u l d set up appointments with the counsellor and based on my feelings about

how they answsred wme questions, Iwould decide whether or not Iwas
cornfortable." As though in reply to Paul's skeptical questioning of the reality of
gay consumerism, Oscar proposes an extremely assertive approach to
assessing safety.
I'd ask thern directly, "is my homosexuality going to be a bamer
betwaen you and me? Are yw going to see my sexuality as
something pathological?Are you going to be asking me al1 kinds of
questions about what it's like to be gay and stuff like this? Thars
not M y I am here."
Rose refers to her strategy for assessing the suitability of a wunsellor as
research. She describes this procedure in great detail. Her criteria include
factors such as the helper's theoretical orientation, professional training, direct
experienœ in senring gays and lesbians, and the nature of clinical supervision.

Rose adviowiedges that adopting a consumer role may be stified by financial
constraints. The selection of a clinician in many cirwmstanœs may be dictated
by issues of affordability rather than the criteria she has outlined.
I'd w n t to explore what kind of practice they have and what kind of
wwk they do. I'd do a lot of research. I would interview them very
carefully. I w u l d interview. I w l d be very, very seledive and I
w u l d find out how they pradice. I w u l d find out M a t kind of
mode1they use. I would find out about their ducational
background. Have they ever done any research? What kinds of
'hands on' wwk have they had? What kind of real work experienœ
have they had with gays and lesbians? What kind of supervision
do they get?. ..lUdbe really careful. Hopefully Iwouldn't be in that
vulnerable of a position where I couldn't afford the counsellor so I
could have the selection of my choiœ. That las part of the
problem Ithink M e n I was going to that community health centre. I

couldn't afford going anywhere else primaMy. Su I didn't feel like I
had the power to sit and intemiew sornebody to figure out whether
or not the fit was okay and that's an issue.
Within the early sessions, the client M o is not fully tmsting of the worker
w.ll &en risk exposing only peripheral aspects of a larger problern. However,
ascertaining the helper's perspective on homosexuality demands a degree of
seff disclosure on the part of the client. Openness about one's sexual identity

within a counselling context is cornmonly associated with a sense of
vulnerability, given the common presupposition of the counsellor role as that of
'expert' who holds the power to pathologize. Yet the effediveness of clinical
intervention is ultimately dependent upon the client's freedom to openly explore
al1 aspects of hisher life.

The demand to 'aime out' to a professional presents significant concems for

consumers of counselling senrices. For many lesbians and gays, the most
stressful and threatening aspect of a same-$ex orientation is experienced in the
process of 'corning out'. Such self disclosure acts as a stimulus for the
redefinition of relationships as the individual exposes her or his authentic self to
the possibility of either acœptance or rejedion. The degree of vulnerability

'coming ouY arouses is likely to be cornmensurate with the level of intimacy that
is jeopardized by disclosure. While helping professionals represent a more
emotionelly distant relationship than that of friends or family, they have the
authoflty to M e r either validation and affirmation or to pathologize through the

application of a medical model. Paul equates exposing his semal identity to a
clinician with being labeled. "1 think that we grow up with so much shame about it
that to admit it to a therapist, you almost feel that you have bramled yourseif."

'Coming out' has historically been associated with a potential for negative
outcornes. Mark recalls that in his younger adulthood "I was admitting that Iwas
a person who wished to do criminal ads." Similarly, Sammy refiects back on the
nsks she took in 'coming out' to a mllege wunsellor. 'You know looking back, I

am really lucky Ididn't get kicked out of that plaœ becawe yean later Iactually
met other people who went to that plaœ who had been sent to a mental
institution because the systern found out they were gay." Research participants
described a high degree of anticipatory anxiety in relation to speaking openly

w-th a praditioner about their sexual orientation. Sara explains that "you don't

-

know h m they are going to react... fear w u l d be the biggest thing about
disclosing information and uncloaking myself to another person. I'd have fear
about talking to the receptionist. Like M a t is she gonna think?" Preparing for
this discussion typically entails devoting a tremendous amount of attention to
monitoring emotional safety in order to predict possible consequences. Fearing
social repercussions, Oscar is careful to ensure his privacy before 'coming out'.
"First of al1 I made her promise. Isaid that '1 don? want to tell you, Iwant to get a
promise from you first that you wn't tell another person in the M o l e world'."
Mark recalls having similar fears about possible consequences. He states:

Icertainly remember agonizing over the decision to talk to a
counsellor and of course there was a fear of disclosure. There was
a fear that contemporanes w u l d ask me M a t I had been going
into that building for or that my parents would find out that Ihad
been seeing a therapist or that it would surface later in my career.
All these fears were very major barriers.
The notion of presenting as openly gay or lesbian is determined by the

client's wrrent emotional state. 'Coming out' may be impeded by the degree of
discornfort that individuals feel toward their sexuality. If the client is still grappling

with the earlier stages of forming an homosemal identity, the prospect of

'coming out' to a therapist rnay be daunting. Sky says "1 remember when Iwas
younger, when you get al1 this fear even mentioning 1 to someone you don't
know." While Sara promotes an assertive approach to seff disdosure, she is
cognizant of the obstacles for those who are in a position of emotional fragility.
Iwould rather be proactive and Say "look, I am gay..."It is easy to
Say that now, though. I am not in a state of crisis. I am not in a
state of distress. If Iwere really upset and needing to see
someone, I might not have that strength...When you do go see a
therapist you are weak and vulnerable and you are not feeling
good about who you are. So you are not going to be proactive.

Despite the intense level of discornfort associated with 'wrning out' in
therapy, interviewes suggest that the issue should be addressed at the very
beginning of the counselling relationship. The concern appears to involve the
perception that if the issue does not surface immediately, it may never come up.
Paul identifies that 'Tor me it took alot of bravery but I always knew you just have

to Say it up front." He later disaisses that without openness about one's sexual
identity, the thefapeutic process is stMed. "1 knew a very troubled person. He
was seeing a psychiatrist. He said 'the one thing Iw n ' t tell that doctor is that I

am gay.' ...He was so afraid to say this...but I mean if you don't say that, you're
not able to get any help." Sara describes the intemal dialogue that accornpanies

her decision-making. "Do I take the easy route and say 'no' or do I jurnp through
that Mole fuckin' hurdle on day one? You know, are you gonna be proadive or

-

are you gonna sit back and wait until it cornes up are you never gonna tell
them?" Mark attends counselling with a 'coming out' strategy that is guided by
the gradua1 developrnent of his emotional cornfort. However, fear that the issue
might never arise outweighs his instincts for safety and propels him towrd
spontaneous seff disclosure.

My initial presenting cornplaint was k i n g unable to sleep and
needing help with Viat I thought that I w u l d start out with that and
see if Ifelt cornfortable with vutioever the clinician might tum out to
be. Then Ithought I might talk later about my homosexuality and
M a t a problem it was for me. In actual fact, alaiough the interview
was very, very brief, 1 realized that I had better just open up about
it or else nothing w s ever going to get said or done. I didn8treally
have an opportunity to decide whether I trusted this individual. I
just sort of blurted it out and he was tembly embarrassed and
immediately referred me to a psychiatnst who wwked in the same
institution.
Strategies for revealing sexual identity may employ indirect methods of
communication in the hopes that the helper will initiate more open discussion.
Oscar remembers a time in his adolescence when he felt too unsafe to speak
openly with a wunsellor about his sexuality. "I gave him al1 kinds of hints
because I didn't want to Say it. Iwanted him to get it out of me. I gave him all
kinds of hints and al1 he did was career wunsel me. ...when he didn't pick it up I
just felt al1 the more alone." Other clients rnay avoid making a declaration in
favour of subtly introducing their orientation wiethinthe coune of conversation.
Sky states "I guess I did Say rny partner is a male. That is always a little nerve-

racking." While such an approach might imply that the topic represents a mere
routine detail, the client is likely to be anxiously monitoring the practitionets
reaction.

Research participants report having expenenced a vast range of reactions

from service providem. Each scenano is charaderized by a degree of
uncertainty that leaves the client attempting to decipher the deeper meaning
behind the helpeh response. Sara appears to feel confused and judged by the
clinician's opinions. She challenges the cwnselloh authority to offer
pronouncements regarding her process of 'wming out'. "She made a comment

that I 'came out' very late. It upset me. 'Who the hell are you to judge when I can
or can't 'corne out'?' Rose is left questioning the implications of having declared
her motivation for attending counselling. 'Tm here to talk to somebody about
'wming out' issues.' She looked at me and then said 'l'IIbe right badC and then

she left the room. It was classic. It really was. Then I thought to myself 'ml
what did I say?'" Sammy describes a situation where the counsellor appean to
doubt the reality of her same-sex attraction. She States "he asked me questions
that really embarrassed me. I guess he was trying to detemine whether I really
was attracted to the same sex or not." Jeff voiœs her frustration with a
practitioner HRlo reacts defensively to her needing to present her lesbianism as

an issue." "lt bothered me... She seemed to becorne offended that I didn't think

that she was going to be professional." The narratives suggest a high potential
for clients to feel misunderstood upon 'coming out' within the counselling setting.
Although consumers are likely to have made a thorough assessrnent of
safety issues in relation to disclosing sexual identity, practitioners have an
important role to play in dirninishing anxiety. Sara advises that counsellors be

sensitive to the fact that "you've exposed yourself. You have made yourself
vulnerable. You're scared....You are feeling shitty about a bunch of stuff. You
don7 need that extra wight. If a counsellor can take that on somehow, it would
make life alot easier." The premise of a 'lesbianlgay positive' intervention
emphasizes that M i l e homosexuality creates the context in which problems may
occur, k i n g gay is not the issue. Assessing safety involves verifying that the
clinician has not bewme f-ed
intenrention. Jeff desab
ies

on targeting semal orientation as the point of

how the helpefs confirmation of an unbiased

perspective served as a preconditionfor proceeding to address actual issues.
"She just said she didn't think it was wong and didn't have a pmblem with it-

Then she asked if anything I wanted to see her about had anything to do with my
homosexuality. It wasn't, so my homosexuality wasn't really an issue Mer that."
Where the wrker is perceived to exhibit an invalidating response to a
same-sex orientation, the client may choose to terminate the counselling
relationship. Without evidence for the safety of open dialogue, the utility of
proceeding in therapy becomes questionable. Sara recalls such a sœnario. "1
didn't like her. I wasn't seaire enough with myself to open up to her. l didn't trust
her enough to do so. So I just stopped seeing her. I didnY call. I didn't do
anything."

For the helping professional, the ideal ending phase of therapy is marked by

the attainment of the client's particular goals (Car!, 1990). However, tenination
of the counselling contract is offen initiated by a consumer determining service

to be ineffective in facilitating change. Discontinuhgthetapeutic involvement is
sometimes based on conclusions that the nature of pradice reflects an
homophobic bias or simply lad<$relevance to a gay or lesbian reality. Jeff insists
that "...if you find a counsellor who is homophobic, leave the office - nin don?

walk! I've always kept that in mind." Despite the worker's efforts to cornmunicate
safety, the client's assessrnent is likely to take precedence in decisions
regarding tenination. Jefî advises "1 would have to make a judgment about
whether she was telling me the truth or not. She is more Vian likely to Say 'you

are safe here'. Then I wwld have to make a decision about if she is lying or
bullshitting or am I leaving right now and never coming back." While such
decisions are often disconcerting for the professional they provide a dear
statement of client self detemination.

you can ~ugge~t.'
I made an appointment to se8 my clinical
records because I thought 'Mat the hell 'sbeen happening?'"

Respondents emphasized that the responsibility to be informed about
lesbian and gay issues lies

the counsellor. The therapeutic benefits of

service may be compromised if clients must endure the emotional demands
associated with self exploration h i l e attending to the education of their wrker.
Paul describes

confronting his psydiiatrist. "1 just blew up and said 'I'm out of

here!' I kept saying to him 'I'm wrking really hard because Iwant you to be a
better therapist.' Those are not good things to be wrking on. You are supposed
to be there to be a better person." Oscar insists that "l've educated enough
people in my life and lived through enough garbage. I don't need to do that any
more. They can go away and do their own vvork on their own time. I'm not gonna
do it for them."
While a client's decision to discontinue counselling may be seen to
represent self detemination, many interviewes expressed a high degree of
anger and frustration related to their experience. Unfortunately, abrupt endings
to the therapeutic relationship provide no process for the resolution of negative
feelings. Future attempts to locate an appropriate service may be tainted by an
individual's unresolved issues related to past experiences wïthtenination.

Like al1 consumers of counselling, gay and lesbian clients have a right to
receive the most effective services they can possibly access. Given the
prevalence of heterosexual bias, individuals cannot assume mainstream
institutions to be informed and sensitive to their partiwlar experience. However,
as members of a rninority cornmunity, lesbians and gays are likely to be familiar
with demands related to assessing relevanœ and inclusivity. Through the

experience of growing up in an intolerant environment one becornes finely
attuned to assessing safety. Oscar says:
As gay and lesbian people, we have leamed how to assess
situations. We have leamed how to assess people. We have
leamed how to assess safety. We have leamed how to build up a
support netmrk around us because there was nothing there.
We've developed these resources and are quite suspect of things
outside of that.

As there are few situations where one can comfortably reveal their lesbian or

gay identity, specific skills related to self presenration are acquired. These
adaptive tools come to be applied to the cornplex task of detemining cornfort
wh
ti

helping professionals. Evaluating one's emotional safety within a

counselling setting may be based on intuition as wll as more concrets
indicators of the praditioner's therapeutic approach and value base. The
client's assessrnent process ocairs through vigilant efforts to monitor the
workef s general manner. Self protective measures are utilized in the location of

a suitably trained clinician, fisking self disclosure w
hti
and decisions related to the temination of sefvice.

regard to sexual identity
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A c c m l e ApOroach to Service

Aithough homosexuality has been afficially removed from the diagnostic list
of psychological illnesses for more than twenty years, service providers have
been slow to advance a therapeutic approach that is informed by the

experiences of lesbians and gays. While helping professionals may be assumed
to provide service to diverse populations, the interests of semial minorities have
long been excluded and misunderstood within mainstream social institutions.
Despite the reality that lesbians and gays represent a sizable portion of the
overall population, counselling disciplines men fail to incorporate practice skills
that relate specifically to the needs of those outside of the sexual rnajority.
Research participants proposed a variety of recommendationsfor the creation of
a more accessible and ailturally relevant service. This chapter aims to explore
reeducation of the helper, conditions that refled accessibility, strategies for
ensuring visibility within the communities and issues related to advocacy.

The developrnent of an accessible approach to counselling is dependent
upon helpen acquiring familiarity

sexual rninority issues and addressing

their own intemalized heterosemial bias. Clinicians are generally expected to
practice with a variety of clients *ose

life experience may differ from their own.

They must be prepared to employ intetvention tools to a range of problems that
they have not personally encountered. Counsellors' professional values rnay
hold hem responsible to provide sewice equitably to al1 clients, but a lack of
informationand experience may prevent the application of these principles to
lesbians and gays (Forrister, 1992).

Where biased beliefs about sexual minorities go undeteded and
unchallenged by praditionen, gay and Iesbian consumers will continue to face
obstacles to accessing service. DeCrescenzo (1S85), posits that "8it is
demonstrated that homophobic attitudes do exist among mental health
professionals, we must address the question of how Wectively workers sufiering
from homophobia are able to serve their clientsf' (DeCresœnzo, 1985, p.120).
Sara illustrates how her concems about a counselloh biased belief system
creates an immediate bamer to the formation of a thefapeutic relationship. "1 am
not going in mim'ed because I like women. I am going in worried because of how
you might feel about that. It puts shit on it that shouidn't be there."

Dahlheimer and Feigal (1991), assert that training for an effective and
accessible counselling practice must indude efforts to gain familiarity with
sexual minority issues, communities and cultures. Such an approach involves
incorporating a perspective in which a lesbian or gay orientation is equally valid
to heterosexuality. To modify homophobic indoctn'nation is to embrace bisexual,

heterosexual and homosexual orientations as being morally neutral (Pharr,
1988). Similarly, an affirmative approach to service validates same-sex couples
with or without children as having a legitimate status as a family (Carl, 1990).
Sara portrays an informed service provider as:
completely accepting of homosexuality as a healthy, normal aspect
of human sexuality. That is the bottorn line. You don't want to deal
with people M o Say '1 think they have a right to live' or 'as long as
they do M a t they do out of my spaœ.' That to me isn't 'gay
positive'. That is talerance. Idon't need to be tolerated.
Seeking out opportunitiesfor clinical upgrading is essential to responsible
pradice. 'The educational expenenœs provided by the profession generally are

expected to be responsible for the dual fundions of transmitting a theoretical
base of knowledge and applied skills and inculcating the values and noms of
that particular profession's ailhire" (Nidiols 8 Everetî, 1986, p. 383). Research
by Teresa DeCreseruo (1985). supports the expedation that homophobic bias

would be eroded through the worker's exposure to professional literatureand
specialized clinical training. She developed and administered an 'homophobia
$cale1to a variety of social service agencies. Her sample was representative of a

range of different counselling disciplines. Social wwkers were found to have the
highest level of homophobic bias M i l e psychologists appeared to be the least
homophobic. DeCresenzo attributed these difFerenœs to greater attention paid
i
to gay and lesbian issues wtihn

the curriculum of psychological education

programs and journals.
While current trends in clinical training increasingly include attention to
counselling issues associated with service provision to ethnic and racial minority
groups, practitioners are less likely to receive specific instruction related to the
lesbian or gay client. Even if opportunities for specialized education exist, the
individual wrker may be hesitant to participate. Social work educator, Harvey
Gochros advises that clinicians "may fear that shown
ig

acceptance and

understanding of homosexuality or even interest in problems that relate to
homosexuality may wll into question their own sexual orientation" (Gochros.
1985, P.140). This is likely to be especially complicated if cwnsellors do not

identify as lesbian or gay, but have themselves had same-sex erotic experienœs
or fantasies. As encounters with a gay or lesbian client may awaken unresolved
feelings, such practitioners may be invested in efforts to disassociate
themselves from aexual minorities, so as to reinforce an heterosexual identity.

.

Since an affirmative stance toward homosexuality is in opposition to
prevalent social attitudes, clients cannot presume that helpers have embarked
upon reeducation efforts. Oscar says that he requires reassurance about what
specific training a practitioner has sought out in relation to semial minority
issues. "l'd make sure they had training about gay issues. I'd feel okay if they
said, '1 do have something to offer you because I've gone to workshops and
done some reading.' They've got to read books, get joumals, talk to gay and

-

lesbian colleagues do something." While lesbians and gays commonly present
issues in counselling that are similar to those of heterosexual clients, specialized
training facilitates an analysis of the individual's problem within a wider social
context Effective practice thus includes assessments that are infomed by both

traditional diagnostic concepts and the larger political issues (ûworkin, 1992).
Intervention is detemined by assessing where symptoms are pathological and
where they represent a readion to oppression. House and Holloway contend
that "...counsellors who down play the importance of societal homophobia may
fail to maintain empathy with gays and lesbians" (House & Holloway, 1992, p.
309). Paul States:

Iam actually about to corne ta the theory that maybe in dealing
with gay and lesbian people, one needs a special training. I
adually think it w u l d be better. One should really have at least
workshops in understanding the nature of gay life the nature of
gay stresses and problems and be able to see that side of it. I think
that w u l d help people be therapists rather than just dealing with
the individual al1 the time. I mean they have to understand really
well about the world they are going to deal with.

-

Rose describes a need for specific information about the helpets professional
expertise in working with lesbian issues.

-

I'd really be concemed about the kind of wwk they've done the
kind of actual work whether it's academic or whether it's research.

-

"Have you read a book on what 1 means and what the issues are?
What do you know about the 'coming out' process? Can you tell
me what that is?" ...What kind of professional development are they
getting in that area? And M a t if they haven't wrked through their
own issues and then they bring those issues into the sessions
somehW If their buttons go ofT I 'd like to know that they have
gone through some professional development I just want to know
that they have a knowledge base to do what they are doing.
There's nothing worse than going to someone to Hiwk on stuff and
they have no fucking due M a t you are talking about.
DeCrescenu, (1985) outlines some of the essential elements to
reeducation. She posits that a:

...well-designed training program w u l d include three major
components: factual inibnnation, theoretical matenal and
pam'cipative expetience for those attending such a program.
Specific topics w u l d include information about what
homosexuality is, what is known about its cause and incidence; a
discussion of why prejudice against the homosexuel rninority
exists, and how the major sources of that prejudice have operated
to perpeiuate the problem; a description of the contemporary gay
and lesbian world; and a presentation of myths and stereotypes
regarding lesbians and gay men with accurate information
regarding each point (DeCrescenzo, 1985, p.132-133).
Preparation for counselling members of sexual minorities may also involve
developing an awareness of gay and lesbian history, comrnunity n m s and

culturally relevant teminology. The relevance of service is enhanced through
the practitionets knowledge of particular themes such as the developrnental

tasks associated with formation of a lesbian or gay identity; 'coming out'; samesex coupling; legal issues; and chosen families. The diredion of counselling is
most appropriately guided &y dinical research on adapting therapeutic
intervention to a gay or lesbian conte*. The infonned clinician is sensitive to the
way in which conventional counselling theories may confiict with the actual
needs and values of sexual minorities.

Provision of sensitive and non-judgmental counselling requires that wrkers
look beyond fomal training in order to evaluate their own stereotypes, fears and
assumptions. True professional devefopment is stifled where efforts to expand
one's clinical knowiedge base ocair in isolationfrom an assessrnent of one's
own personai value system. It is the responsibility of service providers to strive
to understand the ways in which they personally have internalizedprejudicial
assumptions and to actively work to resolve these feelings. Paul questions
whether a counsellor can be tnily sensitive to aie struggle inherent in the gay
experience. He suggests howver that the capacity to empathize may emerge
through the helpefs understanding of universal human themes and direct
personal experience with emotionally challenging life events.
"Do you understand enough about a gay person's dilemmas and
problerns that you c m actually help?' There's a lot of questions
that would be really good to have addressed as a therapist before
you accepted a gay client. For me an issue was "bas the other
person actually gone through anything in their life?" I mean do
they knowwhat it is like to have suffered psychologically?Maybe
then they w u l d understandwhat a gay person goes through and
they'd be able to help....They need to be at least secure enough in
their own sexuality and their approach to it and their own morays
and probably their own inner issues around al1 of this so that they
w u l d be able to help another person.
Charlie agrees that responsible practice involves service providers resolving
"theif own issues before they mme in and try and deal Ath anybody else's
because if they haven't dealt with their own, thevll be bringing their stufï into the
counselling. If it is clouding what they're doing, then they will becorne useless."
Developing comfort with homoseniality is likely to involve a process of self
reflection that challenges one's own intemalized bias and relationship to
sexuality. This entails wunsellors monitoringtheir own values, attitudes and

personal histories relating to hornosexuality, so as to reorganize beliefs that
obstruct the development of a therapeutic relationship. Counsellors may need to
guard against a tendency to identify with people similar to their own Iives and

view those who are different as less healthy and adjusted (DeCrescenzo, 1984).
The avoidance of bias involves careful setf examination for an unconscious

assignment of a male or female role to the client (Markowitz, 1991). The more
feminine male or masculine female rnay be viewed as unhealthy or dysfunctional
(Dvmrkin, 1992). Messing, Schoenberg and Stephens (1985) advise mat:
social mirkers should think about their early attitudes towards
lesbians and gay men; remember the first lesbian or gay man they
saw/talked withhvere friends wiWloved. Social mrkers should ask
themselves what labels they used for lesbians and gay men when
they were growing up. Do they have any lesbian or gay friends
noW They should get in touch with their feelings about same-sex
affection and eroticism and begin to overcome their intemal
bamers. (Messing et al., 1985, p. 68).
For many service providers, the initial meeting with a sexual minority client

may be the first occasion of knowingly encountering an individual with an
homosexual orientation. Exposure to lesbian and gay people rnay have the effed
of humanizing a population that is commonly portrayed through stereotypes and

misinformation. Sky stresses that education should ocair "..mot just by reading

-

-

but by going and meeting gay people becoming friends with them I mean a
part of it is seeing who we are." Where the clinician has not undergone this

process of sensitization, the consumer potentially inhents a role of instruding
on specific issues. M i l e it is the professional responsibility of the counsellor to
acquire a general understanding of the expenenœ of diverse populations,
heterosexual practitionen may corne to depend upon a client's instruction.
Although in moderation this pradice may senre to e m w r consumers
"counseilors need ta assess what is a reasonable amount of information to ask

their clients about their culture" (Corey, 1991, p. 27). Research participants
reacted negatively to helpers' reliance on them for insight into the sexual
minority experience. Oscar is adamant that he has no responsibility to educate
the m e r . "l've educated enough people in my Ife and lived through enough
garbage. I don't need to do that any more. They can go away and do their own
work on their own time. I'm not gonna do it for them." Furthemore, if the client is
in the position of educator, the practitionefs campetence may corne into
question. Paul describes such a situation. He states "I kept saying to him "l'm
umrking really hard because I want you to be a better therapist." Consumen may
feel skeptical about the uninfomed helpefs capacity to relate to their
experienœ. Sammy equates the empathic service provider h
w
ti

could feel safe wh
ti

"...someone I

- someone I didn't have to educate."

Where the practitioner is able to identify an ongoing stniggle to resolve
intemalized bias, reeducation may entail cocounselling or clinical guidance from

a lesbian or gay colleague or supervisor (Dahlheimer & Feigal, 1971). Rose
states that in detemining the appropriateness of a counsellofs approach, she
would ask "What kind of supervision do they get? Are they part of a clinical
group that meets regularly and diswsses lesbian and gay issues? I'd be really
careful." House and Holloway (1992), assert that clinical supervisors have the
ethical responsibility to introduœ issues of heterosexism and homophobia;
challenge inappropriate language, jokes and assumptions; make lesbian and
gay positive literature available in the agency library; to include issues of

homophobia and heterosexism in staff evaluations; and, be willing to remove a

gay or lesbian client from a workeh caseload. Where the helpefs personal bias
is insurnountable, counselling should be teminated and the client provided with

a refenal to a more appropriate service. Sky states that "if there is anything

uncornfortable I don't think they should try to counsel gays and lesbians. Ithink
they should try to be honest with their clients about where they are coming from."

Responsibfe pradice requires that worken develop a degree of insight
sufficient to recognize and challenge intemalized prejudice, not only wtihn
i
themselves but within the client Oscar contends that 'Wth any person who has
had to endure the kind of bullshit that gays and lesbians have to handle or deal
with in their lives, they're the kind of person who might be mming in to get
counselling to deal wïth self hatred." Family therapist, Douglas Car1 (1990)
advises that vhere the cause of homosexuality is of wncern for the client, the
clinician must be equipped to present the range of etiological theories but
conœntrate efforts toward the individual's need for detemining cause so as to
proceed to issues that are more related to enhancing -II-being.

Through the

worker's efforts to mode1 affiming attitudes and behaviours, counselling
becomes a vehicle to challenge cultural myths about homosexuality (Harrison,
.t 987).

The process of reeducation commonly encompasses a larger social analysis
than simply evaluating the relationship between the lesbian and gay experience
and heterosexist ideology. The elimination of homophobia is likely to facilitate
sensitivity to other systems of marginalization. "lt is impossible to view one
oppression, such as sexism or homophobia, in isolation because they are al1
connected...They are linked by...common methods of limiting, controlling, and
destroying lives" (Pharr, 1988, p.53). Sara suggests that accessibility is

measured not just by criteria related to sexuel orientation but the worker's
capacity for "an inner acceptanœ of everyone." Oscar urges practitioners to
promote working within "... a non-sexist, non-homophobic, non-racist

organization. You know - bang - l
you Say it right up front and I'd be much more
apt to walk in your door." Charlie perceives accessibility where a munsellor has
intemalized a ferninist sensibility. She says that the inclusive helper:

...would understandthe balance of power that exists be-n

men

and wmen and then by the same token they would also
understand the balance of power that exists between
heterosexuals and homosexuals. They would have an
understanding of M a t it means to grow up hiding a major portion
of your identity for a long petiod of time. They would have dealt
with their own homophobia and racism and sexism. I'm bringing in
outside issues but I think that al1of those things are important to
rny mind with being 'gay positivet or 'lesbian positive' because I
ultimately donlt think that you cm separate one kind of oppression
from another kind of oppression. I see them al1 as being interactive
and intertwined. So they would have dealt wîththeir own
preconœptions about M a t it means to be homosexual or to be a
woman or to be a part of any minority.
Creaüng accessible practiœ entails a process of reevaluating the
oppressive ideologies within our culture. Since deviancy is a socially defined
concept it can be modified through social redefinition that resists associating
negative value to diversity. Counsellors who aim to provide senrice to gays and
lesbians have a responsibility to educate themselves through fonnal clinical
training as well as evaluating the degree to which a biased conditioning has
influenced their perception of sexual minorities. It is through this recognition and
resistance to the worker's OW intemalized prejudiœ that an inclusive and
affirmative approach to counselling is developed. The reeducation proœss
facilitates the employment of partiwlar practices to m a t e a counselling
environment that is sensitive to the experiences and needs of lesbian and gay
clients.

.

rk for AccesaWIy
.

An infomed pradice takes into account the range of obstacles that rnay

prevent gays and lesbians fmm making full use of munselling services, and
incorporates approaches that deliberately minimize the barrien to participation.
The groundwork for developing a therapeutic relationship is facilitated through
"the wrker's efforts to get in touch with potential feelings and concems which

the client may bnng to the helping encounter" (Shuiman, 1984, p. 17). Sara
theonzes that "..aven counsellors must go through a first time too. You know,
like every time a new client cornes in, they've got some anxiety. They could calrn
things d~

-

if they could multiply that by ten keep in touch with that and even

let the client know."

Consumer cornfort may be increased by direct and open communication at
the onset of the counselling relationship. Lesbian or gay helpers who identify

their sexual orientation early in the therapeutic relationship rnay provide an
opportunity to quickly address the issue of trust and safety necessary to the
devalopment of rapport (Dahlheimer & Feigal, 1991). Conversely, heterosexual
practitionen may ease distrust by beginning the initiai session with an
acknowiedgment of their differences with the client and a prediction of times
where misunderstanding is likely to owAir. Sara describes a situation where a
therapist explored her past experience with biased counselling in order to
establish an agreement for addressing confliding perspectives.
She asked ' M a t happened? Why did it end?" 1 told her. I said I
didn't go back. She made a point of saying 'Wll, that would make
me really uncornfortable if you did that
me. Can ww make
some kind of agreement that if you ever feel uncornfartable that
you'll let me knoM You don't have to m e back. You don't have
to do anything but just that you'll let me knw. 1 just want to know
where you are at." She tumed it around so that 1 saw that she was
a person. And made it much more of "okay, she just wants to know

where I am at so that she can help me." She set the stage for that,
whereas my first cainsellor didn't at all.
Charlie proposes that within an initial contact, the counsellor w u l d do well to
directly acknowledge a lesbian or gay client's high level of anxiety. She states
that:
there is just no reason not to just acknowledge it over the
telephone by saying 'you might find yourself feeling anxious and
uncornfortable M e n you're coming in' and asking them 'Mat can I
do if this is going to be an issue for you just walking in? What can I
do to rnake you more cornfortable?' 1's fine if Iw r e to walk in to a
munsellofs &ce and they were to Say "look, Idon't know you.
You don't know me. Maybe we can set some ground rules." Just to
acknowledge that it is new to both of you calms things right down.
Charlie's recommendation that a counsellor establish ground niles to govern the
therapeutic relationship reflects the importance of individuals being informed
about their rights as a consumer. Rose declares her expectation 'Wat someone's
gonna have some ethical guidelines by which they define and practice their
service that is going to be 'gayllesbian positive' or 'friendly' or 'open'." A
fundamental step in facilitating cornfort involves providing the client with a
detailed acaiunt of the procedures which guide the dinician's management of
personal information.

Cornfortable self disclosure is facilitated by a consumets ability to tmst in
the helper's cornmitment to uphold a cunfidential approach to practice. Policies
protecting a client's right to privacy contribute to the development of a sense of
safety within a therapeutic setting (Geldard, 1989). Conœms about

confidentiality are accentuated for gays and lesbians, given the potential for
discrimination based on sexual orientation. Individuais are well aware of the

need to protect their choices in regard to self disclosure and inclusion in the
larger world. Options for social participation, employrnent and housing have
historically been jeopardued by societal prejudice against semal minorities.
Mark recalls that attending counselling araised Year that the informationthat i

was gay wuld ruin my career or might even fall into the hands of blackrnailers."
Infonningthe dient about the nature of agency confidentiality policies
assists in the formation of trust. Sky remembers how within an initial counselling
appointment his therapist "did ali the confidentiality things and that really made
me feel cornfortable being there." Rose States that her psychologist "...was so
good that at the outset her confidentiality boundaries were made so damn clear.

She was really clear and I liked that. I needed that." Consumen should be
infomed that no helping professional can offer completely confideMa! services
given the need to keep clinical records, ethical responsibilities to report M e n a
third party needs to be proteded and legal requirements to disclose information.

-

Charlie voices concem that 'Were is some question about court Iiability that
counsellors can be called on and can be subpoenaed within court cases to give
evidenœ and that would be the only place that Iwould have concems." Open
dialogue about the limits to confidentiality procedures conveys a respect for the
client's right to acwrate information in making decisions about self disclosure.
Praditioners may however, be tempted to make unrealistic promises about
confidentiality in order to encourage openness. Mark recalls:

The psychiatrist saw me and he said 'it's absolutely essential that
you are completely candid with me, so I wn't wite anything in
your chart. You donnthave to w r r y about anyone else ever
knowhg anything about this.' ... Incidentally, the psychiattist may
have meant what fie said and done what he said but it didn't seem
that way to me because a number of years later I had a dental
problem and 1 went to the dental department in this same
institution and my chart was produced and I saw the dental

instnictor and the dental student greet me in a pleasant way and
there was this very long pause and there was an attitudinal
change. They went out of the room for awhile so I hopped out of
the dental chair and -nt and looked at the chart and there was
just a - a sort of a stamp - diagnostic stamp with the date and
'homosexuality' Mtten in and the psychiatriâs signature. So
adually it really hadn't helped me....ladgone to him without
expecting complete privacy in the first place but when he gave me
that assurance it did rnake me feel very sewre. It was a terrible
breach of trust.
A monumental violation of the therapeutic agreement occurs where client nghts

to privacy are disregarded. Oscar refiects on a situation where his counsellor at
bible college:

...had broken her promise and had told other people about me... I
shouldn't have tmsted her because ...she also told me that there
was a young woman mat was in the bible coifege who was also
stniggling wîththis same thing. She told me enough about this
woman's Iife for me to figure out who it was....if she is talking about
this woman to me, what is she talking to other people about?

Sammy wams that "people can be devastated if they give information and
it's not held in safety. They c m be devastated and certainly in my early
experiences w-th oounselling, nothing I said was held in trust." The potential for
open participation in Mure therapeutic relationships may be campromised &y
violations of the counselling agreement. Considering how her rights to a
confidential service were breached, Sammy states "today that I c m still trust
counsellon, is amazing. I don't know if that's an indication of stupidity or
desperation or strength."
Participation in programs where clients potentially encounter other lesbian
or gay consumers is Iikely create a sense of anxiety about private information
bewming known in the sexuel minority communities. Given the small and highly
interconnected nature of these communities, individuals may be less inclined to

seek out group counselling services. Agencies may address this bamer by
giving special emphasis to a clear set of guidelines by which clients are
expected to respectfully manage information about other program participants.
Howver, individuals rnay remain skeptical that such an arrangement wvill be
honoured. Accessibility is likely to be enhanœd by giving options for senrice to
be provided on an individual basis. For Paul group therapy presents too many
confidentiality risks.
I w n t to a group for a couple of sessions but I am not a good
group joiner. I'm always really nervous.... It's really hard for a gay
person in my situation to fom a suitable place where you can be
'out'. It's just hard to do anything without the fear that you are really
setting yourself up for everybody to know your business.

Jeff recalls her sense of panic M e n another lesbian entered the wmen's
domestic abuse shelter she was residing at.
I remember when I went into the shelter that time. I vuent up front to
get this little allowance they give you everyday. This m a n walks
in and she is talking to the front desk lady. I recognized her. She is
one of those 'lezzies' I had seen around. Iwent frozen and
thought "oh, no! I am caught! Now everyone is gonna know." I saw
her but I didn't want to Say 'hello' or anything. I just took my money
and went in the back. I was freaking out and talking to one of the
counsellors saying "Oh my god! This wman is here and she has
seen me. She is gay and she is gonna tell everybody."

The lesbian and gay experience is characterized by a stniggle to adapt to
homophobia through strategies intended to conœal essential aspects to one's
identity. An important element of the 'coming out' process is an emancipation
from the shame of carrying a secret. While the counsellor associates the
introduction of a discussion about confidentiality with ethical behaviour, some
clients may equate such concepts with the psychological consequences of
being 'closetad'. In exploring this topic wïth Melvin, he proclaims that he is

unconcemed with potential violations to his privacy. He states that 'Yhat doesn't

scare me. It is not al1that private. 1 donY feel like now in my life that I have
anything that 1 have to hide from anyone anyrnore." Sara also indicates that
confidentiality is "... not a concern of mine. I am not womed about being 'outee. I

am pretty 'out' to anyone and everyone that cares to pay attention."
Despite Sara and Melvin's apparent la& of concem about confidentiality
issues, many lesbian and gay clients seek assurance about their prÏvacy within a
counselling setting. Given the trauma associated with homophobic prejudice,
issues of confidentiality should be addressed in a thorough and direct manner
(Dworkin, 1992). It is through the provision of information relating to one's rights

as a consumer of counselling services, that the professional may begin to
dismantle the imbalance of power that exists between him or henelf and the
client.

.

e Power D l n e r e w

Lesbians and gays have long occupied a social position of diminished
status based on a rninority sexual orientation. Traditional models of therapy have

tended to mirror this powr dynamic. The use of wercive interventions and
hidden agendas have historically sewed to rnaintain the clinician's role as
absolute authority in defining the meaning of an individual's sexuality. A lack of
recognition for the healthy homosexual has elevated the counselling
professional to the powrful position of socializing agent in upholding an
heterosexist ideology. The establishment of a trusting therapeuüc alliance may
be threatened by the assumption of the clinicien's superior knowledge over the

client's inner world and ability 10 make decisions in his or her own best interests.
Charlie identifies the importance of an helper having sensitivity to the historic

context in which counselling has occurred. She states that "1 want them to know
about al1 the homophobic counselling that has gone on before. They should be
aware of the kind of p o w r that they have wielded over people's lives."
An accessible approach to sewice protects a consumeh self detemination.

Corey (1991) wams that al1 too &en, praditioners"...are motivated to enter the
counselling profession because of their needs for power, for feeling usehrl and
signifiant, and for reinforcingtheir feelings of adequacy" (Corey, 1991, p.63).
While a power difrential is implicit in the helping relationship, a feminist
approach to therapy aims to rninirnize inequality (Greenspan, 1983). Oscar
prefers "someone who didn't set themselves up as that much above me...so that
the balance is a little bit more equal. It has something to do with me seeing that
they are human." Sara's narrative illustrates how a more egalitanan clinical
posture stimulated her participation in the counselling process.
This first wornan that Iwas going to see was a god. Ifelt Iike she
was an authority figure, vvhich isn't conducive to therapy really.
She was someone untouchable. I didn't connect with her at ail. It
wasn't until the second counsellor Iwas seeing said "look, I can't
read your mind. I am not omnipotent. I am just a penon trying to
listen to your stuff.' She helped me alot in realizing that
counselling is just people talking. A good counselling relationship
isn't about power. If you as a counsellor are wilng to accept that
you are going to Say the wrong thing and wiling to admit that
outright - you know, "1 am a person here just to listen to you. I may
not match who you are but hopefully I can help you with M a t you
need help with." That can immediately demystify some of it and
make it more accessible.
Research participants associate such Morts with accessibility. Charlie's
statement suggests that a p

~imbalance
r
may be minimiteci through even the

physical arrangement of the counselling office.

I would be looking for a dynamic that doesn't place a big, huge
desk between myself and the aiunsellor and that doesn't place the
counsellor on a higher level than me. If there is great huge leather
wuch in there, I am going to look et that and go, 'ooh Freudian,
run away.' If I am sitting in a low chair and 1 am being looked down
on, that1sgoing to create some discornfort and I think it aeates a
p w r dynamic that I don't think is appropriate in wunselling.

-

Clinical approaches that minimize the imbalance of power between the
client and the professional serve to honour individuals' capacity to assume
responsibilityfor their own choiœs and ultimately contributes to the formation of

a partnership in creating change. Given the social context in which gays and
lesbians live their lives, the client is likely to be sensitive to relationship

dynamics that discourage self detemination. The development of therapeutic
rapport is likely to be stifled by worker's use of language that reinforces the
social power, interests and experience of the sexual majority.

As the social invisibility and subjugation of gays and lesbians has

historïcally been reinforced through heterosexist language, service providen
may quickly aflay suspicions and establish accessibility through the adoption of

inclusive terminology. if their experience is not reflected in the workef s choice of
language, clients are teff in a position of uncertainty about the knowiedge base
and level of acceptance that underlies service. Efforts to establish a tnisting
therapeutic environment are threatened if the ieunseflor communicates in a
manner that parades privileges enjoyed solely by the heterosexuzl majority.
Oscar expresses exasperation that there are "so many people who still don7 use
the word partner. If I had a counsellor vvho kept on saying 'my wife this, my wife
that' it w u l d drive me crazy. Ican't have a husband. Ifs like throwing it in my

face. Say 'my partnet!"Sara indicates that she is "immediately much more

cornfortable Ath counsellors who use the tems 'partnet and 'lover' than
'husband' or 'Me'. Iam much more cornfortable with people who show that they
are open to other types of families and don't use the worâs 'married',
'separated', 'divorcedi."
In designing intake and admissions forms, social service egencies w u l d do
well to broaden dernographic categorïes so as to accurately refiect the lives of
sexual minorities. Beyond gathering statistical information relevant to the

program development and funding of lesbian and gay oriented service, use of
inclusive questionnaires communicates to the consumer that the agency is
intended for a population that extends beyond the dominant culture. Sara
suggests that "if they've got this initial questionnaire set up, they could include
something 'gay positive' in it. If they could include something in an original set of
questions we know that WB are welcome and the counsellor knows already if the
penon coming in is gay."
Counselling that aims to be accessible to sexual minorities is commonly
promoted through tenninology that is intended to communicate an inclusive
approach. This involves advertising services through the use of sucb labels as

'gayllesbian affirmative', 'gayflesbian friendly' or 'gayllesbian positive'.
Respondents do not express an immediate trust for agencies that adopt such
tems. Samrny states:

-

I've laughed at those words that phrase 'gay positive.' I remember
hearïng a friend of mine vuho is in the field saying that and
something made me question "...how would that sound? I am
'heterosexual positive'. Just the fad that we need to Say it is
indicative that something is amiss. I guess that they are ûying to
recognize that something is amiss.They are trying to reassure gay
clients that it's okay but it's $ad that it has to be said that w y . I

wouldn't necessarily go ninning to an outfit that uses the phrase
'gay positive'.

The mere use of inclusive labels does not neœssarily ease the suspicions
of a lesbian or gay consumer. The sewiœ provider is still left with the task of
demonstrating their level of knowledge and creating a sense of safety. Rose
daims that "it is not enough to Say you are 'gay positive' or if you are going to
Say it, you need to define what you mean. That could make a difference...What
the hell do those tems mean?' Oscar is inclined to disregard such labels in

cornparison to his direct experienœ within counselling. "1 am somewhat suspect
of people who use those tems. I w l d need to experienœ how they are in the
sessions before I decided that I was cornfortable." Charlie also voices her
suspicion wathregard to the choice of words a counsellor uses to communicate
accessibility to sexual minority clients. In her perception such ternis are
associated with a condescending response to homosexuality.
I think that those words can be really rnisused. I'm 'gay positive'.
What does that mean? I have an immediate response to somebody
saying "l'rn 'gay positive'. First of al1 I immediately think that they
are not gay or lesbian because if they were gay or lesbian, they
would just say "l'm gay'' or "l'm lesbian". So if sornebody was to
corne to me and Say "1 am a 'gay positive, lesbian positive'
counsellorl I would immediately be suspicious of them. There's
something in 'gay positive' and 'lesbian positive' that perhaps
suggest to me a ladc of knowledge or something. Like 'gay aware'
and 'lesbian aware' might be better rather than 'gay positive'. It
sounds less like "hey, aren't vve wnderful because we are dealing
with lesbians and gays? Arent we great? We deal
the
downtrodden of society and we are doing this big wnderful thing".
It imrnediately makes me think that there is a lack of knowledge
and understanding there.

As the heterosexual experience is so entrendied in mainstrearn vocabulary,
lesbian and gay consumers are highfy attentive to the practitionefs choioe of
language in detemining the relevance of service. This may be indicated through

the phrases the counsellor uses, administrative foms or the terrninology that is
employed to advanœ the philosophy of service as it relates to homosexuality.
The client is likely to be similarly observant of an agency's physical environment
for evidence of the wrkets sensitivity to semal minorïty concems.

The building in which a counselling senrice is housed functions as a public
relations medium. The physical environment provides dues as to the nature of
practiœ and may ultimately affect the degree to wuhich a potential client is able to
transcend obstacles to accessibility. The facility itself rnay serve as a banier to
entering into unfamiliar tenitory. Sara states that That fucking building is scary.

There is no way I am going to walk in there. Idon't know anybody in there."
Melvin stresses thaï "...the thought of going to look for a place that doesnt have
no sign of whatever it is, is a scary thought. Why should Itrust somebody that I
have no idea could be of any benefit to me?"
Within a facility, the physical environment can clearly identify who the
service is intended for. In seeking to access counselling services, the lesbian or
gay consumer is likely to be investigatingthe physical environment for evidence
of cultural sensitivity. Sara begins to f o m an assessrnent of safety prior to an

encounter h
w
ti

the helper. "l'II get alot of vibes on my first visit fmm just sitting in

the waiting m m . If it's not friendly to me, 18mcertainly not gonna be willing to
open up." The rnajority of research participants discussed the importance of
culturally relevant magazines. Charlie suggests that "if the counsellor is serious
about being 'gay and lesbian positive' then I would like see to copies of 'Out
Magazine' and The Advocate' in the waiting room." Rose suggests that the
presence of lesbian and gay images within the facility is a clear demonstration of

a clinician's cornmitment to an inclusive pradice. Her discussion serves to
nomalize the need for visibility by providing a cornparison with other
underrepresented populations.
One thing that might be helpful in accessing services in going into
a building is vvhether there are any posters or information that
talked about gays and lesbians. Even posters that clearly identify
things that can help me feel as though "oh this place doesn't just
Say in their words that they're 'gaynesbian positive'. They also
show that in a certain way and I can identify that. It is no difïerent
than any other population like seniors walking in and wanting to
see seniors magazines. You knaw, it is the same kind of thing.
Even if it meant magazines. If they've got Time and Maclean's and
all these stupid other magazines they can have The Advocate or
X-tra or Swwe.

-

Mernbers of sexual minority groups are likely to be accustomed to
encountering portrayals based on stereotypes and prejudice. It is important for
practitioners to avoid mirroring the distorted images of Iesbian and gay Iives that

are commonly upheld in mainstream society. Jeff States "1 guess I'd want to see
pamphlets but not about safe sex. That would be like saying that homosexuality
is just about having sex with other people." She also stresses the need for the

counselling environment to specifically reflect lesbian concerns given the
societal tendency to place greater significance on the experience of gay males.
"lt should be more Iike having some magazines....There should be lesbian
oriented ones too. Just pure lesbian ones because alot of magazines, even the
local gay and lesbian mag is mostly about men. That doesn't interest me." Mark
describes a lesbian and gay facility that he perceives to have reinforced
homophobia through its depidion of damaging stereotypes.
It was just that a setting INhiCh was supposed to be providing help

for lesbians and gay clients was actually presenting images of
heterosexual couples. Young heterosexualswere being allo$d to
be the dominant theme there. There was a poster t w the only

-

poster that was put in the waiting room was about the sexual
abuse of diildren. It was like the only poster in this institution that
was serving gays and lesbians. I thought that reflected a
homophobic stereotype. Ifound it personally disturbing in thinking
about the impact it might be havirtg on clients.
Codes that identify an individual's same-sex orientation have historically
served as a visual language for negotiating Mere and with whom one can risk
openness. They represent an immediate avenue for communicating reassurance
within environments where safety is uncertain. Such codes have corne to be
inwrporated into conceptuakations of gay and lesbian cultures. The absence of
symbols that wmmunicate a gayflesbian infomed consciousness is in itself a
statement that services are oriented solely toward the needs of the heterosexual
rnajority. Clients are given insuffident information with Hihich to negotiate
cornfortable interaction. They are left pondering the degree to which the practiœ
is relevant to their reality. Sara says "if I don't see anything related to
homosexuality at all, I am going to wnder. Imight not cansciously but you'll
notice. If you see things you notice." Oscar disaisses how these indicaton can
be used to refiect a coded message of inclusivity that is recognizable only to

gayilesbian or 'gayllesbian positive' people. Like Sara, he suggests that the very
absence of syrnbols aeates an obstacle to accessibility.
There are things that counsellors could do that only gays and
lesbians w u l d only catch on to. You know, like a pink triangle, so
that we would know that we are included there. It wwld a be very
fast, a very visible thing for us to pick up on. The freedom fiag, the
gay and lesbian flag, w l d be something that ya know - showed
us something about where the organization is coming from.
Norrnally I would be very, very euspicious of anybody who doesn't
do that I'd be very suspicious of why they aren't doing that. If they
aren't doing that, it cornrnunicates something to me. Absence
speaks tons....Adually absence would make me not even bother. I
c m eliminate a lot of the hassle by rejecting an organization or a
person by just walking up to their door and seeing their
advertisement in the yellow pages or being in their foyer. I can go

in there and sit for a haif an hour and I know M a t I am going to
discover already because there is an absence of my life being
refleded an absence of me being reflected in any way here or of
me being included.

-

Like many lesbian and gay consumers, Oscar's assessrnent of counsellor
suitability and inclusivity is based partially on interpretations of the physical
environment in which wunselling ocwrs. Practitioners may lend assistance in
the minority clients' detemination of safety through consciously integrating
evidence of cultural sensitivity into the agency environment. Accessibility is
advanced further through extending such efforts to create a profile that is
publicfy affiming of sexual minorities.

Counsellors typically promote their practice as a generic senrice. They are
unlikely to advertise in a rnanner that comrnunicates directly about their values
and expertise in relation to gays and lesbians. In detennining whether or not to
enter into a therapeutic relationship, the individual needs information with
regard to the clinician's perspective on homosexuality. Melvin asserts that
"...information on that person would be a 'plus' for me as far as knowing who
they were a little bit and where they are coming from."
While a praditionefs reputation may be established through the testimonial

of friends, accessibility is aided by securing a favourable profile wtihn
i

the w*der

lesbian and gay communities. Given that a high degree of suspicion toward
mainstream institutions is Iikely, attracting a sexual minority clientele may
demand that practice make its accessibility visible to potential consumers.
Credibility is suggested by the advanœment of a professional image of
responsibility, cornpetence and knovvledge about lesbian and gay issues. Melvin

portrays the decision to attend counselling as a slow exploration proœss that is
dependent upon his familiarity wïth the senrice from within his community. He
says:
I would maybe progress to going but you have to have some of
that confidence inside of you to even give it thought, right? If that
kind of counselling was happening in the community, I could see
that and I could find some literature and then I could let it happen
in my mind for a time. Then I could make a decision of going or
not.

Sara reminds helpers of the necessity to promote service through direct
communication with sexual minorities. She urges practitioners "don't sit back and
open your door and Say 'okay, I'm here. Come on in. I'm gay positive.' That
doesn't work in any f o m of social services - you know, opening your door and
just waiting. You need outreach." The mere presence uf a counselling agency,
with no overt indicators of philosophy, does little to invite participation by those
who have been socially marginalized. Through advertising in gay and lesbian

media sources, the professional offers a public declaration of affirmation. Mark
States:
I have to admit that M e n I see an ad in a gay paper or newsletter
and see that this counsellor is advertising in the wntext of the pink
triangle or membership in some gay professional organization, it
does give me a feeling that they are demonstrating some kind of
commitment to the lesbian and gay community. So I think I am
always lwking for evidenœ of that kind of commitment to the
community.

Ensuring accsssibility may entail efforts to create visibility in physical
settings that are partiwlarly relevant to the Iives of gay and lesbian community
members. Charlie provides helpers with a range of culturally specific ideas for
providing outreach to sexual minorities.

Assuming then that..this is a person who is now educated and
aware and knowledgeable, then they should get out there in the
community and make themself known...if they are really serious
about getting involved mth problems in the gay and lesbian
cornmunity, they can go to the bars and put up signs there. I
remember seeing on the backs of the washroorn stalls M e n the
group that deals with lesbian battering wefe doing a research
project. What they did was put up posters on the back of the
washroorn dmrs with Iittle slips of paper that you could np off with
the phone number on it so that you could dl. Aiso, recognizing
that people that are going to be coming to the wunsellor, may
themselves be dealing with issues of cornfort around being open,
then...signs on the back of the washroorn door are great because
they don't require that you go d a m to the resource centre if you
are a penon who only ever goes out to the ban. Also if you know
where the mising areas are, those are also good plaœs to put up
signs that offer a little more privacy in terms of being able to get
out there and find out where the counsellor is,
For sexual minorities, the determination of safety may be facilitated by
evidence of the deliberate efforts of a professional to aeate visibility. However,
supporting lesbians and gays in the effort to access the best possible service

often occurs through less overt activities.

Beyond addressing one's own intemalized bias, reeducation includes
developing an awareness of potential resources that are specifically designed
for lesbians and gays. "lt is the social workefs responsibility to explore existing
services and leam the extent of their usefiilneos, Iimits, cumpetency and referral
procedures" (Burnham, 1992, p. 150). The counsellor's knowiedge of
counselling services, recreational clubs and political or religiow organizations
allows for referral to culturally relevant social networks. Many individuals
experience discornfort initially in regard to making social contacts within the
sexual minority comrnunities. The formation of supportive relationships with

other lesbian and gay people facilitates an important sense of beionging. Given

the high level of anxiety that is common to Wose who have not yet achieved a
sense of community, effective advocacy is likely to include assisting the
individual to develop interactional skills that facilitate entrance into these
systems. Oscar stresses how, as a youth, his sense of alienation might have

been quelled if his counsellor had assisted him in locating support systems
composed of other sexual minorities.
When I watch daytime talk shows, I think, "ifwhen I was a kid and I
was home on my spares, if Icould have seen a daytime talk show
with gay and lesbian youth or lesbian avengers or al1 these
different groups, Iw u l d have known that I wasn't alone." Iw u l d
have known to keep on looking. I didn't know that when I saw my
counsellor and didn't get any response so I didn't keep on looking.
Many clinical resources do not operate from wïthin a value system that
allows for effective service provision to lesbians and gays. The client may

require a degree of professional competency that extends beyond the workef s
particular expertise. Paul advises that the clinician should be "...wiling

to admit

men they couldn't do this or that for you and then they w u l d suggest a
resource." Given the baniers to locating service, it is critical that the infomed
practitioner be prepared to fundion as a bridge to link sexual minorities w-th
other more appropriate helping professionals. Paul suggests that the "...therapist
has to know that for a gay penon to m e to ternis with themselves they might
need soma guidance about where they could go, M a t they could do or who they
wuld talk to to w r k it out." Sky recalls having approached his dodor for a
counselling referral. "1 asked if he knew of anyone. He is gay and gay positive
and knew of other professionals vvho are gay or gay positive....He gave me a list

of different people and told me who they were and M a t their involvement was

and how he felt about them."

Research participants recommended the development of a more formai
method for assisting sexual minorities to locate appropriate service. Paul
suggests that "...maybe M a t we need to have is a brochure. 'If you're gay and
youfre looking for therapy, here's M a t you should do.' Maybe people...would be
more empowered to find things that help them rather than just drift in to whatever
is out there." Oscar envisions that a directory outlining 'lesbian and gay
infomed' services would prornote accessibility. "...Iwould figure that there
should be some sort of registry or something like that to help you find a 'gay
positive' counsellor." Mark offers similar advice for idenfifying ethical and nonbiased practice.
I think it would be very good if there was some kind of umbrella
organization for lesbian and gay counsellon and therapists.
Membership could be dependent on certain professional standards
and this sort of thing. In my experience as a caregiver, I have
corne across people who have been in counselling and where I
think some very counter-productive things have been said because
the therapist was either actively homophobic or was heterosexist I
can also think of situations wtiere there has been unprofessional
and inappropriate conduct in the area of a sexual liaison being
allowed to develop with a therapist. I think it w u l d be good to
have an organization which made it very clear that that kind of
thing is not acceptable to this organization.

It cannot be assumed that al1 professionals have the insight and experience
to work effectively with lesbians and gays. Attending to consumer interests may
thus occur through the clinician advocating on behalf of the consumer. For
example the inforrned dinician may assume a powerful role in consulting within
medical institutions, social assistance organizations, homecare agencies and
other foms of social service. Messing, Schoenberg and Stephens (1985)
recommended that the "...wrker c m help physicians who have a la& of
experienœ w'th lesbians and gay men to use sensitive language, ask pertinent

questions, and overcome their initial discornfort

an unfamiliar patient

group"(Messing et al., 1985, p.70). Advocacy may be especially pertinent where

a number of different helping professionals become involved in supporting the

same client. This is a cornmon scenario for persons living with AlDS given the
need for access to medical settings vvtrere the range of workers the individual is
likely to encounter will have varying degrees of exposure to sexual minority
issues.
Advocacy for the special needs of lesbians and gays may direct

programming toward structurîng operations in a manner that encourages greater
accessibility. Established social service agencies rnay not easily integrate the

sexual minority client. For example, group therapy related to domestic abuse
typically fails to examine the dynamics of p o w r and control outside of an

heterosexual wntext. lncorporating lesbian or gay clients into such a setting
may be further complicated by the hornophobic attitudes of other group

memben. In such instances, an argument emerges for expanding programming
to form a more segregated lesbian or gay service.
Statistical record keeping would document those wunselling requests HRiich
the organization is not equipped to address. The informed helper may thus
present evidence ta program administraton end funders that argues for
managing agency resources in a manner that reaches gay and lesbian clients.
Sudi a proposal is likely to entail an increased financial cornmitment for the

training of staff and the development of specialized service. Mark advises that
professionals:

...should be making â push toward getting funding for some kind of
counselling service for our community. This is an unfortunate time
to be looking at that but we have sudi huge, huge needs related to

'coming outFand coping with so many aspects of our lives. We
have not only the problems that heterosexuals do but there is a
parüwlar slant to our experience from sometimes having been
deprived of family support or from suffering tembly at school and
not being able to tum to one's parents. These are really
psychological stresses that a person of colour or a Jewish penon
or an aboriginal, experience dÏfferently if they are lu- enough to
have parents who are supportive. It doesn't rnatter if they are
picked on for those things. They have family that they can go and
talk to. Our issues are al1 right through the spedrum. You know
the lesbian whose lover of thirty years dies and she can't grieve
about it publicly. So Ithink that we have got a real big need. There
is just a huge great gap in Our community.

-

This f o n of advocacy is likely to involve challenges, given the current economic
wtbacks to social programs and the traditional la& of recognition within
mainstream society of sexual minority issues. However, practitioners have an
ethical responsibility to participate in the movement toward social change for
gays and lesbians.

The possibilities for enriching the health of sexual minorities are limited
where the social fadors that uphold homophobia and heterosexism go
unchallenged. Helping professionals who are concerned with the well-being of
gays and lesbians must look beyond models of clinical intervention that target
the individual, M i l e disregarding the *der cultural environment. Oscar contends

that such a singular fows for intervention represents a misunderstanding of the
problern. "lt just seems too limiting if they want to zero in on me. I'd be scared
that they w l d just Hlant to change me without understanding what goes on
around me and where I've come from. I mean I'm not M a t needs to change."

True social change is possible only through the erosion of mainstream beliefs
that continue to impose social constraints on the lives of clients. "Mental health
professionals must stand up and infom ouf Iawmakers and govemment
administratucssettingpublic policy about the reality of gay, lesbian and bisexual

population in order to prevent decisions k i n g based on fear or erroneous
stereotypes" (Dworkin & Gutierrez, 1992 , p.336). Social work, with its dual focus
on the individual and the environment, is in the position to offer a unique
contribution to dismantling the effects of ongoing oppression.
Praditioners who advocate for greater social acoeptanœ of sexual divenity
assume a powerful role through enlisting th& professional credibility. Open
participation in activism reaps relatively few social consequences for hefpers in
cornparison to the potential repercussionsfor the individuel client. Sara States
that M i l e "... I w u l d alwys cal1 someone on a racist comment, there is enough
penonal investment in the gay stuff that I wuldn't always cal1 sorneone on a
homophobic comment." Sammy indicates that:
I did experience very profound feelings about the oppression, the
suppression of gay people in society because in every other part
of rny life I'm so open. I've stood up for human rights for so many
different groups of people in our society but in this one area, the
most private, the most personal, the most meaningful area of my
life, strangely I have been the most silent.

Becoming infomed about sexual minority issues equips counselling
professionals to promote Vie health of gays and lesbians through indirect f o n s

of pradice. Addressing the particular needs and concems of these populations
may include linking the client to community resources, offering to consult wïth

less aware helpen, modifying agency programming toward inclusivity and
political lobbying for social change.

While sexual minorities have been historically isolated from counselling
professionals, political efforts towards visibility and equality suggest that

clinicians are increasingly likely to receive service requests from lesbians and
gays. It is the responsibility of clinicians from a range of helping disciplines to
become familiar with the particular clinical needs and conœms of sexual
minorities. Feminist approaches within these counselling disciplines have sought
to incorporate many of the research participant's recommendations for
enhancing accessibility. Greenspan (1983) and Lemer (1988) have written
extensively about clinicians obligations to challenge their own social
conditioning; the neeû to diminish the power differential within the therapeutic
setting; adopting a non-judgmentaf perspective; the consumer's rigM to privacy
and self determination; and, the use of inclusive language. Similarly, the field of
social work may assume an important role in advancing an approach to
intervention that is informed by the actual Iife experience of sexual minorities. As
a profession that is committed to ensuring equitable services to under-served
and oppressed populations, social work may assume an important role in

directing counselling theory and practice toward an affirmative and accessible
clinical response to the needs of gays and lesbians. Like feminism, social work
methods aim to attend to both the individual and the social environment. Such
an approach ptovides a foundation for intewention that is based upon the
client's efforts toward change and the clinician's analysis of the problem within
the context of an hostile social environment (Gunter, 1992). It is through such
models for intervention that helping professionals are directed toward their
responsibility to challenge assumptions about lesbian and gay clients and to
attend to specific conditions that facilitate accessibility.

Western society has historically been organized around the social interests
of the White, male, 'able bodieb, Christian, heterosexual citizen. Regardless of
the existence of a sizable portion of the population who do not meet this
demographic criteria, al1 social institutions have been systematically designed to
promote the values and noms of the dominant culture. Popular
concaptualizations of healthy adulthaad prescribe that al1 individuals must strive
for participation in traditional heterosexual forrns of kinship. Such demands for
confomity have produœd a profound level of intolerance and suspicion for
diversity. The consequence for those who deviate from the homogeneous mold
is relegation to a peripheral social status. Lesbian and gay minorities in

particular have corne to represent the standard for that which is defined as
unacceptable.
Sexual unifomity has been rigorously enforced through efforts to punish,
suppress, convert and ignore variant behaviours. Early proscriptions

against

homosexuality were upheld through religious threats of etemal damnation and
legal prohibitions. As the govemance of social behaviour came increasingly to
be influenœd by scientific conjecture, lesbians and gays were subjected to a

range of biological and psychological interventions that sought to modify a
'pathological' orientation toward the heterosexual nom. Conventional dinical
theories about homosexuality that w r e constnided by heterosexual counselling
professionals have tended to reRect and perpetuate the subordination of those
who do not conforni to majority standards. It is only through the recent
emergence of the lesbianlgay civil rights movement that the authority of such

institutions has been challenged. As sexual minorities assert the right to self
definition, a more tolerant context for semial diversity has begun to emerge.
Despite ongoing progress toward social visibility and acceptanœ, sexual
minorities continue to face obstades to participation in established counselling
institutions. The 1973 decision by the Amencan Psychiatrie Association to
remove homosexualityfrom its list of mental disorders represents a significant
development in the stnrggle to create a non-biased clinical approach that is
specific to meeting the psychological and social needs of gay and lesbian
counselling consumen. However, barriers to accessibility are upheld by
traditional approaches to practice that overlook the distinct needs of lesbian and
gay clients, disregard the very existence of sexual minorities, refiect hostility for

sexual diversity or seek to 'cure' homosexuality. The wïdespreadadoption of a
more relevant and affirmative counselling perspective is inhibited by a lack of
attention given to gay and lesbian issues Mth the training programs of the
various counselling disciplines.
Given a long history of reorientation strategies and the wrrent lack of overtly
affirmative social resources, gays end lesbians are likely to rernain wary of
mainstream helping professionals. While some specialized senrices have been
developed mat are visibly promoted as k i n g delivered to and by sexual
rnimrities, lesbian and gay consumers more typically must approach generic
apencies for counselling. Unless directly identified as accessible, a therapeutic
environment is commonly equated with an heterosexist context. Given that the
expenence of living as a minority demands that the individual interact with
systems that are based on a tieteroaexual frame of reference, decisions about
openness are founded upon assessments about the degree of relevance and

safety that is possible. Within the counselling setting such decisions may be
made through interpretations about the counsellof s sex, sexual orientation or

style of presentation. Clients are Iikely to be gauging accessibility on indicators

of cultural relevanœ wtihn
i

the physical environment in Mich service is offered.

Choice about participation may be informed by recommendationsfrom tnisted
community members, directly interviewhg practitioners with regards to
knowledge base and experience as wll as the individual's intuitive sense about

emotional safety.
It has been beyond the scope of this study to provide an outline of
counselling directives as they relate to specific presenting issues faced by gay
and lesbian clients. lnstead the practitioner is reminded that interventions are

most appropriately developed in accordance with the noms of the clients'
identified community. As problems are best defined wïth a recognition that
sexual orientation representsjust one factor in the individual's life, an affirmative
therapeutic response aims for balance betiiiieen honouring the client's
distinctness white rewgnizing hislher cornmonality with the majority experience.
Although gays and lesbians enter counselling with many of the same needs as
the heterosexual client, therapeutic response is likely to be inadequate where
i
one fails to analyze the presenting problem wtihn

the cuntext of societal

heterosexism and homophobia. The effective helper must be prepared to employ
established counselling methods and diagnostic procedures within a frammrk
that recognizes the impact of the client's marginalized social position. As mai
the population at large, members of sexual minorities encounter issues of

domestic abuse, alcohoUdrug dependency; HIVIAIDS; sexual assaults;
partnership problems; and parenting challenges. However, these everyday
struggles within the lives of lesbian and gay citizens have tended to be

suppressed in an effort to avoid reinforcing the stigma that is commonly
associated with homosexuality. The clinician who seeks to provide accessible
service would also do well to develop knowiedge about issues that are more

specific to the gay and lesbian experience such as antigayflesbian violence;
'coming out'; alienation from biological family; and, intemalized seif-hatred.
The counsellor's efforts to gain familiatity with the sexual minority

experienœ may be aided by professional Merature and training. However,
reeducation about homosexuality is likely to be enhanced by adual encounters
w'th individuals and resources from w
h
n
ti

the lesbian and gay communities.

Such interactions reflect accountability to the minority curnmunities and may lend
visibility to the service. Bamen to establishing a therapeutic relationship are
challenged where professionals work to openly dedare their knowledge base,
experienœ and value systems as they relate to the minotity client. As rapport
may be stifled by the consumer's high degree of suspicion with regard to the

helper's perspective, accessibility is facilitated through the use of inclusive
language, realistic assurances about confidentîality and preparation for times
when misunderstandings between the client and the counsellor may occur. Such
an approach avoids Vie p o w r differential that is upheld in more traditional
counselling settings in favour of a therapeutic partnenhip that promotes client
selfdetemination.

This study has sought to explore the relationship behnieen the lesbian and
gay populations and cwnselling professionals, so as to advance ideas for

establishing a more accessible approach to service provision. While my findings

rnay provide clinicians with some initial suggestions, there are persistent

questions left to examine. ldeas for future research are as follows:
1. Given some of the limitations to the sarnple, it seems necessary to consider

the issue of accessibility as it relates to individuals who idenüfy as bisexual or

transgendered. Due to the inadequate and disaieminatoryresources offered
wîthin mainstream society, many minority comrnunities have gone on to develop
their own more specialized counselling SBTY~OBS.
2. While this study targeted the voice of individuals from the lesbian and gay

communities, it may be illuminating to explore the perceptions and experienœs
of service providers who have sought to offer an inclusive practice.

3. Within this study I have outlined specific recommendations for the role of the
clinical supewisor in ensuring non-biased service. Research may provide insight
into the potential value of the supervisory relationship as a method of clinical
preparation for mrking w
hti

sexual minorities.

4. The tasks associated

adapting practice to minority issues may be

identified through a comparative investigation of more segregated services with
those generic agencies that seek to integrate lesbian and gay client populations.

5. Within the professional literature and training programs, the more established
tendency is to view rnulticultural counselling issues from a racial perspective.
Research may provide valuable dinical information through investigating the
applicability of these approaches to lesbian and gay populations.
6. Research has traditionally foaised on issues of etiology and the deficits

associated with the gay or lesbian experience. This approach tends to disregard

the strength and resilienœ that was evident in the narratives of this study. Many

participants spoke of a sense of self reliance and the n'di systems of support
that they had developed in coping with problems. In the curent climate of
govemment aitbacks, studying the gay and lesbien experienœ rnay provide
important information about how people adspt to an hostile environment with
limited social resources.
The ernergence of lesbians and gays as visible citizens who seek access to
al1 of society's institutions is refiective of significant social change. It may now be
assumed that al1 aiunselling professionals wïll at some time enwunter service
requests from sexual minority clients. As dinicians begin to prepare themselves
to meet the challenge of creating accessibility, it must be remembered that the
ability of counselling to enrich the lives of lesbians and gays will remain Iimited
as long as societal bias against sexual diversity persists. The capacity for
change within an individual is cornpromiseci where his or her life opportunities
are continually restricted by a social structure that enforces a marginalized
existence. Practitioners may play a powerful role in the rnovement taward social
change, by lending professional wight to the enhancement of public awareness,
challenging bias within the various counselling disciplines and lobbying for
legislative change. Sammy's narrative expresses the importance of our
continued stniggle t ~ r social
d change.
Ican handle being a visible minority 'cause I can always fight back.
I know M a t that's about. I know M e r 8 that's arming from. I know
how to fight those battles but there's nothing w r s e than k i n g
oppressed for things that people can't see. Il's a very, very strange
place to be in to have to always hold onto yourself. Even the
most open people Iike me, I still have to hold ont0 myself so much
of the Ime. Nobody should have to be stifled anymore as w are
approaching the year two Viousand.
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TABLE 1.

SEX OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

TABLE 2.

AGE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
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TABLE 4.

CURRENT RELATIONSHIP STATUS

TABLE 5.

HlGHEST EDUCATION LEVEL

TABLE 6.

CLASS BACKGROUND
6
6

4

3
2
1
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Appendix 8

, agree to participate in a research project that explores

I

the relationship between the counselling profession and the lesbian and gay

mmmunities. Information obtained Rom my involvement is to be applied to a
Masters of Social Work thesis. Iwill be interviewedfor approximately one hour
by Jaik Josephson (284-2642). We will discuss my experiences and perceptions
as they relate to counselling professionals. The projed willprovide an
opportunity for me to offer opinions on the development of an accessible, gay
and lesbian positive approach to counselling services. m i l e our discussion will
be audiotaped, no one outside of the intenriewer shall have access to the
recorded interview or the transcripts.

80th the content of the tapes and the

transcripts will be stored in a locked cabinet and shall be erased at the end of
the study. To protect my privacy, any reference to myself in the witten report will
be done through the use of a pseudonyrn. f have been inforrned that I have the

right to withdraw my participation at any point during the course of the research.
Ail participation in the study is voluntary. Any inquiries Imay have regarding the
research will be answred fully, providing that the questions do not compromise
the confidentiality of other participants. Upon my request, a summary of the
research results will be made available.

Participant signature
Interviewer signature
Date

Appendix C

1. Barriers to Acccwskig Service:

- histotical approaches to practice

- aiment reparativetherapies
- construction af identity

- internalizedstereotypes
- bias in therapeutic approach
- comrnunity support
- self reliance
2. Assessing Safety:

- detemining homophobic bias
- locating service
- sex of service pmvider
- sexual orientation of service provider
- professional expertise
- therapeutic style
- interviewhg the practitioner
- 'coming out' within the counselling setting
- terminating senrice
3. Recommendations for Senrice Providerrr

- reeducation

- laying the groundwork for accessibility
- identrfying qualities of 'gay and lesbian positivity'
- ensuring confidentiality

- group interventions
- creating physical indicetors of safety

- creating visibility
- adopting inclusive language

- diminishing power imbalance
- advocacy
- fear
- financial constraints to accessing service

- Christian approaches to counselling
- boundaries
- comparison of past experiences with homophobia to present perceptions of
accessibility

